
[Book I.]

[The twenty-sicth letter of the alphabet; called

is it is one of the class termed iii- [or gut

tural], and is a radical letter, except when written

with two dots, 3; for which, and for the pro

nominal values of 3, &c., see the Supplement. —

As a numeral it denotes five.]

º

|A

• *

R. Q. 1. Jººs, (El-Umawee, S, K) inf. n.

* and :Isis, (K,) the latter extr., (TA,) (see

tºis, He cºlled ſº camels to food, or procender,

by tº cry Jº Jº : (§ K:) or he chid them,

(UAye-j), by the cry UAUA. (K.) [See also arts.

i- and tº-l - isis, inſ. n. isis, He chid a dog.

(TA)— He called a dog (TA)—its, in:

n. isis, He laughed loud and long : [a word imi

(K, T.A.)tative of the sound].

‘Je. subst. from isis, [A call to camels to food,

or procender]. (S, K.) ‘J’ and* are said

to be thus written by Az's own hand, with kesr:

(L.)and are thus written in the Jáme' [of Kz].

[See arts. t- and tº-]

? - ?. -- 3.

Usue and usus One niho laughs loud and long.
ot. §2 - -

(K, TA.) — sists iº- A damsel n:ho laughs

loud and long. (Lh, T.A.)

**

1. 8-9 es. (S, &c.,) aor.* (M, &c.,)

contr. to analogy; for all reduplicate triliteral

verbs that are intrans. have kesr in the aor.,

except twenty-eight, of which this is one; (Lb;)

ºf n. * and -º (;, K) and tº (K.)

but this last is not of high repute; (I Drd;) The

wind blen, ; rose; n.as in a state of commotion.

($, K, &c.)— It is also said of a foul, or stinking,

(Msb, in art. ***)-tº :32, is

for ** tº [A day in nºbich the nind called

* 'lord (TA, art. --)—- It (a

star) rose: (TA:) [and in like manner, the dawn:

odour.

See Jºu...]-sº & * He arose, or ment,

or betook himself, to prayer. (ISh, from a trad.)

- *. inf n. JA, He was brisk; lively;

- is and 2.4
5 .

and 20A, He (any person or animal marching or

sprightly. (TA.) – -*, inf n. -* and

journeying) nas brisk, lively, or sprightly, and

quick : (K:) or *. aor. ºv, with kesr, inf. n.

* and *. he (any such person or animal)

reas brisk, lively, or sprightly: and &s, [aor.

*...] inf. n. * .. and*. he (the same) was

quick, and brisk, &c. : ex. âû sº, a0t.*

with damm, inf. n.*. The she-camel was quick

in her march, or pace : (TA :) and 3.2 -*.

inf. n. *. The camel neas brisk, lively, or

sprightly, in his march, or pace. (Lh, S, TA.)

See also R. Q. 1. = *. aOr. +4. (S,) inf. n.

* and* (K) and *: (TA;) and

'-º's, inf. n. iºs, (K;) + He anoke, or became

roused, from his sleep. ($, K.)– 13°Jº*

f He began to do so; set about doing so; i. 4.

&b. (S. K.) — [You say “... & 3.

+ Whence hast thou come 2 (K;) as though yo.

Whence hast thou been roused [to come] to us.

($) [And] := <!., &, with keer, (in some

... o

said -- Jº! cº-o; i.e.,
•

copies of the K, ū- is put for ū; but this is a

mistake; TA;) Where hast thou absented, or

hidden, thyself, from us? or, rather, nºkere hast

(Yoo, K.)

-* 1 He nas absent a long time. (Yoo, K.)

- *. ($, K,) aor.* (Msb,) or* (Az,

thou been absent, or hidden, from us?

TA) if n iſ: (S) ſand, app., i.e. and tº

(TA,) It (a sword, S, K, and a spear, S,) shook,

or quirered, (S, K,) and penetrated into the

thing struck with it. ($, Msb.) – <s, (aor.

+4. TA,) inf. n. J.s and i. and is: and "...al;

(Sh,” K5) It (a sword, Sh,) cut him, or it; or

cut it off. (Sh, K.) —* He was routed, or

put to flight, in battle. (IAar, K.) – *. aor.

tº sk) and +4 (K) the later dev. Ron

rule, and not found in other lexicons, but see

what is cited above from Lb, that* is one of

the twenty-eight verbs which thus deviate from

rule, (TA,) inf. n.* and Jºe and i.e. and

"J-s: (S. K.) and '3s, (K) in n. tº:

(TA;) He (a goat) reas eaccited with lust :

(TA;) or uttered a sound, or cry, [or rattled,

and nas excited by desire of the female; or

uttered a sound, or cry, [or rattled, when so

excited, or at rutting-time: ($, K:) or ~2.

signifies he uttered a sound, or cry, [or rattled,

at rutting-time : (TA:) or -*. inf. n.* and

*** and "J-s: He (a stallion-camel, &c.)

desired copulation. (M.) – * <s I called

him (a goat, TA) ad initum ; ut femellam con

scenderet.

* > 0. .

a.A. in this sense is a mistake : but MF remarks,

(K.) [F observes, that J's giving

that what J says is " …, he (MF) having

examined many copies of the S and found them all

alike in this case, and that this is correct; and

this is the reading that I find in both of M.

Fresnel's copies of the S: see also ~23, given

in the S as quasi-passive of&s: SM, however,

states in the TA, that the reading found by him

in a copy of the $ in the handwriting of Yákoot,

the author of the Moajam, collated with the copy

of Aboo-Zekereeya Et-Tebreezee and that of

Aboo-Sahl El-Harawee, is a c-A, as in the K:

and this, he says, is the genuine reading.]

2. a.s. He tore it, or rent it, much. (K.)

4. 8-9 J-al, and ' '.…], [He (God) caused

the mind to blon"; to rise; to be in a state of

commotion]. (A.) = a's + He anoke him, or

roused him, from his sleep. (S.) W ... is said to

signify the same; and in proof thereof is adduced

a reading in the Kur, deviating from that which

-ā- &

62%, instead of tº 3. Who hath roused us

from our sleeping-place 2 [ch. xxxvi., v. 52; but

IJ rejects this reading, unless it be elliptical, for

* -s. (TA)= -ºº ºl He look the

(Lh, Sh.)

is universally received as correct; Jºe

sncord; or made it to quiver.

363
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-* - ºtº

5. -º It (a garment) became n'orn out, or

ragged. ($, K, T.A.)

8 : see 1.

10: see 4.

R. Q. 1. “...sº see ** —-ºs, int.

22 - 2.

n. a-vºº, He was quick, or swift. (K.) See

also 1. = -*. inf. n. *::s, It (the ~9°, Or

mirage,) glistened, or shome; syn. 3.55: (K;)

i.e., (TA) = -ºs, inf n isºs, He

urged, or checked, [app. the former, nith his

voice; syn. *j; (K;) by saying -*. (R, as

cited by MF,) or*•s. [so I understand from

the TA, where it is said* -* 4… Jaill; ; for

which it is evident that we should readJºaº

i-J1 a.c.; meaning “its” (imperative) vérial I).

&c.:] accord. to some, used specially with refe

rence to a horse: see -la [in art. “rea). (TA.)

You also say 4, -*. (TA.) = -*. inf. n.

- “... o. (K.)

• * 0--

acrº, He slaughtered [a beast].

R. Q. 2. Jºrj He (a goat, TA, called ad

initum, S) shook himself; syn. &#. (S, K.)

See a, <s.- -ºš Jº- An army of which

one part presses upon another. (TA, art. --xe-)

a • 6 º' -- -- º, c.

~A, pl. of aº ; see -3° -93.

i. The mind. (TA, voce **)

ãº, (S) and ' is, (K,) both of which forms

are correct, (TA,) fThe penetration of a sword,

(S, K,) or spear, into the thing that is struck

with it, and its shaking, or quivering. (S.) –

a's 3; A sword that shakes, or quivers, and pene

trate into the thing struck neith it: (S:) and,

that falls with vehemence. (T.A.) – i. (S, K)

and * **, (K,) or the latter only, (TA) + An

hour, or a short time, (äel-,) remaining before

danºn. (As, S, K.) — is ($, K) and ***,

(K,) or the latter only, (TA,) tAn indefinite

period of time; syn. *i- (S, K:) a long time;

syn. }ss. (Az.) Ex. A3J. &: ***“e

We liced therein, or in that [state], some time, [or

a long time]: like the saying i. (AZ, $.) —

[You say] 3. &; I san, him once (K) in life.

(TA.) — is Jºº- 35 He has come [in] to me

once. Occurring in a trad. ; said by a woman in

allusion to her husband's having once come in to

her: (TA:) i. 4. āşş. (Msb.) See art. J-e in

the Mgh.

is: see i. throughout. — A state, or con

dition: [or perhaps the meaning intended is the

state of being brisk, lively, or sprightly, and quick].

(IX.) Ex. #2 &- & Verily he is in a good

* …

state, or condition, ºc. (T.A.) – alº The state

of a stallion n;hen ercited by desire of the female.

(S.) See 1. = as A piece of a garment, or the

like: (K:) pl.* ($, K:) a piece of rag.

(TA.) – See*Jº.

J. mentioned in the Nawādir of Th, and said

to be from tº **, but not of established

authority: [unexplained]. (TA.)

* A wolf that is light, or actice, and quick,
3 -, -

or snift, of pace. (K.) See Jºs.– A certain

ralley of hell, the place of abode of tyrants,

oppressors, and the like. (TA, from a trad.)

-

>

w - O

Jºs Quick, or snift :

"Jºs (K) — A light, or actice, camel:
3 - - -

fem. with 3. (K.)— Jºy” One n:ho serves nell;

as also "J-* and

a good servant. (K.) – Any one who does nell

a small thing : accord. to some, specially, a cook,

and a roaster of meat. (TA.) — A butcher;

9 * > * ~9.

syn. --Laš: [from -ºº “he slaughtered”].

(IAqr, K.) – Jºº. One niho sings nell to

- 3 - 2 -

camels, to urge, or ereite, them. (K.) – Usºs

4 pastor : ($:) or a pastor of sheep or goats; or

the he-goat of a flock. (K.)

* ** [Dust, ºr see ºl (K)

6 J. * - --- d -

-3-A and " ***.* and " -ºs A wind that

[blows violently, and raises the dust. (S, K.)

2 - 2 -

45-º: 5 - .

4 - See -3:8.

--e-A :

º ,-O.” 3. - O -

~\º : see Usºs. = Clamorous; a ban:ler.

(K.) =* The ~94, or mirage. (M., K.)

6 - O -

— `A A certain game of children, (K,) of

the children of El-'Irak, (TA,) or of the children

of the Arabs of the desert. (T.)

44% º (As, S. K.) as also º-, (As

S,) and * Jús, and 'Jºe, (K,) ( A garment

(Aş, S, K.)rent in pieces, ragged, or tattered.

gº. - 4

*UA

of commotion.] (A.)

$º

3 - 2

[-…"

•o 3. ... o º 9 J. 2

Jú ($, L, K) and ' … (S) and 'J.,

of the same measure as .*.*, (L,) f A he-goat

or that rattles

23 [A wind bloning; rising ; in a state

6 o' -

-3%

-- is o –

&

see -ºs ~P5°.

A place of bloning of the n-ind.]

that is much eaccited with lust :

much, and is much earcited by desire of the

female: or that rattles much when so eaccited :

(S, K.)

6 J. J. 3 22

~~~~ and ~~~~ :

see 1.

º •0

see -\ºve.

~~~A

1- <s. aor. : , (inf. n. *. TA,) He beat,

struck, or smote, him (A, 'Obeyd, S, K) with a

sword. (Sh.) Ex. tº:b% Jº-ºº: They

smote them both with swords until they slen them.

(TA, from trad.) – <s, aor. : , He, or it,

lonered him, syn. &lºs and ºt. and *i

(K,) with respect to station, rank, or dignity:

(TA :) and abased him ; debased him; rendered

him abject, vile, despicable, or ignominious. (L.)

Ex. ãº. (sº- <s." &s Death lowered him

in my estimation with respect to rank, or dignity,

because he died upon his bed, and did not die a

martyr. From a trad. (Fr.) —< He was

longered with respect to rank, station, or dignity.

(Fr.) —< (like &#. [i.e. pass. in form, but

neut. in signification, (K,) He (a man) was

conardly, and his intellect quitted him : ($, K:)

he was without intellect. (TA) – “…s, aor. : :

See <s.

<s Softness; laicity. (L.) – Stupidity,

(TA.)foolishness, stupefaction.

* -2 ° - -

** Weakness (S, K) in intellect. (S.) Ex.

** alie Jº There is a weakness in his intellect.

º - - - -

(S.) &A 4.5 There is a stroke of stupidity in

him : or there is in him what resembles heedless

ness, and unsoundness of intellect : (TA :) or

9 .o ,- -

ãº's signifies loss of reason. (TA in art. &-)
g , , , , o, . 6 . . . " or o ºr • 2 + o- -

- - . . * * U-5 Uo Dost~\º alº's sºlº- alº &- Jº J N

thou not inquire respecting an old man, rhose

sleep is that of a sick person, or of one far

advanced in years, or whose sleep is light, (TA,

art. J.,) [and whose night is one of languor].
6 o' . - -

From a trad. JºA, here, is from ~A, as signi

(TA.)fying “softness, and laxity.”

< One in nºom is sudden fright, or ter

ror, and a shrinking (3:3) [by reason ºf

fear]. (L.) —<s and W** A concardly

man, nºbose intellect i. quitting him : (S, K :) a

man without intellect. (TA.) – In the saying

* . , 2 -

\riº, quoted, but not expl.,

by Th, cºa is thought by ISd to be of the
* . .

* . .

measure Jºsé in the sense of the measure Jelš.
-

-

o . O -

-º-, *, sº, i.e. A thing that

… -

of a poet, st-e-A

and to signify,

stupefies, or renders foolish, and confounds, per

pleares, or amazes, and thus stills, or quiets and

causes to sleep. The poet says,

- - - e - *... - 2.

# tº cle c \e escº º #:

* <--s (3,-3 2-1 … "

[he is app. describing clear and strong wine, and

says, It will shon, thee a mote in it, if it be

therein: a little after sleep, (even,) the intorica

tion (which is the result) thereof is a thing that

stupefies, &c.]. (TA.)
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5 - d -

<-2. Confounded; perple-ced; amazed; i. 7.

**i. (TA, art. J.A.A.) sº ** A man

of a conardly heart, without intellect. (S.) See
º - 9 Jo .

<--> — exc, Lonered with respect to rank,

station, or dignity. (Fr.) — Jºãº *::..

Having depressed, deficient, collar-bones, or cla

vicles. (Fr.) = *:::: A bird that is sent forth

at random; without being rightly directed; [nith

out being let fly at some other particular bird].

Thought by IDrd to be a post-classical word in

this sense. (TA.)

st-A

, * 9 & .

1. ºu. c-A, aor. 2, inf. n. *~A, He scattered,

or squandered, his property. (L.)

... • * * * ..., 0.

Q. Q. 1. & A : see al-A.

i:s A severe, difficult, or afflictive, affair :

(S, K:) pl. & Gº: the J is an augmentative

letter. (TA.) The pl. also signifies calamities :

and confused affairs and news. (TA.) — Also,

Confusion in speech, or, in what is said: (S,

K:) [probably an inf n, of which the verb is
• , 9

<-ºl.

**

1. **. aor. 2, inf. n. **: (L;) and Y&

He, or it [a camel's udder], became swollen ; or

had a tumour [or **]. (S, L, K.) — **

It (a man's face) became swollen, and con

tracted: (L:) [and so " ex, in the K, art.

Jay : see its part. n.] — **, (S, K,) aor. 2,

(K,) or -, [which is more probably right,) (L.)

inf. n. **, (S, L,) He beat him, or*

him, (S, K,) with a staff, or stick: like as--

(S) [and **]: or, with uninterrupted blons,

but not violently: or, with a piece of wood,

like as one beats a dog in killing him ; or

he beat him in any part of him that he

san. (TA.)

g o “ - -

rºº, It caused him, or it,
-

2. As s, inf. h.

[a camel's udder], to become sncollen ; or to have

a tumour [or **]. (S, K)— &#3 ** [It

rendered his face snollen : see* :] said of much

sleep. (TA, in art. Jºy.) — &" JHe killed a

dog, [app. by beating]. (L.)

5: see 1.

+. A thing like a tumour, in a she-camel's

udder: (S, K:) it is a tumour, or swelling, of

the slightest kind. (T.A.)

** see what follows.

6: A man snºollen ; or affected with a tu

mºr. (TA.) A snollen face of a man; (A;)

as also '*, (L,) and'º. (A) — A man

heary, or dull, in spirit; syn. J tº J.i.

($, K.)

1. <2. <s, aor. : , (L, K,) inf. n. **, (L,)

He broke **, (Lth, L, K,) i.e. colocynths :

(Lth, L.) or (in the K, and) he cooked 2× [i.e.,

colocynths or their seeds]: (L, K :) or (in the

K, and) he gathered ** [i.e. colocynths] ; (L,

K;) as also * … and " …al; (K;) or

" … and "…al; which are said of an ostrich

and of a man; and these two verbs signify he

(an ostrich or a man) extracted *** [or colo

cynth-seeds] to eat: (L:) you say of an ostrich

W *::: sº he eactracts the seeds of the colocynth

to eat them : and " …; signifies he took a

colocynth, or colocynths, and broke it, or them :

($, L ) or he (an ostrich) broke a colocynth, or

colocynths, and ate its, or their seeds: (A:)

and he gathered colocynths and macerated them

in water: (L:) and Y Jºs! he [an ostrich)

pierced colocynths with his beak, and ate their

seeds: (T, L:) and he took the seeds of dry colo

cynths, and put them in a place, and poured

upon them water, and rubbed and pressed them

with the hand, then poured off from them the

water, and did this for some days, until their

bitterness was gone; after which they are bruised,

or brayed, and cooked: ($, L:) or he prepared

for food ( ãº) the pulp of colocynths. (A Heyth,

L. [See an ex. in a verse cited voce als-U.])

— Also& (aor, as above, L,) He fed him

(namely a man, K) with Jºs. (L, K.)

5 and 8: see 1.

3. : See *.

* The colocynth; as also W º: (L, K:)

or the seeds of the colocynth; (S, A, L, K;) as

also 3. : (L, K:) n. un, of the former, [which

is a coll. gen, n.,.] with 3 : (L:) or the pulp of

the colocynth. (AHeyth, L.) – [See &l-

Also, A certain food, which is eaten in cases of

necessity, made by breaking colocynths, and taking

forth their seeds, and macerating these in nater,

that their bitterness may go, and then cooking

them: (Nh, L. :) or colocynths macerated for

some days in water, then nashed, and, after their

upper rind has been thrown anay, cooked; to

which is added some flour; and sometimes 33-ae

is made of it: (AA, L:) or a food made iy

macerating in water the seeds of dried colocynths,

and heating this water until its bitterness has

gone, then pouring upon it some grease, and

sprinkling upon it a little flour, after rehich it is

supped. (L.)

3 a .º -

* Jº 4 man who gathers colocynths:

colocynths. (K.)

[Jºe: see -3A..]

jºb

[1. Jºs, &c.; see Supplement.]

}:s *: see;...

iºs ($, K) and "ijº (TA) [Scurf on the

head;] what is in the hair of the head, resembling

bran; ($;) the dirt of the head, that clings to

the loneer part of the hair, resembling bran; (K;)

as alsoãº (TA) and *::: (AO, S, K, in art.

3-5.) — Also, [both "words,) What flies about, of

or from, feathers, (K, TA,) and the like : (TA:)

and the former, nihat flies about, of, or from, the

donºn of cotton : (K:) or the fine down that flies

about from cotton : (L:) and nºhat becomes scat

tered about, and compacted, of, or from, canes,

or reeds, and the &sº [or papyrus] : (Yaakoob :)

pl. of the former, sºs. (TA.)

* , , a

ãºjº: see above, in two places.

jºs Barley growing, or growing forth; in the

Nabathaean language. (Sa’eed ibn Jubeyr, TA,

art. -ā-ae.)

Jºe

1. Jºs, aor. -, (S, TA) inf n. Jºs, (S, A,

IX,) He collected a thing; (TA;) as also Jº,

aor. 2: (ISk, ISd:) he collected; and gained or

earned, or sought sustenance; (S, A, K,) as also

"Jºjº (S, A ) or he practised some art or

trade, to procure sustenance; and he eacercised

art, craft, cunning, or skill, in the management

of his affairs: (TA:) and "Jºel and "Jºi

he gained or earned, or sought sustenance; and

collected; and exercised art, craft, cunning, or

shill, in the management of his affairs ; (ISd,

TA:) and "Jºe, inf n. Jºã, he collected

much; syn. &- (K.) You say,º sº

He collects; and gains or earns, or seeks suste

nance; for his family, or household; (S;) as also

"Jº : (S, A:) or practises some art or trade,

to procure sustenance for them ; exercises art,

craft, cunning, or skill, in the management of his

affairs, for them. (TA.) [See also Jº-]-

4:..., (K) inf n, as above, (TA,) I obtained it,

(K, TA,) by collecting and gaining or earning.

(TA.) And ãº* "Jºel He obtained from

Jim a gift. (K.) —23. Jºs, inf. h. as above,

[app. meaning He roused and scared the sheep or

goats, and drove and collected them to some

(TA:) and 42'ss [pl. of $3,3] women nºko gather

263"
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person or place,) is like & Jºs-i:

‘Abbād.)

2 : see 1.

(Ibn

5. Jº: see 1, in three places. = Also, and

* Jºel, It became collected; or it collected itself:

or the former, it became collected, or it collected
2 * ~ *

itself, from several places: syns. &- and

- - - - d - -

3-1. (K.) And A351 Jºy; The company of

men became collected as an army, or a military

force; or collected itself into an army, or a mili

tary force. (T.A.)

8: see 1, in two places: = and see 5.

ãº, i.a. iść-5 (S. K.) i.e., What is col

lected, of men, and of property: ($, TA:) a

company, or body, of men, not of one tribe : (TA,

in art. U-- :) and what one gains or earns, and

collects, of property: pl. < *. (TA.)

Jººs One who collects; and who gains, or

earns, or seeks sustenance : (S:) or who does so

much ; (Lth, K, TA;) and n:ho eacercises art,

craft, cunning, or skill, in the management of

his affairs, for his family, or household. (Lth,

TA.)

Jºº. Collected; and gained or earned. ($,"

TA.)

laº

1. a.s. (S, Msb, K,) aor. : and 2, (Mºb, K.)

but the latter is of rare occurrence, (MSb,) inf. n.

lºs, (S, K,) of that whereof the aor. is z, and

of that whereof the aor. is 2; (TA ;) or of the

latter only, that of the former being lºs; (Msb;)

He, or it, (said of water &c., Msh,) descended :

(S, Msb, K.) and * ...; he descended, or ment

donen, or ment down a declivity; and it sloped

donºn ; syn. 33-#3 (TA;) and Y lazy?! signifies

the same as this last; or the became lowered, or

degraded; syn. hº (K;) being quasi-pass.

of W&i, (S, TA,) and it may be also of *ks,

as is said in the M. (TA.) You say, Jº ulºs

• 2 - -> *

àº.2 25-a- [We descended a difficult declicity].

(A, in art. 3.x-.) And (s.29. *.*, (Bd, ii. 58,

and Msh,) [as though it were trans., for Us

ess'91.) inf. n. bººk, (Msb,) We descended into

the calley. (Bd, Msb.) And 4. ** He came

forth from it. (Bd, ubi supra.) It is said in

the Kur, ii. 58, * lsº Descend ye *

Misr : (Bl:) accord. to one reading, biºsi.

(BJ, T.A.) You say also 3= 3% As He

entered such a town or country. (K.) And

cº- J. cº- &- <-lºs I removed him from

a place to a place. (Msb.) – As also signifies

: The falling into eril: (K, TA:) and 1 the being,

or becoming, lon, abject, mean, or vile: (TA:)

and ; the suffering loss, or diminution. (K, T.A.)

You say, a jº. & Lºs He fell from his

honourable station. (TA) [See also 7, men

tioned above..] And & A. : Such a one

became lon, abject, mean, or vile. (TA.) And

*:- &- As f He became mean, or abject,

and lory, or submissive, from fear. (TA.)

[See Kur, ii. 69.] And Jºãº A.s, aor. 2, 1 The

people, or company of men, became in a state of

abasement and diminution. i (TA.) Whence the

trad, (TA) tº Suºi (STA) i.e. it's

tº-& kº Čičeº iſºl (10 God.

we ask of Thee a good state, or condition, and we

put our trust in Thee for preservation that me

may not become brought donºn from our state]:

(S:) mentioned [and explained] before, in art.

**, q.v. (TA) [But in this instance, thºs

may be regarded as the inf. n. of the trans. v. to
o -->

be mentioned below.] You say also, Jºel -la-A

• - - 6

Jººs, aor. 2, inf. n. bºs, + My camels, and

my sheep, or goats, suffered loss, or diminution :

and in the same sense A.A is said of flesh, and of

fat, and of fatness. (TA.) And ãº,& As

! The price of the commodity, or article of mer

chandise, became diminished, or lessened, (S, Msb,

K, TA,) belon, its former full rate; (Msb;) be

came lonyered, or abated. (T.A.) And Jºzº As

+ The counterpoising portion of the load iecame

adjusted or arranged, made even, or made easy,

upon the camel. (TA.) = **, (S, Msb, K,)

aor. 2, (K,) inf. n. *s, (S,) He made him, or it,

(namely water, &c., Msb,) to descend; (S, Msb,

K;) [he sent, or cast, him, or it, down; ] as also

W **'. (IS.) You say, J. ãº "..…

2\ale') [The year of dearth, or drought, caused

them to go down to the cities, or great towns].

(A, in art. J-e-.) And 13é-& *** He, or it,

caused him to enter such a tonen or country. (K.)

[Andº Jº * kºs He, or it, ma. him to

alight upon a place: see an ex. voce 3.]-

! He lonered him, or degraded him, from his

state, or condition; (Fr;) as also " **: (Fr.

S;) i.e., God did so; (Fr;) or a man: (S:) it

(time, or fortune,) caused his wealth, and his

goodness or beneficence, to go anay, after he had

abounded therein. (T.A.) —<- -º-, As

! The disease rendered him lean ; emaciated him :

($, K.) or diminished his flesh. (TA.)— as

iº, & 3, (S. K.) infº.º. (K) He (God,

§, or a man, S) diminished, or lessened, the price

of the commodity, or article of merchandise; (S,

K;) he lonered, or abated, it; (TA;) as also

* ALA, said of a man: (AObeyd, S, M.) or

cº &: As the diminished somewhat from the

-
- - -

price; and sometimes * ala-Al is used in this

sense. (Msb.) – Jº- Lºs He adjusted or

arranged, made even, or made easy, the counter

poising portion of the load upon the camel.

(TA.) — ūš ſa's He beat, or struck, such a

(K.)O726.

- - - -

4: see alaº, in five places.

5:

see A.s, first sentence.

7:

alºs A lon, or depressed, piece of land or

ground; (Mgh, K;) contr. of $333. (Mgh.)

bºs A declivity, or declinal place: a place

of descent, or by nihich one descends; (S, Msb,

K;) a place which brings one donºn from a higher

(Az, T.A.)to a loneer place.

les f Lean, or emaciated, by reason of disease;

as also "bs. (K:) both are applied to a

camel, signifying whose fatness has become di

minished; as also Y is: (TA:) and the first,

to a she-camel, signifying lean, and lank in the

belly; (AO, S.;) or to a wild bull, to which a

she-camel is likened in respect of her swiftness,

and her briskness, liveliness, or sprightliness:

(IB:) and " the second signifies rendered lean,

or emaciated, by disease, so that his flesh quirers.

(TA.)

k's [act, part. n. of 1, both intrans, and trans.]

The rájiz says,

uºs tº Suº t.

# U.Sºl 41.3% -:42 Jº *

[Nothing surprised me but the n'olf sending domen

upon the tents his flock of sheep, or goats, fifty or

more in number]: he means alsº tº. : so says

ISd: or he may mean *; Jº us.'s [descend

ing upon his flock, &c..]; making Ula, US trans. by

ellipsis: (TA:) tº- in this verse, is the name

of a wolf. (TA, in art. ti-)– See also i-s.

J-9 ** [The place of descent of rerelation;)

a name of Mekkah. (Msb, T.A.)

5 - d .

lºve I A man whose state, or condition has
6 -

become unsound. (TA.)– See also Jae:A, in two

places. -

[&s, &c.

See Supplement.]

wº

… • 5 - o -

1. --A, aor. : , inf. n. *-**, He (a jº, or

young camel,) uttered a sound resembling a squeer

ing ºf the voice (~5-a!) 2-axll acº): you say,
- -

of a 3&, observes Az, ºvº, inf. n. as above.
3. - 2

… • *
- - º -

then, Jºse, inf. n. Jºe then jºrº, inf. n.

9 - - . . . . . . 3 .

22-AA. (L.) – 33 owl) -º, aor. *, inf. n. *-*, He

º 2 o' -

uttered the letter hemseh. (L.) [See -3-3.]–
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~s, aor. , inf. n. š. He uttered, recited, or

repeated, a speech or the like, with uninterrupted

jluency; º 33- (S, L, IK) and &é. (L.) —

[Hence] Újé <s, aor. , inf. n. es. She spun

her thread one part immediately after another :

(TA:) she spun her thread continuously : (Az :)

* signifies a woman's spinning thread con

tinously. (K.) = <s, aor. 2, inf. n. ës. and

W <s, inf. n. i:s; He broke a thing, (K,)

so that it became reduced to small fragments, or

particles: (TA :) he stamped upon a thing re

hemently, so that he broke it. (TA.) — st-A,

aor. 2, inf. n. & A, He rent clothes. (IAar, K.)

— Also, + He rent the reputation of another.

(IAar, K.) = < *, aor. , inf n. **, II,

removed the leaves of a tree [by rubbing or scrap

ing the branches]; syn. <-- (K [in the CK,

3-s, is put for G- ;]) i.e. he took them. (T.A.)

E **, aor. : , inf. n. <s, He poured out, or

forth, [water, &c. (K) – º – 11.

poured out, or forth, [the contents of] the 339-c.

(TA.) — tº: * He poured out, or forth, one

part or portion of a thing, immediately after

another. (T.A.) — A.J. <-- à- The

cloud pours forth the rain continuously. (T.A.)

:- <s. aor. :, inf. n. ës, he longered (k~) tl

person with respect to rank, or dignity, in [the

manner of] paying honour [to him]. (IAqr, K.)

[Comp. <-º.]

R. Q. 1. << He urged a camel (3-3) tº jº

the occasion of drinking, by the cry << *.

(AHeyth, K) see -s, below.— …, intº

&s; as also <: ; He twisted, or distorted, his

tongue in speaking. (Az.) — Also ºve; (and

W <s, TA, [aor. - ?];) He nas quick, or rapid,

in his speech. (K.) — See <s.

- © ,” o - > -

& A, (TA) or < * < *, (K,) 4 cry by which
... o.o.

a camel is urged (3-3) on the occasion of drink
* - ... • w • * * * 2 o a - -

ing. (K.) — Sºś **3, Jº jº -ā35 3.
- - -> * o 2-2 ". .

< * 4. Jā; or, as some say, aº ºvºvº X3;

[When thou hast made the camel to stand over

the hollon, in the rock in n-hich the rain-mater
© -

has collected, say not to him cº-º]. A proverb :

meaning, accord. to AHeyth, when thou hast

shewn a man his right course of conduct, do not

urge him. (T.A.)—º 3 * The sound

of the falling of the camel's feet [upon the

ground]. (L.) = ū. ūs 2.4% [He left

them routed, or broken asunder, and cut off; |

he broke them asunder ; or he cut them in

(L.)

Jºe:A A sound. Occurring in a trad. as sig

pieces.

nifying a sound made by wine poured out upon
… b >s

~5-6

thing broken so as to be reduced to small frag

the ground. (L.) = <s and W

- !

ments, or particles: stamped upon vehemently, so

as to be broken. (TA.)

4 & 2. 3 .

~\º ; see strº-o.

3 . * , ,- 6 & . -

cº-e J-3, and " -tº, A man quick and

coluble in speech; ($, K;) incorrectly, and

vainly, or frivolously, loquacious; a great babbler.

(TA.)

3 in o. 6 - - 5 * > . 3 o , , , o .

~5-e see stºº. – US$ exº~ *** 33 ow!'

&- Jº [Hemzeh is a sound uttered (after

a suppression of the breath) in the most remote

part of the throat]. (Kh, L.) Sb applied the

tel'In *::…" to the letter o, because of its weak

* ~ 3 &

ness and lowness. (L.) —ãº &- 8

Quicker than the quick-speaking woman. (IAar.)

us

1. ts, aor. , (K) inf n. 13.3, (TA) He

beat a person (K) with a staff or stick. (T.A.)

- &s, aor. 2, He was bent, or crooked. (K.)

5. t; It (a garment) became ragged, and

(S, K.)w’orn out.

tº Jº &. J.A., and " …, (ISk,

K) and ' '..s, (Lh, K.) and "Jºs, (Lh,)

and **u-s, and "&e (same measure as

&º as in the TA), or " tº, (as in the CK

and a MS. copy) and Y fés, (K,) and Y its,

(A Heyth, K,) A portion ºf the night elapsed

(K, &c.)— — 5: … & Já tº There

remained not, of their sheep, or goats, save

a part, less than the part that had gone

anay. (TA.)

© o .

*J.A : see #~A.

g

tº and Y #2-s A rent. (K.) – A smelling :
->

syn. 3% (TA.)

3. * :

|tºsſ Humpbacked. (K.)

jº

1. §s, aor. , (K, TA) like ºa, (TA (in

the CK, -, but this is evidently a mistake, It

(old age, K, TA, and disease and grief, TA),
K.) You say,

made him to be such as is called J. : [i.e.,

made him to lose his reason, or intellect ; or to be

addicted to, or fond of, speaking of a thing :

which latter signification seems to be particu

larly indicated in the lexicon from which this

is taken ;but the former seems the more appro

priate.] (K.)

3. 3,5LA, [inf. n. 3.3% andjº, He encoun

tered him with mutual reviling, saying n:hat n'as

.ſalse : (K,” TA:) so says IAmb, on the

authority of AZ; but, says Th, accord. to others,
* ~ * ~ *

3,3'-cyl signifies the saying [that] whereof one

part contradicts, or annuls, another: and hence

One says, jºgi &” [leave the saying that whereof

one part contradicts another]. (T.A.)

2 of

4.> He became disordered in his intellect :

(A, TA:) or he became so by reason of old age :

($:) or he lost his reason from old age, (AZ,

A’obeyd, K.) as also "...], (AZ, TA) or

from disease, or grief; as also jºi. (K.) See

also 10, in two places.

5. 2.5 He was, or became, stupid, and

ignorant. (K: but only the inf. m. is there

mentioned.)

6. Vºl. They accused each other falsely. (S,

A, Mgh, Msb, K.) – And hence, ºu3

<&l, (Mº) and <sºil, (A, Mgh) The

testimonies, or evidences, became null: (Mgh,

Msb:) or belied one another. (A.)

10. *:::: see 4. — He was, or became,

much given to false, or vain, sayings, or actions.

(TA [but this seems rather to be *i; see its

part. n., below.]) – t He followed his on:n

natural desire, not caring what he did. (Msb

[but this also seems to be in the pass. form.]) —

&2: f He became addicted to, or fond of,

such a thing, (K, TA,) not talking of any other

thing, (TA,) nor caring what n'as done to him,

(K, TA,) nor hon, he reas reciled: (K:) he

became addicted to, or fond of, such a thing, not

talking of nor doing, any other thing : and he

became fascinated by such a thing, and lost his

reason on account of it, and his strong deter

mination became turned towards it, so that he

(TA.) —
. . . .” --d ... O - * * * * • ... •29 & • * *

àº'à, 3-, [or 2:…', and ºve Wººl, [or ºl,

: He [became attached, or devoted, to such a

talked much and vainly respecting it.

woman so that he] cared not n-hat n'as said of

him on her account, nor hon, he was reviled :

- **

(A, TA:) and *,xi also signifies the became

addicted or given to, or fond of, speaking of a

(K.)

as o.º.

J:s The loss of reason from old age or disease

thing.

or grief. (K.)

> An error in speech. (S, A, Mgh, Msb,
- & . - o - - -

Jºãº) Jº Jº alº- He uttered
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an error of speech. (A.) Andº }:s A.

(S, K.”) — Afalsehood;

a lie. (K.) You say,> J; A false saying.

(TA.)

great error of speech.

º; ... º; a

25ue: see jº.

jº

another: as though pl. of

Testimonies, or ecidences, that belie one

3:3: (Ki) or any

evidences, or testimonies, that are not legal proofs.

(Mgh [but in my copy of that work written

jū.])

}: Disordered in his intellect, (S,) or having

lost his reason, (AZ, A’Obeyd, K,)from old age,

(AZ, A’Obeyd, S, K,) or from disease, or

grief: (K:) if from 33, it is anomalous, (K,

TA) like 3-2-4, &c. (TA)– t Addicted or

given to, or fond of, speaking of a thing. (K.)

See also3:4.

3-2. Erring in his speech. (TA.)

4, or o 3

Jº-e Much given to false, or vain, sayings,

or actions: (K:) or one who says nilat is false,

or erroneous: or one who cares not mºhat is said

of him, nor hon, he is reviled: or t attached, or

decoted, (5:..) to the world. (IAth, TA)

—:... º. 1 Addicted to, or fond of a

thing, (K, TA,) or fascinated by it, (A,) not

talking of any other thing, (TA) nor caring

n:hat is done to him, (A, K, TA,) nor hon, he is

reciled, (K,) having lost his reason; (A3) as

also*}. (A.) You say,wº}: &%

! Such a one is addicted to, or fond of, drink, not

caring what is said of him. (S.)

[Jºe, &c.

See Supplement.]

*…*

- s - -

1. 3 s, aor. , inf n. 34, He mired a thing,

one part with another. (M.) — st-e, [aor. : ,]
5

inf n, 3 s, He lied. (IAar, K.)

3, ... o.

* * *

R. Q. 1. <s, inf n. , He mia!ed, or

confounded, like ..... (TA) ºf“ He

confounded his affair. (TA.) — <s, inf n.

*:::s, It was mired, or confounded. (S, K.) —

&:s, (inf n. ičs, K,) He (a magistrate, S)

acted unjustly, injuriously, or tyrannically. (S,

K)—Jº J. A. He (a magistrate) acted

unjustly, injuriously, or tyrannically, tonards the

people. (TA) = <-ºs, inf n. *::s. It sent

forth quickly: (K:) [ex.] tºki,ãº <s

tº-3, The cloud sent forth quickly its rain and

($) = <-3s, inf n, iºs (and

Ju:A, TA) He trod, or trampled, vehemently.

(K.) — It (a pasturing herd or flock) trod the

its snom'.

fresh green pasture until it n'as destroyed, Us:

Usºs... [So in the L: app. G#. i-])

5 ... o.

*: & A.

3 .

*-* and "āśs and * ºlds. A confusion of

of

a loud cry, or clamour, or confused noise. (M.)

[App. inf n., of which the verbs are <s and

sounds, noises, or voices, in war: or a raising

... • c.

* *

****.]

22° 22 w 3,13. - - - - -

ãº and Wºolrºa A word imitative of some

what of the speech of him who has the citious

ind of pronunciation termed as 3. (TA.) See

st-A.

* Quick (K) rain. (TA) — 5:s

Confused; confounded: (K:) an epithet applied

to a man. (T.A.) – See * –And See

&és and is:
z -E - 5 - 6 - - - -

***. —& A town, or district,

abounding with dust. (K.)

as-is. Or ** is used [instead of<s in

imitation of &b [and <wl. (L.)

3 yes J. & He (a came) made his
braying to reciprocate. (L.)

| 4:
See atº, last paragraph.

8. 43 ** He persevered (essº) in it, (K,)

i.e., in his judgment, not listening to the counsel

of any one. (TA.)

10.

(K,) whether erring or taking a right course,

(TA.)

&- He followed his onen judgment,

neithout consulting any one.

R. Q. 1 & 32-, (S. K.) and &,
(L,) He cried out to the lion or other beast of

prey, (S, K,) and chid him, in order that he

($.) [Seemight refrain, forbear, or abstain.

3 tº ? 3 .

sºlºs: see º’s.

&ö, and "*A liar. (K) — Also, the

latter, A man who tells unmixed lies. (TA.) |

[...:*, &c.

See Supplement.]

2 º' a . - 3 .

1. 39) -> *, aor. - , inf. n. *** and **

(L;) The fire burned fiercely, or intensely; or

flamed, or blazed, or burned without smoke,

fiercely, or intensely: or, made a noise, or sound:

ū -- being the same as “-- (S. L. K

* ****ing º-ſ, ş, K)

like as JJA is the same as Jºy! : (S, L:) or,

burned, and caused a sound, or noise, to be heard
3 -

by its burning. (L.) = See art. **, last para.

2. jū. *** He made the fire to burn fiercely,

or intensely; or to flame, or blaze, or burn

without smoke, fiercely, or intensely : or, to make

a noise, or sound, or to burn so as to cause a sound,

or noise, to be heard by its burning. (L.)–

- : He (a camel) had his eyes sunk in his

head by reason of hunger or thirst or fatigue;

not by their natural formation. (Lth, Aş.) —
..º no. o . ~~

4.- : *** [so in three copies of the S, and

in the L; not **. as Golius seems to have

found it written in a copy of the S;] His eye

became sunk in its socket. (As, S.) In the

saying of the daughter of El-Khuss, when she

Was asked, how she knew a. she camel to be

pregnant, ště sºº £5.2% &tº& lsº

|[I see the eye to have become sunk, and the hump

to have shaken, or moved to and fro, and she

malks, and straddles in doing so], * may be

c 2 S

[an act, part. n.] formed from cº-a-A, although

this form of the verb be not used ; and

she makes Jewſ masc., meaning thereby , a.

**]-J-º&- He chid the camel, saying

to him &=e; (K; [in the CIX *: See art.

** :]) or **: (accord. to the TA;) [but it

occurs in a verse written **) and in like

• * > *

&

***, said of a stallion-camel, (S,) He made a

(L.)

o gº and **. ($, K,) like as one says & and

tº (S,) or Je. *º y Lh, (b) º

(**, (K,) or &” ** and ** ** and sº les,

(Az) Cries by nihich one chides a dog, (S, K,)

and a lion, and a wolf, &c., to quiet him : (Az:)

and sometimes one says tº a “s, (ISd,) and, if

he please, les, once, (Az) to chide camels: (ISd,

manner ašču, the she-camel. (L.) – Us;

vehement noise in his braying.

© . •

Az:) and 2-A, or -a at the end of a verse, is a

cry by which a she-camel is chidden. (L.) For
© . © e. 6 * > *

&” **. one also says as-a-, by transposition.

(L.)

***, (K,) and ***, (S,) but the latter is

only used by poetic licence, (K,) A cry by rhich

sheep or goats (and a dog, Az,) are chidden, or

checked, or urged, (S, K.)

5 * > 0 .

à-vs-A A word imitative of the cry of a man

when he cries out to a lion. (Lth.) [See **.]

*** One in whom is no good. (L, art.

&\s--)

4.--s, (A$, S, K,) as also 4.333, (As,

S,) in the dual number, like Jús and *º-,

(TA) supposing [it to be addressed to] two

[persons, (A, S. K.) or tº & J.--,

i.e., Refrain thou ! or forbear thou ! or abstain

thou! (TA;) said to people when one desires

their refraining, or forbearing, or abstaining,

from a thing: (A5, S, K:) and to a lion, and a

or -ji, ; for properly she should have said wolf, &c., to quiet him. (Lh.)
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** -->
• * * ~ *

8-|-> ~£2), (indecl., S,) and *** [in form],

like Zuº, (S. K.) or el- ºf Če -e, and

<--> Jay, in the dual. form, (TA,) He rent

at random, or heedlessly, without any certain aim,

or object; or ment his omn tray, without considera

tion, not obeying a guide to the right course; or

(S, K.)pursued a headlong, or rash, course.

*** (S, K) and Y*** (K) A deep valley:

(S, K:) or deep, as an epithet, applied to a

valley: of the dial. of El-Yemen; pl. [of the

former]& (TA.)

is-ºs, (K,) without the art. Jº, (TA,) or

... Jº, (S) and '84-' and 'º.
(K,) A stupid, or foolish, man; one of little sense:

(S, K :) and the first, one who consults not any

one, but follows his onen judgment whether he err

or take a right course : (Sh:) or without heart

and without intellect or intelligence : (AA in TA,

art. 2) :) and the second, a rude, coarse, or

churlish, and stupid, or foolish, man: (K:) and

the third, a man of much evil, or mischief, and of

little understanding : or, accord. to AZ, of no

understanding, and of no judgment. (TA)

** A camel that brays vehemently. (K.)

A Word imitative of the sound which a stallion

camel makes in his braying. (TA.) — ***

Wont to take fright, and to run away. ($, K.)
* . . .

– See ae-le-A.

i-º-º: see is lºs.

#2 & 2, (S. L.) and '4-2, (L.) An ºr

(S, L.) [See 2.]sunk in its socket.

º o , a

---, and is…. A person chiding a lion

by a cry. (L.) [See **]

3 - - - - 2 * , ,

as-a-vºo: see ae-\A.
•

-->

1. t-s, (S, K,) aor. 2, inf. n. t; * and ***,

(K.) It (his hunger) became appeased, ($, K,)
# , ,

and departed, or ceased. (K.) — U-A He ate

food (K)—t-s, (K) iſ a #4 (TA)

He filled his belly. (K)—is sani'l-si He

stayed, or restrained, camels (K) or sheep or

goats, (TA,) that they might pasture. (K, TA.)

G-4 aor. 2, He had raging hunger. (K.)

4; see 1 – “...t-s, inf n. ***, I (food)

appeased his hunger; or caused it to depart, or

cease. (S. K.) — i-tº-el, (K) and e-el,

(TA) He paid him his due (K)– º ºs

He gave him a thing to eat. (K.)

: o - . . . . . . • .

5. -5,-1) sº i.a. Jº-º. (K.)

s

tºº Any state, or case, in which one has been,

and which has ceased. (K.) It also occurs

without , lºs. (TA.)

43 - 2

3Us A Foolish ; stupid. (K.)

***

1. –-s, aor. 2, inf n. •+º, He drove, or

urged along. (K.) — Also, He beat with a

stick, or staff. (K.) — Also,“, inf n. as

above, He was quick, or snift, (K,) in his pace

&c. (TA.) – This art. is omitted by most of

the lexicographers, because not regarded by them

as of established authority. (TA.)

**-*

1. 3 s, (S, A, L, MSb) aor. -, (L, Mºb,)

inf n. 3,-83 (L, Mºb, K.) and "2+2, (S,

A, L, MSb, K.) and "as-el, (L. K.) and "as a

(IAar, L;) He (a man, L) slept ; (L, MSb, K:)

or slept in the night: (IAar, S, A, L:) or, in the

latter part of the night. (L.) — Also 3-8 and

W 2-3 (S, A, L., Msb, K [in some copies, of the

last of which the former verb is written W2

and so in the TA). He remained anake, or neas

sleepless or nakeful in the night : (S, A, L:) and

hence the praying in the night is called 3-3,

(S, L:) or he anoke from sleep (K) to pray, or

for some other purpose : (TA:) or he prayed in

the night; (Msb;) as also **** (IAar, L:)

thus these verbs bear two contr. significations:

(S, A, L., Msb, Ki:) and Y 2-d he relinquished

sleep for prayer : (A:) so in the Kur, xvii., 81.

(Beyd.)

2: see 1, in three places. – Also **** inf. n.

9 & .

Jºs-rj, He made him, or caused him, to sleep;

(S, L. K.) as also '32-al. (Ibn-Buzuri, L,

K.) — Also, He anoke him from sleep. (Ibn

Buzurj, L, K.) Thus it bears two contr. signifi

(K.) – See also 4.cations.

4: see 1: and 2. — Also **** He found

him (namely a man, K) sleeping. (L, K.) —

And Jºs-Al He (a camel) laid the fore-part of his

neck (the part called cº-) upon the ground;

(ISk, S, L, K5) as also '.a.s. (IKtt, El-Basār,

K, TA, [in the CK 3-8) in n. *-ā (IKI,

El-Basáir, T.A.) -

5: see 1, in three places.

*-*. (as in some copies of the K,) or ***,

(accord. to others and the TA,) A cry by nihich a

horse is chidden. (K.)

6 x . 5 -

>9-8 : See •e-us. -

Jes Sleeping : (T, L, Msb:) pl. 3,4- and

3: A. (Msb.) [See an ex. in a verse cited voce
º

24, in art. 2,1–Also, (L) and "3,4-s (L,

K) and Y 3:… (T, L) Praying in the night:

(T, L, K:) pl. of the first, (L,) or second, (L,

K) 3,44 and 3-3. (L. K.) 4-8 and 3-4

are also fem. pls, [app. in both of the above

senses]. (A.)

9 * > * > g --

-º-º-o: see A-LA.

Jº-A

1. *, *, (S, A, &c.) aor. 2, (Mºb) inf. n.

J-s (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K) and Öysis, (S, A,

Mgh, K,) or the latter is a simple subst, (Msb,)

He cut him off from friendly or loving, com

munion or intercourse; contr. of 423: (S,

Mgh :) he forsook, or abandoned, him; syn.

axia; ; (Msb, TA:) he cut him ; meaning, he

ceased to speak to him, or to associate with him ;

syn. <!--, (A, Mgh, K,) and &= &laš.

(Mgh.) It is said in the Kur, (iv. 38,)

gela.” Jº &º, i.e., [And cut ye them

off from loving intercourse] in the sleeping-places,

in order to obtain their obedience. (Msb.) See

also 3. — He left it ; forsook it; relinquished

it; abandoned it; deserted it; quitted it ab

stained from it : neglected it : shunned or avoided

it; was averse from it: syn. **,5; (A, Msb,

K, TA;) and 43%; (Msh;) and 3,6; (B :)

and ºf: and 4. Jº (TA:) namely, a

thing to which it was necessary for him to pay

frequent attention: (Lth, TA:) as also Wº ;

(K;) which latter is of the dial. of Hudheyl :

(TA:) and -º he, or it, was left; &c. (IKft.)
6 - e.

cº-e may be with the body and with the

tongue and with the heart or mind: it is with

the first in the passage of the Kur cited above:

it may be with any of the three in the Kur,
... O J o a cacy.

ſixxiii. 10) where it is said,Sº-5-ºxi,

[And avoid thou them, i.e., avoid the associating

with them in person, or speaking to them, or

entertaining friendship for them in thy heart,

neith an avoiding of a becoming kind]; and it is

with all the three in the following ex. in the
6 º' cacº. - w ad.”

Kur, ſixxiv. 5, sº jºiº (And idolatry

avoid thou]. (B.) You say also, 9,3, **,
5 e . 3 ... o. -

inf n. *-* and cº-e, [He abstained from, or

avoided, polytheism, or the associating of others

nºith God,) à-- 5-> [n'ith a good manner of

abstaining, or avoiding]. (Lh, K.) And it is

said in a trad., 9-8 Š &#. & “. $5,

meaning, [And they hear not the Kur-din savej

with neglect of it, and aversion from it: the

reading º §1, mentioned by IKt, and his

explanation of it, save with foul speech, are both

said by El-Khattábee to be erroneous. (TA.)–

3-3, [aor. ...,] inf. n. **, He (a man) went,

removed, retired, or withdrew himself, to a

distance, far anay, or far ºff. (TA) —
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2,3, es: J-s, (K,) aor. : , inf n. 39->

(TA,) He abstained from secual intercourse in

fasting. (K.) = **, (Lth, Fr, S, A, K,

&c.,) or 42% Jº sº, (Msb,) aor. 2, (Lth,

Fr, S, &c.,) inf n. *.*, (Lth, S, A, Mgh, Mºb)

with ſet-h, (Mgh,) or -º, with damm, (K)

and cº, (A, K,) or this is a simple subst.,

(Lth,) and (sº (K,) [or this and that

which immediately precedes it are intensive inf.

ms, He (a sick man, Lth, S, Msb, K, or one

having the disease termed2%, A’Obeyd, A,

or having a fever, A’Obeyd, and one sleeping,

Fr, K) talked nonsense; talked irrationally or

foolishly or deliriously, (Lth, Fr, S, A, Mgh,

Msb, K,) and confusedly: (Msb:) or (sº

signifies the talking much, and saying what is

ecil. (Sb.) In the Kur, [xxiii. 69, instead of

Cº-3, in the phrase &sº º, [Holding

discourse by night, talking irrationally or fool
• - 2. • 2 of

ishly, I’Ab reads &º-º: from "3-ºl, ſq.v.,]

from J-2). (TA) — see also 4 – ~ *-*.
6 o ,

aor. :, inf. n. 9= A, He dreamed of him or it;

or san, him or it in sleep : or he did so and talked

foolishly or deliriously. (TA.)

2. --, (Lth, A, K, &c.) inf n. *-ā, (S,

Msb, K,) He journeyed in the time called the

5,-us; (Lth, S, A, Mgh, K) as also "A-35

(IAar, S, A, K,) and ",s-Al. (K:) or he went

forth in that time: (Az, TA:) or he was (ju6)

in that time: (Msb: [but in my copy of that

work, U-2 is perhaps a mistake for jú ) or

"Ja-Al has this last signification; (Lth, TA ;) or

signifies he entered upon that time; like xylºl.

(A.) — It (the day) attained to the time called

he 5-0... ($, TA)

3, 9-u, (A) inf n. *%; (B) and

* ,--al; (A:) He cut him off from friendly,

or loving, communion or intercourse, being so cut

off by him; or he cut him, or ceased to speak to

him, being in like manner cut by him ; and he

forsook, or abandoned, him, being forsaken, or

abandoned, by him : (A," B :) this is the primary

(B.)- jº-UA, (T,

A, Msh, K) inf. m. ,<!... (T, S, A, Mºb) and

**. (A,) or the latter is a simple subst.,

(Mgh, Msb,) He (an inhabitant of the desert)

rent forth from his desert to the cities or tonns :

signification of the former.

this is the primary acceptation, with the Arabs,

of the verb [when intrans.]: also, he (any one)

Reft his place of abode, emigrating to another

people : (Az:) he departed, or went forth, from

one land to another, ($, K,) or from one country,

or district, or tonn, to another : (Msb:) and, as

used in the Kur, ii. 215, [and in many other

instances in the same and other books,) he went

forth [or emigrated] from the territory of the

unbelievers to the territory of the believers [or

to any place of safety or refuge on account of

religious persecution, &c.] (B.) See an ex.
• w e “ º, o

voce Jº-Yº ; and see 39-A.

4. 9-el. See **.- *** Jº J-º', (S,"

Mgh, Msb, K,) or simply ,-- (A) inf. n.

jº (S, K) and sº, (L), Kr. K.) or the

latter is, correctly speaking, a simple subst.,

(TA,) He spoke, or uttered, foul, evil, bad,

abominable, or unseemly, language : (S, A, Mgh,

K:) or he did so much ; beyond nºhat he used to

do before; as also "><s, aor. : , (Msb,) inf. n.

** (L, TA:) and in like manner, he talked

much of that which was not fit, suitable, meet, or

proper. (S.) — a 35-Al He mocked, or scoffed,

or laughed at him, derided him, or ridiculed him,

and said respecting him nºkat was foul, evil, bad,

abominable, or unseemly. (Msb, K.)= See also

2, in two places.

5. 2. He affected to be like the cº-º:

[or emigrants from the territory of the unbelierers

to that of the belierers]. (A’Obeyd, S, A, K.)

Hence the trad.,º $3 W bjets, (A’Obey'd,

S, A,) i.e., Perform ye the* with sincerity

towards God, and affect not to be like those who

do so without your being really such as do so :

said by 'Omar. (A’Obeyd, T.A.) = See also 2.

6. 133-U.3 [They cut one another off from

friendly or loving communion or intercourse;

or they cut, or ceased to speak to, one another :

they forsook, or abandoned, one another: as also

"2,5-zal]. (A.) You say also cº-º: lºs, and

• 2 o’ . * : , 22

"Jºsiº, i.e., cººleº [They two cut each other
... * * > 2. - 5 x ~ *

Off ye.]: (K:) Jelø is syn, with &lº. (S.)

8 :

[He journeyed in the time of the 5-tº-: see 8

in art. 3-c.]

5 e - º, o z * ,-
-

2-A : see De-A : = and see also 3,4-U".

49 o P

2-A, a subst. fromjº ; (S, Mgh;) or from

its syn. 3-s: (Msb;) Foul, evil, bad, abomi

nable, or unseemly, language, or talk ; (A5, Ks,

T, S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K.) as also "iſºla; ($gh,

K;) and Y Şes ; of which last the pl. is?-,-,

incorrectly said by IJ to be an irreg. pl. of 3-4 ;

or W. §es may be an inf. n., like isle &c.

(IB.) You say,º 5-4 Jé, and W 5-s

5-3. [He said] a foul [and a wonderful] thing :

*** is an inf. n., and ** is a simple subst.

(L, TA) And "-j-ſºº & He assailed him

with foul words: -i-. being a word of the

same class as &S and 25. (A, Msb.) And

'-º'-wºº, and '-º-º: ($, K,)or>9eÇſ,

(A,) and -º-º: (A, Msb,) He accused him

of evil this that oposed him to disgrace : ($,

see 3 and 6; the latter in two places. –

K:) or of foul, or evil, actions. (A, Msb.)

And ">ºt. ..is (in the CK 2-kº) He

spoke foul, or evil, language. (L., K.)

5, 2 * ... • *

3,-e, a subst. from ox-A, (S, K,) as also

w ,ſ. s , (Msb,)signifying The cutting another 0
cº-e - gnifying g

from friendly or loving communion or intercourse:

(S:) cutting one; or ceasing to speak to him : (K:)

forsaking, abandoning, deserting, or shunning or

(Msb.) It is said in a trad.,

<ºf & ** ‘9 [There shall be no cutting

aff from friendly communion after three nights

with their days,|: the meaning is, Jºs as Contr.

avoiding, one.

of Jº; i.e., such anger as exists between

Muslims, or a failing, or falling short, with

respect to the duties of society, exclusively of

what relates to religion: but the ** of those

who follow their own natural desires [in matters

of religion}, and of inaovators [in religion],

should continue even as long as they do not

repent, and return to the truth. (T.A.)— [Also,

A mode, or manner, of cutting another off from

friendly or loving communion or intercourse :

&c.

removal from the desert to the towns or villages:

See 1, where an ex. occurs..] – Also, A

this was its [primary] acceptation with the

Arabs: and the forsaking of his country, or

district, or the like, by an inhabitant of the desert,

or by an inhabitant of a town, or village, or

cultivated district, and taking up his abode in

another country or district, or the like, an

emigration; (TA;) the forsaking of one's home

and removing to another place; (Mgh ;) the

forsaking of a country, or district, or the like,

and removing to another; (Msb;) the going

forth from one land to another; as also Y §4.

(K:) [and an emigration from the territory of

the unbelievers to the territory of the believers, or

to any place of safety or refuge on account of

religious persecution &c. : see 3, last signifi

cation :] a subst. from 3-s. (Msb, T.A.) —

(5-0), peculiarly, The emigration, or flight, (for

it was really a flight,) of Mohammad, from Mekkeh

to Yethrib, which latter was afterwards called

El-Medeeneh. Hence, 5-9, ** The era of

the Hijreh, or Flight. The epoch of this era is

not the date of the Flight itself, as some have

inagined, (for this took place on an uncertain

day, most probably the first or second, of the

third lunar month of the Arabian year,) but is

the first day of the Arabian year in which the

Flight happened : and as I believe that all

European writers who have attempted to fix it,

prior to M. Caussin de Perceval, have erred

respecting it, the true date, as shown by him,

(see his “Essai sur l’Histoire des Arabes,” &c.,

in the places referred to in the index to that
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work,) I think it important here to mention.

The first year of the Flight was the two hundred

and eleventh year of a period during which the

Arabs made use of a defective luni-solar reckon

ing, making every third year to consist of thir

teen lunar months; the others consisting of

twelve such months. This mode of reckoning

was abolished by Mohammad in the twelfth

month of the tenth year of the Flight, at the

time of the pilgrimage; whence it appears that

the first year of the Flight commenced, most

probably, on Monday, the nineteenth of April,

A.D. 622; or perhaps on the eighteenth; for

the actual appearance of the new moon properly

marked its commencement, and, as the new

moon happened about sunset on the sixteenth, it

may perhaps have been seen on the eve of the

eighteenth. According to M. Caussin de Per

ceval, the first ten years of the Flight com

menced at the following periods.

1st. [Mon.] Apr. 19, 622

2nd. [Sat. J May 7, 623

3rd. [Th. ) Apr. 26, 624

4th. [Mon.] Apr. 15, 625

5th. [Sat. J May 3, 626

6th. [Th. ) Apr. 23, 627

7th. [Tu. ) Apr. 12,628

8th. [Mon.] May 1, 629

9th. [ Fri. J Apr. 20, 630

10th. [Tu. ) Apr. 9, 631

Thus it appears that the first and fourth and

seventh years were of thirteen lunar months

each; and the seventh was the last year that was

thus augmented : therefore, with the eighth CK

year commenced the reckoning by common lunar ||, ..."

years; and from this point we may use the

tables which have often been published for find

ing the periods of commencement of years of the

Flight. We must not, however, rely upon the

exact accuracy of these tables: for the com

mencement of the month was generally deter

mined by actual observation of the new moon;

not by calculation; and we often find that a

year was commenced, according as the place

of observation was low or high, or to the east or

west of the place to which the calculation is

adapted, or according as the sky was obscure or

clear, a day later or earlier than that which is

indicated in the tables; and in some cases, even

two days later. The twelfth day of the third

month of the first year of the Flight, the day of

Mohammad's arrival at Kubă, was Monday:

therefore the first day of the year was most pro

bably the nineteenth of April, as two months

of thirty days each, or twenty-nine days each,

seldom occur together. But the tenth day of

the first month of the sixty-first year, the day on

which El-Hoseyn was slain at Kerbelà, was

Friday: therefore the first day of that year, at

that place, must have been Wednesday, the third

of October, A.D. 680; not the first of October, as

in most of the published tables above mentioned.

(For the principal divisions of the Arabian year

|custon, &c. (S, A, K') And "Jºe tº

when the luni-solar reckoning was instituted, see

&)]. cº-d means [The two emigrations, or

jlights; namely, the** to Abyssinia and the

** to El-Medeemeh. (S. K.) And cººl is

He(of the 33-2 [or Companions ofMohammad

TA) who emigrated, or nºko has emigrated, to

Abyssinia and to El-Medeemeh. (K.)

** 6 - 6 o' --

iya-A : see j-A.

6 ... o. 5, o

J9-A : see 30-A.

& e 5 w

ºs-A : see re-A.

J.-- Left; forsaken ; relinquished; aban

doned; deserted; quitted : abstained from : neg

lected: shunned or avoided. (TA.) = See also

**, in three places.

- - 9 * >

wº-º: see 3,-us.
o

Jºe Custom ; manner; habit ; n'ont : state;

condition; case; syn. $. (T, S, A, K,) and

#4, 5, TA) and 333, (TA) and & (T,

A, K:) and the speech, or language, of a man;

[or mºhat one is accustomed to say;] syn. Jºë

(T, TA:) as also "Jº, (T, S, A, K,) and
a. * * *

W&-º, (S, K,) and 'ºeil, and W 335-si,

and W **, (K,) and tºº, and &:4. (S.)

You say,º 4% J5 tº, (A, K,” TA [in the

&: 33) and ſº, (S, A, K.) and

º, &c., (K,) That ceased not to be his
-

• *ě .

Uº. He has no custom, &c., other than it. (TA,

from a trad.)

• * 5 w

Jºyce-A : see Jºº-ºb.

J-s, act. part. n. of 1, q.v. — Talking non

sense; talking foolishly or deliriously. (S, T.A.)

See 1, last signification but one.

à-s: See 3-3, in four places. = *@, (S,

A, Mgh, Mºb, K) and "J-s (S, Msh, K) and

**s-s, (A, K,) and "3-4, (S. K.) Midday

nºhen the heat is vehement : (S:) or midday in

summer, or in the hot season: (Mgh, Msb:) or

the period from a little before noon to a little after

noon in summer, or in the hot season, only : (En

Nadr, ISk:) or from the time nhen the sun

declines from the meridian : (Aboo-Sa’eed:) or

midday, nºken the sun declines from the meridian,

at the2% : or from its declining until the 2-a- :

because people [then] shelter themselves in their

tents or houses; as though they forsook one

another (º-º). (K:) or the vehemence of the heat

(k, TA) therein : (TA:) and à-sº [dim. of

3,4-ty!!] the period a little after the 5-s: (Es

Sukkaree:) (pl. of the first, >'ss.] You say,

3-32 <<!. [The vehement midday heats af.

fected him with a hot, or burning, fever]. (A.)

And W2-9) §3. The prayer of noon; as also

5-9, elliptically. (TA.) See also $2.É.

3. * * *

3,5-A" .

- o

CŞre-el:

£es :

6 as

See yea-b.

• o . . a 3 -o 25

Jºjº-º-o | L:25. We came to our family in
- -

the time of the 5-3. (S.) —º-º: and

5 o y - -

3-2. See Jº-A.

‘. .: 9 * * 6 w , , & .

Jº Jºe jº-ve JA Is one who yourneys in the

5-ts like him who stays during the time of mid

day? (TA, from a trad.)

5 p 6 .

35-e Cut off from friendly or loving com

munion or intercourse; forsaken, or abandoned:

cut, or not spoken to. (Mgh, Msb.) In like
2. 2 o .

manner 93--" is used in the Kur, [xxv. 32,]

signifying avoided, or forsaken, nith the tongue,

or with the heart or mind. (B.) [But see what

here follows.] = Talk, or language, uttered ir

rationally or foolishly or deliriously. It is related

by Aboo-'Obeyd, on the authority of Ibrāheem,
• * * ~ * 6 - J

that the words of the Kur, Ijſs tº 3s.5i Jºs” º
2. .x o . ~ *

95-0 Jºãſ, [xxv. 32,] mean, Verily my people

have made this Kur-din a thing of n!hich they have

said what is not true : because the sick man,

when he talks irrationally or foolishly or de

liriously, says what is not true: and the like is

related on the authority of Mujáhid. (S.)

5 * ~ *

j-". A place to which one emigrates. (Msb.)

3-2. Any one, whether an inhabitant of the

desert [as in the primary acceptation of the epi

thet] or an inhabitant of a town or village or

cultivated district, nºbo emigrates; or n:ho forsakes

his country or district or the like, and takes up his

abode in another country or district or the like.

Hence &-49 applied to The emigrants to

El-Medeeneh; because they forsook their places

of abode in which they were reared, for the sake

of God, and attached themselves to an abode in

which they had neither family nor property,

when they emigrated to El-Medeemeh. (TA.)

U-a-A

1. º Jº Jº. J.-- (A) or *** J%

(K) or sºliº, (Mºb) aor. -, (S, K, MS,

TA,) or ?, (Mºb) inf n. J.A. (Mºb, TA)

The thing fell into, or occurred to, or bestirred

itself in, his mind, or the mind; or occurred to

his mind, or the mind, after having been for

364
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- - - - - -

-

|

gotten; syn. 85, and 2.1ad-; (Mgb;) or, of the
- * *

phrase in the A and that in the K, alſº 2 las-,

(A, K,) and •ºſé Jº & (TA:) or J.--

signifies [the thing's] talking, or suggesting some

thing, to the person's mind, in his bosom ; expl.

* ; like

* ~ 0. , w - -© .

by the words 22-2 U. a-i >2-2

Jºe: (K,” TA :) and hence the phrase in a

trad,23. Gº J.-- tº, meaning, and what

falls into, or occurs in, and bestirs itself in,

the minds, (~ ***) and revolves therein, of

matters of discourse, and of thoughts: (TA :)

or ‘Jº cº- Gº J-s signifies i.a. J.

[app. meaning a thing came at random into my

mind]: (S, L:) and you say also, J-ºJ.--

[it fell into, or occurred to, my mind; &c.].

(TA.)

- - -

• * ~ * • -:

5. J-e-w- I.Q. 291. (T, art. Jºe.)

- 5:3.

J.-- A lon, voice, or sound, (303,) which

one hears but does not understand. (S.)—
g -

See also J-e-A .

J.-- A thing, or an idea, or object of

thought, or an opinion, coming at random into,

falling into, occurring to, or bestirring itself in,

the mind; (S, A,” Mºbi) syn.jpl.- : (S, TA:)

an epithet in which the quality of a subst.

predominates: (TA:) and " Jºs also signifies

anything falling into, or occurring to, the mind:

(Lth, K:) pl. of the former, Jºss. (A, TA.)

[&-s, &c.

See Supplement.]

JAA

º

1. 3s, aor. 2, (S, L, Mºb) inf n. 2s (S, L,

Mºb, K) and 323s, (L. K.) He demolished a

a building; (Aş, S, A, L, K:") thren, it donn;

(TA;) pulled it donn to the ground: (As, S, A,

L. :) demolished it with violence : (L, K:*)

demolished it at once, with a vehement noise.

(Msb.)= [Hence you say,) 3= 334 u + Such

a thing did not break him, or it. (S, L.) —

3. Jºº. and Jº, 3s, + The thing distressed,

And [in like

manner] 2- <!.Jº ū, t [The death of any

one has not distressed, nor broken, or crushed,

me]. (L.) And i.e., 2:3. The I calamity

debilitated, or enervated, him. (S, A, L.) —

and broke, or crushed, me.

3s, aor. 2, and - , inf. n. 3s, He (a man) was,

or became, weak, (L, K,) in body; (L;) became

ertremely aged, or decrepit. (TK.)– See 7.–

3s, aor. :, inf. n. 22*. It (a wall or the like,

$, L, or a part of a mountain, L, by its falling,

S, L) made a noise; (S;) or, a violent noise.
o º –

(L.) – stºº. It (the sky) sent forth a noise, or

***

sound, occasioned by the falling of rain. (L.)

3s, aor. , (L) in n. *es, (§, L.) It (the

sound called sts, from the sea,) made a mur

muring. ($," L.) – Jaa, aor. :, inf n. 3s, IIe

(a camel) brayed. (TK.) See also R. Q. 1. =

Jé, &: J3. J& “… I passed by a man

who is sufficient for the as a man; (L, K;) as

also 93s; (K :) an expression of praise: (L:)

or it means, the description of whose good

qualities would be burdensome to thee: there are

two dial forms used in this case ; some use ºs

as an inf. n., [in the sense of an epithet,

(marginal note in a copy of the S,) saying, in

such a phrase as the above, Jºsj in which

case, it has no fem. nor dual. nor pl. form; (S,

L ) the sing and dual and pl. are the same :

(K:) and some make it a verb, and give it [a

fem. and a dual and a pl., and say, Jº-yº ~99.9

J-2 ex- 33s, as above, (S, L,) and six.

jøſ º Jºs, ($, L, K,) like as you say

Júé and Jºsé, (L,) and Jºs cº, and

Jº Jº, and Jús cº, and :*::

4333s. (S, L, K.) — IAqr also cites the

following ex. [by El-Kattál El-Kilábee, (mar

ginal note in a copy of the $.)]

* +

**** * * *-* J,

as meaning, [And I have a companion in the

cave;] of hon, great estimation, and hon in

genious, and hon knowing, is he [as a companion] .

describing a wolf: (L:) in which he who reads

Jºs makes 3s a verb; and as such it has a

dual and pl. and fem.: but some read 93.

making it an inf. n, used as an epithet; and as

such it has no dual nor pl. nor fem. (Marginal

note in a copy of the S.) —39. 3. also

signifies Eccellent is the man : (ISd, L:) and

Jº 5. <! Verily, eaccellent is the man (P.

K) in hardiness and strength : (L:) and Jºy!

Jºy How hardy is the man! (L.) – In a

trad., Aboo-Lahab is related to have said,
o - -

e J . ~ * • * ~ *

_s=> le ºw), [meaning Home greatly

wº

hath your companion enchanted you !]: A, is
3 - 9 - >

an expression of wonder. (L.) – 3. J'}}

Such a one is praisenorthy for hardiness (S, L,

K) and strength. (S, L.)

2. 23A, (Mºb, K.) inf n. 2.2% ($, L) and

Sº, (L.) and * >3.35 ($, L, Mºbi) He

threatened him; (L;)

punishment; (Msh;) frightened, or terrified, him.

(S, L, K.)

5:

threatened him neith

see 2.

7. J. It (a building) I fell down ; or

became demolished at once, with a vehement noise :

(Msb:) and " 3s, aor. :, it (a wall) fell down;

mentioned by A.Hei; and also by Es-Semeen,

who concedes it; (MF;) but this form of the

Verb is commonly known only as transitive.

(TA)— It (a mountain) broke down. ($, L.)

10. sº- He regarded him as weak. (L.)

R.Q. 1 ºxs, (S. L. K.) inf n. #3x3s, (S,

L.) He (a bird) cooed; syn. Jáš: (L, K, TA

[in the CK, 3,3] 3) he (a pigeon) cooed; syn.

jºs, and Jºs: (TA :) or made a murmuring

or confused noise in cooing : (S, L, accord. to

the explanation of iºs.) and he (a camel,

$, L) brayed; syn. jº (K:) or made a

murmuring or confused noise in braying. (S, L.)
• - O -

See also 1. – <&s, (inf. n. issºs, L,) She

(a woman, S, L) shook, or rocked, a child (S, L,

K) in its cradle, (L.) in order that it might

sleep. ($, L, K.)= &A. He sent, or thren,

a thing down, from a high place to a low one.

(L, K.)

3. A neak man; (As, S, L, K;) i.e., neak

in body; (L;) as also "Je: (K:) or, accord.

to IAar, the latter.only, meaning comardly and

neak : (S, L:) or 3. (Sh, L) and Y 3. (L, K)

and "333s (Sh, L, K) signify a conardly (and

weak, TA) man : (Sh, L, K:) and "33% X;

a compardly people : (Sh, L. :) pl. of JA, &sº

(L, K:) it has no broken pl.: (L:) and of

**, Ösº (K.) A man says to another, in

threatening him, ºf 3.4 & Verily I am not

weak. ($, L.)– 3s Ertreme old age; decrepi

tude. (K, TA.) See 1. =: A rough, or

harsh, sound; as also "33%. (L, K)–:

The braying of a camel. (Lh, L, K.) See 1.=

3. A generous, liberal, bountiful man. (IAar,

S, L, K;") — A strong man. (IAar, L.) –

Gel-3 33s *--> J, and &- 93sJ& $2.

Jº see 1.

3. 9 - - 3.

** and 2-AA : see J.A.

33. The sound of the fall of a n’all or the like:

($ ) or a riolent sound occasioned thereby, or by

the fall of a part of a mountain. (L.) — The

sound of rain falling from the sky. (L.) – A

sinking, and falling in, of the ground. (L.)

5 - O - - - -- --

J.A.A.A. The voices, or cries, of jinn, or genii :

without a singular. (L, K.)

º, -i o -

J.A.A. A certain bird, (S, L, Msb, K,) nell

knomen; (L, Msb, K5) [namely, the hoopee, or

upupa of Linnaeus; so this bird is called in the

present day; and this, accord. to a common tradi

tion, is the bird mentioned in the Kur, xxvii. 20;]
4 --> s --

as also Jºs (K) and "Jallas: ($, L, K:) or

the last, a certain bird resembling the pigeon :
G - d -

(Lth, Az, L:) or (in the K, and) AA-AA signifies

a pigeon that cooes much ; (I Drd in explanation
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of v. 20 of ch. xxvii. of the Kur., and AHn, L,

K5) as also '3-343 (IDrd, AHn, L.) and

any bird that cooes; that utters the cry called

5,55; (L, K, TA ſin the CK, º is put for

Jºij) as also '3-34. (As, L.) pl. (of all, K)

--

42134 (S, L, K) and 3-sºº (Kr, L. K.) but

ISd says of the latter, I know not how this is,

unless the sing, be $ºs. (L.) Er-Rá'ee says,

* - 3 - - - , J.”

suey J.-è ºl-4- +

[Like a JAl-MA n-hose wing the shooters have

broken]: (S, L:) As says, he means the a-9,

-> * * *

# ae-Le

- a -

JAA-AA, or a

man, or camels: and Lh says, that Ks asserts

- o- ---

or the J-ºx, or the Jºys, or the

him to mean, by JAl-AA, the dim. of&: but

As disapproves of this; and so does ISd; but

the latter adds, that it may perhaps be for*:
gº ..." 63 - 2

as some of the Arabs say iº93 and a 3: for
6-o. 2

à-53 and iº; though they are only known

to change the L3 into before a double conso

(L.)

5 * > 0 ,

3.A.A.AA [an inf. m. used as a simple subst.] The

murmuring or confused sound of the cooing of

pigeons, and of the braying of a camel [and of

thunder (see iº)]; pl. **. (S, L.)

nant.

9 •. 92 - . 3.

3'-xA and 35".A.A.: see J.A.

º • *

JAl-As. A stallion-camel that brays much among

the she-camels but does not cover them. (L.) –
º - d -

See Ja.s A.

g -

Jº-AA A coice, cry, sound, or noise. (L.)

See also 1. — A threatening from behind one.

(A$, L.)

3. A certain murmuring sound from the sea;

(K;) a sound which is heard by people inhabiting

the sea-shore, coming to them from the direction

qf the sea, murmuring over the land, and some

times followed by an earthquake. ($, L.)

šū. Thunder. (L, K.) Ex.§322 “… U.

We have not heard this year thunder. (L.)

3. * 3.

J.A.! : see J.A.

1. $38, aor. 2, inf. n. tº and $38, He, or it,

reas quiet, or still, calm, or unruffled; ($, K;)

neas motionless; ras silent : (TA:) [and so, app.,

*** - see &e...)-cº and 3% occur for

is: and &sts. (TA.) —& 3. It [pain or

the like] became appeased, and quitted him. (TA.)

– See 4. — Jºy -3. 3% ūú ! He came to

us nihen the foot (of the passenger by night) had

become still (S.) –Jº sias L. 3. UU)

º ! He came to us after the foot (of the pas** 3 1.

senger by night), and the eye, were at rest. (S,

TA.) —cº iás f He stayed, abode, or dwelt,

in the place. (K)—ias, (inf n. 638, TA)

! He died. (K) = (ses, aor. , (K) inf n.

i.e., (TA,) i. 4. &- He had a curving back,

&c.; (K:) or he had depressed and even shoulders,

inclining toniards the breast; not erect, or ele

wated: (Lth, and others:) or he neas humpbacked.

($, T.A.) — se: It (a camel's hump) was bent

by much lading, (K,) and had its soft hair (23)

sticking upon it, nithout its being n:ounded. (TA)

4. Lal He rendered quiet, still, motionless,

silent. (K, T.A.) —& iás $ May God not

give him rest from his labour, or fatigue ! (K.)

-& W tºº, and sixal, [the latter only I find

mentioned in one copy of the $: but both are

mentioned in another, as well as in the TA: He

patted the child neith his hand, and quieted him,

that he might sleep : (S, TA:) or, accord. to Az,

& <i> signifies She spoke soothingly to her

ſhid, and quieted him, that he might sleep; and

3. is a child thus soothed. (T.) – Accord. to

IAar, le. in the following verse of Adee Ibn

Zeyd, [quoted in the S,)

+ *.*, *2 = . . . . +

!--- Jº Jº-º-º- j-º-º:

+ O.- * a * - * 2: - - - *

Jº —-all Lºſe cºil) Jae

signifies a child soothed in order that he may go

to sleep. Others read it as an inf. n. (TA)E

las f He nore out a garment. (A.) –& sixal

God made it (a shoulder) to be in the ſº

described in the earplanation of the nord IJAl.

(K)— sias. It (old age, $.” beating, TA)

rendered him nºkat is termed I.A.A.l. (K.)

tº see 1 – Jºn & 3-2. G3 (S. K.)

and W :38, (K,) and ":3s, (S, K,) and W 22,

and W Kses, and Wº, (K; the last is also an

inf n. and a pl.: TA,) the came to us after a

period, or portion, of the night; (S, TA;) or

after about a third or fourth part of the night had

elapsed, (S, TA,) nhen men were asleep, (S,) or

at rest, and the night, and the foot of the pas

senger, mere still: (Sb, K:) or tº is the first

third part of the night; from the commencement

to the third, (K,) n-hen it begins to be still. (TA.)

=tº and (sºs (in which the U3 is said to be

substituted for 2, TA) Way, or manner, of life.

(AHeyth, K)=y& Cº. & Jºº &.
i.4. 33s: (see art. JºA:) the latter is that which

is commonly known and approved. (Ez-Zeijájee.)

*: see 34.

6.

z e -

|- A Smallness of a camel's hump, occasioned by

his being much laden. (K.) It is less than what

is termed -- [a word app. incorrectly written,

(TA.)but which I am unable to correct].

6: o –

3'-MA Quiet; stillness; rest from motion; silence.
# 2 of

(Lh) = See 38, and 13s.

iſ: #3s 4. º, (K,) mentioned by Lh, but not

explained by him: thought by ISd to mean He

has not a night's food: (and so accord. to the K:)

i.e., what may quiet his hunger or sleeplessness

(TA.)or anxiety.

six. A hind of run. (K)

1334 Güí He came to us after a sleep : (S:)

after men were at rest, and sleeping. (TA) =
o -

See J.A.

º o - o .

*L*-* : see AA.

3.13. A slender horse: (K:) generally said to

be a term peculiarly applied to the male only :

but said by some to be common to the male and

the female. (MF.)

• O - e.

&= tº: is: sº : He is more quiet, or more

at rest, than he was: i.e., he is dead. From a

trad. Said by Umm-Suleym to Aboo-Talhah,

respecting her son, to comfort the heart of his

father. (TA.) = tº: intº Having a curv

ing back, &c.; (K:) humpbacked: (S:) or a

person having the shoulders depressed, and even,

and inclining towards the breast; not erect or

elevated: fem, iſºs: you also say iás J.< (1

shoulder such as is described immediately alore:

and iš. a crooked man: (Lth, and others:) also

a shoulder of which the upper part is smollen, or

Jilled with fat and flesh, and its strength relared

(K: in some copies of which we read Ls-j-"

a!--- in others, alº- : [the former is the

reading that I adopt].) —iºs (so in the CK

and a MS. copy: in the TA, W 33s, [which seems

to be an error];) A she-camel having her hump

bent by much lading, (K,) and the soft hair (25)

sticking upon it, without its being n:ounded. (T.A.)

2," " - 2 * :

*lºw-o: see #-AA.

* ~ * ,

lºw-e : see 4.

&22. Still; motionless. (TA, in art. Jºs..)

9 : ... o . - - -

3|Jºyº State, or condition. (S.)

• o --> ... • * * >

**** Jºe 4:=; I left him in the state, or
-- -

condition, nherein he was: (As, S, K:) dim. of

sº. ($)

~Jºb

1. 4...s, aor. : , He cut it; or cut it off. (K,

TA.) See also* —<<s, (aor. :, inf. n.
o o -

JºJº, S.) He milked a camel: (ISk, S, K:) or

he milked any animal with the ends of his fingers.

364*
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(IKit) – 4:34 ($, K) aor.: ; or "-3s, inf. n. have no leaves; a coll. gen. n., of which the

-º-º: and W --Jal; (TA;) He plucked, or n. un, is with 3 ; and the pl., Jºi. (TA.)

gathered, fruit, (S, K,) or [the kind of leaves |[The foliage of the cypress and tamarisk, and

called] .34. (TA)= -22s, (inf n. **

TA;) and W - Asl; It (a tree) had long and

pendulous branches, or twigs. (K.) The latter

verb is explained by IKit as signifying It (a tree)

had numerous branches. (TA) e? This is not

derived from the -3s of the Jºy' and the like

(AHA) —& eºs, aor. , (inf n. **

TA,) The eye had long lashes. (K.)

2 : see 1. = ſº ~~ [?] i.q. 234, q.v.

(A, in TA, voce ~3°. q.v.)

4: see 1. – “…As! It (a tree) produced, or

put forth, its ~...s. (TA)

5. ~3. [It (a part of a cloud) hung donn

like the unnoven end, or extremity, of a garment].

($) See ºs.

8 : see 1.

** and "Jº, (K,) the latter a dial. form

of the former, (TA) coll, gen, ns., and " ***.

(K,) also a coll. gen, n., (TA,) and "Jº,

[likewise a coll, gen, n.,] and " #38, [which is

rather the n. un, of **) (TA,) of a garment,

or piece of cloth, i.g.Jº- (K: in like manner,

* #38 and

it." :) or rather, The [fringe, or] unnocen end,

or eactremity, of a garment, or of a piece of

* 3:38 are explained in the S by

cloth; its end, or eactremity, that has not been

noven ; or an end, or eartremity, consisting of

warp nithout noof: sometimes it is twisted,

and [as it forms a fringe, it preserves the edge

[of the woven part] of the the garment, &c. :

(whereas Jºsé signifies the “nap, or villous

.

substance,” of a garment, &c. : [such is the

meaning of the words 2:54 aſſe ~:/Jº-ºº:

\ this is what is generally meant by Jºs- :] and

th is mostly in what are called Jºué: M.F.)

or the extremity of a garment, &c. nºr [the part

called] the sº (TA :) or the aº-AA of a garment,

&c., is the same as the ; : (Msb:) n. un. of

the first word, ($3. Or **) with 3: (K:)

so too of ~2:A, (TA,) [and of -13 s]. The pl.

of #38 is eas. (Msb)—ºs (K) or 4.3%

cººl, (S,) and ****, (K,) which is a dial.

fºrm of • MA, (TA,) coll. gen, ns., The eye

lashes; the hairs that gron, upon the edges

of the eyelids : (S, K:) n. un, with 3: (K:)

pl. º.º. (Mºb)

** [generally signifies slender sprigs, like

strings, garnished neith minute, amplericant,

appressed, acute leaves, overlying one another

like the scales of a fish : see J.- :] the branches,

or trigs, of the Jº and similar trees (K) that

the like :] leaves of a tree that are permanent,

(and that have not a projecting nerve along the

middle, TA,) as those of the cypress (K) and

tamarisk and 2- (TA.) Those parts of a

plant that are not 35. but that have the place

of 33 (AHn, K.) or any Jó3 that have not

width; (S, K;) as those of the Jji and> and

Jº and Úl ($ ) as also * {34, (S. K.)

both of which are coll. gen, ns., of which the ns.

-

un. are with 3: pl. Jºsi, (K,) which is a

regular pl. of*: (TA;) and " .33: (K,

accord. to the TA: but in a MS. copy, #133;

and in the CK, #343) but in the M, 2.33 is

said to be a noun signifying the ~2. of a

garment, &c., and the -ºs of the Jº -

(TA.) Az says, that J. is precisely the same

as **. (TA.) — " $3. is also said to sig

nify Inclining branches, or twigs. (TA.)– Also,

Jº "Jºš Palm-branches; syn. *… (S.)

E $133 is said to be used by Aboo-Dhu-eyb,

in the phrase -rºl. AAS) kº, as signifying The

shoulder-blades: but Isa, who mentions this,

(TA.)
denies its correctness.

** A horse having a long forelock. The

cºas (pl. of 22s, but whether& or&

is not shown, are among those horses that are

held in high estimation among the Arabs, and

are distinguished as belonging to different tents,

or houses. (TA)—4.29) t The lion. (K.)

But accord. to Lih, "338, as an epithet applied

to felt and the like, signifies t Having long nap,

or villous substance : (TA:) and as an epithet

applied to a lion, accord. to the A, it signifies

! Having long shag [or shaggy hair]: (TA :)

whence it is seen that the correct word [applied

to the lion] is 4.33, [q.v.] not **. (TA)

5 - 2 6 - - - 6 o z

~~~A and ae-sa : see -ºs.

#3 (TA) and ' .38 (Kr, K) A certain

bird: (K:) or a small dust-coloured bird, resem

bling the ass, eaccept in being smaller than this

latter. (L.) El-Jāhidh says, The Arabs have

not a name for that [kind of bird] which sees

not in the night: it is that which is called 223,
- - 9. … o.

[a Persian word, written 33&], more frequently

3 - d.

~~e ($, K, a word of a rare measure, TA,)

and "tººs (K: [but it is not there said

whether it be imperfectly or perfectly declinable:

accord. to Ibn-Buzurj, as mentioned in the TA,

it is fem., and therefore imperfectly decl. : but

from the ns. un, given below, it appears to be

masc., and perfectly decl. : probably, therefore,

all the forms of the word ending with long

or short alif may be correctly pronounced without,

and with, tenween ) and "Jºs (ISk, S, Mºb)

and tº and Jºe: (Az, Ş, K, Mºbi) but

the word which is used by most of the Arabs of

the desert is the first : (Az:) IKt only mentions

the third form: (Msb:) also *śs; (S;) or

[JºA and *-** are coll. gen, ns., and, ãº

is a n. un., (AHn, K,) as also 3-ºxºs : (AHn,

TA:) A certain leguminous plant, (S, K,) well

known, (K,) of the description termed 25- ;

[i.e., of a slender and soft nature, and eaten

crude;] (TA ;) [lichorium, intybus and endivia;

wild and garden-succory, and endice: also called

in the present day 49;& :] a plant of middling

temperament, (#244) useful for the stomach

and the liver and the spleen, when eaten; and for

the sting of a scorpion, nhen applied externally,

with its roots: he who cooks it errs more than

he who washes it [and so uses it]. (K.) F

mentions the names of this plant in art. J.A.A.,

as though the J were a radical letter, which no

one asserts it to be : J [and others], in art.

-P-A.º. (TA.)

2 - 6 • , 6. 6 . . 6 6 - 0

Csº, ****, and 5u-º, see -ºs.

5 ~ 6.

~.AºA : See*— [Its pl., **, is also

applied to Filaments, capillaments, or fringe-like

appertenances, of a flower.] –** ! A cloud,

or clouds, hanging down, (K,) approaching [the

earth], like the ºxa [or unnoven end or

eactremity,Jof a (āla; ; (TA:) or the ºxea of

a cloud is its Jº [or skirt]: (K:) or n:hat

hangs don'n, of it, like the unnoven end, or

eactremity, of a garment, (< •º tº.) when it

is about to rain, resembling strings. (S.) —

** ! A pendulous (or flabby, TA,) pubes of

a woman: (K:) likened to the --Aza of a cloud.

(TA.) — *** ! Tears floning in a continued

(K.) On the authority of Lth, who

cites the following verse:

succession.

- - º 0.

- 6 c → - - -

than aves. (A.) = N. un, of Jºs, q.v. |* *99–- es; 3–2– #

0 - O - o a . - -

ãº [written without the syll. points; probably * -P-cº CŞā º-º-' Jºe *

4.2 o 2 - - - -

*** ;] 4 piece, part, or portion. (TA.) [With hot tears upon the cheeks, floning in a

2 - ~ * 22 e > continued succession]. But it is said in the L,

4./JMA - See dº-AA. -

I have not heard -->ea used as an epithet
3 , , - ºr - - - - - -

*...* : see -3.s. applied to rain falling continuously, nor as an

6 sº epithet applied to tears; and the verse which
w in 5 o z 5 . . * ... o. - - w

~|~A : see -º and ~~A and -ºº. Lth adduces as an authority is forged. (TA.) —
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6 - e.

ºs ($, K) and "334 and "Jºš (K)

Impotent in speech or actions; syn. (*: (in

one copy of the K* or unintelligent; TA;)

and heavy, or dull: (S, K :) or -->eº signifies

impotent in speech or actions; dull of speech and

understanding; heavy: and hard, or churlish;

heavy, or dull; having much hair : (Az:) or,

as some say, one niho has upon him dangling

strings, or the like, hanging from the suspensory

of a snºord, or other thing, and resembling the

~.AºA of a cloud : or, as some say, this word

signifies stupid; foolish; of little sense; and

***, weak. (TA.)

• * 0.”

Jºss A kind of pace of a horse, in which

exertion, or energy, is employed; a certain hard

pace of a horse. (K.) See also Jºº.

- - 3 - 22 ... •

29&l Jºe” Jº + A man of much speech,

(K.) App. from theor talk; of many n'ords.

~~~ of a cloud. (TA.)

sº A man having long, or large, eyelashes.

(K) Lth explains it by the words tº Jºb

º cºl; [and J in a similar manner ;] but

Az disapproves of this expression, because 3\ºl

cººl signifies “the edges of the eyelids,”

whence the eyelashes grow: (TA :)jºi.

and Jüººl '42s, [the same;] having long eye

lashes. (TA.) 13s & An eye having long

(TA)—iºs is . A tree Maring

(K.)–iº cºl

1 A pendulous, flabby, ear. (TA, from a trad.)—

13s iº ! A lank, not crisp, beard; and so

lashes.

long and pendulous branches.

6 - a so a . . o a 6 e.

" ---as Jºe. (TA.) — was 2-, 1.4 culture

having long feathers which reach to the ground.
g -

(TA.) See v-AA.

6 * ~ *

J.J. Having an unnoven end, or extremity;
• * ...) - - -

syn. Plºa 53 : occurring as an epithet applied to
2.

the kind of stuff called Jºiº. (TA)

Jº-AA

6 * *

Jººs and "...13% Very thick milk : (S, L,

K:) sour and thick milk. (L.) The former

word is a contraction of the latter. (S.) –

Also the former, Smallness of the eyes, and

neakness of the sight; or nyctalopia, or the

seeing better by night than in the day, and in a

cloudy day than in a clear one; syn. Ji- (L,

K:) or (so in the L, in the K, and) weakness of

the eye, (K,) or, of the sight: (L.) or (so in the

L; in the K, and) [that weakness of the sight

n:hich is termed] tºº, [which is a badness of

sight by night and day; or the quality of seeing

by day but not by night,) (El-Mufaddal, L, K,)

also termed ãº : (El-Mufaddal, L:) or weak

ness of the sight, nºith a flowing of the tears at

most times; syn. Jºse : ($, L:) or this is a

mistake: (K:) or any injurious affection of the

eye. (M., F.) — Also, Weak-sighted : (L, K:)

an epithet applied to a man. (L.) — Also,

Black gum (L, K) n-hich flows from trees. (L.)

6 . , 6 . .p

Jº-AA : see Jº-AA.

**

1. ***, aor. 2, inf n &lºs ($, K) and

#38 (K) and gºs, (TA,) t He nºalked gently,

in a neak manner: (TA:) or he nºalked in the

manner of an old man; (S, K;) and the like :

(TA:) or he (an old man) n'alked neith short

steps: or nalked hastily, without desiring to do so:

(TA:) or he malked with unintermitting steps:

(As :) or he n'alked in a shaking manner, by

reason of old age. (IAqr.) –& ($,) aor. 2,

inf n. Ölºs, and "-ºr-l; (TA;) He (an

ostrich) malked, or ment, (or ran, TA,) in a

tremulous manner. (S, TA)—jºin <<s

! The cooking-pot boiled vehemently. (TA)-
e - , , o

--~~, (S,) inf. n. **, (L,) She (a camel)
- • e o 'º -

yearned toniards her young one; (sº Jºe --;

(S, L.) as also "--ºº: (L5) [and, app.,

uttered the cry produced by yearning tonards her

young one: see below :] or the latter signifies she

nas affectionate to her young one. (S, K.) —

Also, inf n. as above, t It (the wind) made a

sound; syn. <-- and*: from isºl ----e.

(L.)

2 <--> She (a camel) became high and big

in the hump, so that it bore a resemblance to a

** (TA.)

5. tº It (the voice, or a sound) became

much intercepted, or interrupted, (&lai-) neith a

tremulous manner. (S, K.) See 1. = 13-Jº

º They made apparent, or manifest, his gracious

actions, or qualities, or his favours, or kindnesses.

(TA.)

10: see 1.

is-3s, (a subst., L,) The yearning, or the cry

produced by yearning towards her young one, of

a camel; aſſº &- (K:) or the yearning of

… -* *

a she-camel towards her young one; 33\Ji

tº Jé. ($, L.)

tº--- : See 8-12°.

9 * * 5 * 0. * > * * *

*** see **.— 8-2-5 323 A cooking

pot that boils vehemently : (TA:) or, quickly.

(K.)

$13, and ": : 3's One who walks in the

manner termed Öº see 1. (K.) – An

(S, TA.) One
->

**:

ostrich that so malks, or runs.

says £3. 2.4% and &lºs Xu. and

| (TA:) [the last is pl. of Y is als, fem. act. part.

n. of ***).— Also, the Y later, An ostrich : so

called because it so walks, or runs: (TA :) [and

so W **, pl. £2%, as in the following exam

ple.] &lso Jº c2%) J', <º [I looked

at the women's camel-litters upon the camels like

ostriches]. (A.)

* J .5 * -

as->Ue: see **.

** [A kind of camel-vehicle for nomen;] the

vehicle of the Arab nomen of the desert : (JK :)

a kind of vehicle for women, ($, K,) having a

dome-like top (*i); and one not having such a

top : (S:) or [a camel-vehicle for women] made

n:ith staves, over n:hich are put pieces of n:ood,

and covered neith a dome-like top : (M :) or a

camel-vehicle (J-5) having a dome-like top

(iš), covered nith pieces of cloth, in nihich women

ride : (Et-Towsheeh :) pl. **. (TA.) [See

J-2 and 5-..]

£3. A she-camel that yearns, or that utters

the cry produced by yearning tonards her young

one : (K:) or that yearns towards her young

one : (S, L:) as also '34s. . (TA)—Also,

+ A wind that has a sound; cº-º: ($, L:)

from iść, <-- (L.)

(K.)

1. jºs, aor. 2 (S, A, Msb, K) and 2, (Msb,

K.) inf n. * ($, Mºb, K) and jºs, (K) or

the latter is a simple subst., (Msb,) It (a man's

blood, S, A, Msb, K, or another thing, K) went

for nothing; [meaning, in the case of blood,

unretaliated, and uncompensated by a mulet; as

shown below, voce jºs ;] it was, or became, of

no account, null, or void; (S, A, Msb, K5) as

also ",sal. (Mºb.) = 2*, (A, Mºb, K.)

aor. 2, (Mab,) He (a man, Msb, K, or the

Sultán, S, A,) made it (a man's blood) to go for

nothing; [meaning, unretaliated, and uncompen

sated by a mulet;] he made it to be of no account;

(A, Mºb, K.) as also '92's (S, A, Mºb, K3)

which means he made it (a man's blood) allorable

(S, T.A.) Thus these two

(Msb.) It
© ... • o •. - - • * **

is said in a trad., 2.5–3 cººl rºº 3"> Jº
2 * * * * : -

& Picº
* , o, ø - 2

A. J.As [Whoso looketh into a house without

to be taken, or shed.

verbs are trans, as well as intrans.

permission, his eye shall be allored to be put out;

or] the putting out of his eye shall go for nothing,

unretaliated, and uncompensated by a mulet.

| (TA.) One says also, Jº 3- biºJº

|[Thou hast made me (meaning my offence) to

pass unnoticed, or hast taken no account of
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me, by annulling in respect of me the prescribed

castigation]. (K, art. tºº.) And El-'Ajjāj

says,

* 3-2 vºl & 3-3-3 +

which El-Báhilee explains as meaning, And the

northless people have made good fortune to become

of no account. (TA) =33s, (S, K,) aor. 2 (K)

[and app. also], inf. nºes (S, K) and 33% (K)

andº, (TA) said of a camel, (S. K.) that is

advanced in age, (S, in art. Jaś,) [He brayed;

i.e.,] he reiterated his voice in his * - [or

mindpipe, or the head of his windpipe): (S:) or

he uttered his voice, not in a aii: [q.v.]: (K :)

and "23-, (S. K.) inf n. 3.2% (S,) signifies the

same: ($, K 9 z mentions also $3.3 as an inf.

Il. of jºs said of a stallion, [meaning a stallion

(TA.) — Hence the saying, (TA,)

** Jº jeº sº, and <!-- Jº, In, is• * *

camel.]

sonorous and fluent in his speech, and in his

** . . . , 9 - - - -

oration :] and a-a-at. Stj-AA f [His utterance

was sonorous and fluent.] (A, TA)—33A is

also said of a calf, [signifying, t He loned.]

(TA, art. St.<>, from the Nh.) — Also, of a lion,

[signifying, + He roared.] (S, TA, voce Jä.)

— Also 33s, (S, A, Msb, K.) aor. : (Mºb, K)

and , (Mºb) inf n. 224 ($, IKit, Mºb, TA)

and jºs and jº, (K,) said of a pigeon, f It

uttered a cry: ($, K:) or cooed, syn. 353, (A,)

or * º, (Msb,) and reiterated its voice, or cry,

in its* - [or mindpipe, or the head of its mind.

pipe): (A:) its cry being apparently likened to

the res of the camel ; and J&s signifies the

same. (TA.) – Also jºs said of a boy, (AS,)

when he desires to speak, being young, or little,

(Abu-s-Semeyda',) t He uttered a sound, or cry:

as also Jes. (A5, TA.) — It is also said of

thunder; inf. n. Jes: signifying, t It made a

- (A.) —

You say also, of ~5% (or wine], 33A, (S. K.)

[loud, or rumbling,) sound, or noise.

aor. 2, inf. n. 33% and 3.3% (S, TA,) meaning,

+ It fermented; syn. Jº. ($, K.) And**

*::) § -, (TA) aor. -, (A, TA) inf n. *

and 3.3, (TA) [The jar of Jº fermented.]

El-Akhtal says, describing wine,

- - • 0 & 2 * ~ * 0 a y

* U-slaº Jº-1 4-5)→ ~* +

• *z 0 - 5 o , a ~ * :- *

* glºº, º cº --~~~ 13] Jº

[It was stopped three years with its lump of clay,

until, when it became free from froth, after fer

menting]. ($, T.A.)

2. jº, said of a camel: see 1.

** * >* ~ * ..”

4, 3-ºl : see JºA. = •jº': see "jº.

6. 133305 They made one another's blood to go

for nothing; [meaning, unretaliated, and uncom

pensated by a mulct;] they made it to be of no

account. (K, TA.)

g o ,

- Jºe

5 * , 5 *

see J.A.A.: = and see also 23UA.

6 o' 6 -

J.AA : see 25's.

5 * > ... • *

3-AA, a subst, from 32s in the first of the senses

~~~5

53s, (S, A, Mºb,) and '53s, (S, Mºb,) His

blood nent for nothing, or as a thing of no account,

(S, A, Msb,) unretaliated, (S, Msb,) and uncom

pensated by a mulet. ($, T.A.) — Also, applied

to blood, &c., A thing that goes for nothing;

ſmeaning, in the case of blood, unretaliated, and

uncompensated by a mulct;] nihat is of no account,

ineffectual, null, or void; (A, K,) [as also*]
• 2-2, 6 - 2 o’ i.

You say, .…jºs.ºu.” Their blood (lit. bloods)

is made to go for nothing, or to be of no account,

among them : (K,” TA:) is alloned to be taken,

or shed. (TA.) – See also 33%.

explained above. (Msb.) You say, 43

2. • …

33-AA :

6, ,

º .

see 231s; the former, in two places.

3jº :

* § - t[A jar of wine or* fermenting

much]. (TA.)

6 º' - 5 & .

31. A J-3 [A stallion-camel that brays much].
5 . 9 & . 6 o'

(TA) See also 330s. – jºs we, t [Loud, or

(A.)

6 - - -

220s, applied to a man, f Lon'; ignoble; mean ;

rumbling, thunder].

of no account; northless; (K;) as also *:38,

(Kr, K) and '5,343 (S. K.) which last is also

applied to a woman: (K, TA: [in the former of

which it seems to be implied that ãº and

W* are also applied, each, to a man and to a

woman; but it appears from what is said in the

TA that this is not the case:]) pl. #3s and #38

and*; the first of which is the most agreeable

with analogy, like $º, pl. of sº, the second

being of a measure exclusively belonging to words

which are unsound [in the last radical letter], as

in the instances of 35: and štaj, [originally sºft

and #25, pls. ofjū and Jaú, unless, indeed, it

be a quasi-pl. n. ſ and some disapprove it, finding

fault with IAar who relates it: the third, more

over, is not a pl. of a form, [regularly] belonging

to a sing. of the measure Jeº, whether sound or

unsound: (ISd, TA:) [or, accord. to Sb, it is a

quasi-pl. n. :] or it is pl. of "33s, (TA,) which

signifies a heavy man, (K, TA,) in nihom is no

good; analogous with isº, pl. of §: (TA:)

and "33% [a quasi-pl. n. of 32%, like as 22- is

6 .

of Axus-, signifies lon", ignoble, or mean, people,

5. . . o.º.

(TA.) You say, 35-as cº,

(S, A, K,) and #4a, (IAar, TS, K) and 3,38,

(IAar, ISd, K,) 1.They are lony, ignoble, or mean,

(IAar, S,

A," K, &c.) = [A braying camel: fem. with 3:

pl. of the latter, 323s. You say,) 323s J4

[Braying camels;] camels reiterating their voices
º o . .”

in their 2-L. (S.) See alsojº, and re-o,

in whom is no good.

people; of no account, or northless,

• * * * 5 - *

J-3 JY3

! [app. Such a one is a vigorous orator of sonorous

and fluent speech]. (A.)

6 * * 6

and j'-xA. – [Hence the saying,133 us

ãº Cº 33.3% [Like the brayer in the

enclosure of wood, or canes, or trees]: a proverb:

applied to a man who raises a cry and clamour

which is followed by nothing, (S, A,”) or who

raises a cry and clamour and does not make his

saying or action to have effect: (A, K:) like

the camel that is confined in the enclosure of

wood or canes or trees, prevented from covering,

and brays. (S, K.)

[-3-AA, &c.

See Supplement.]

J.A

1. 3s, aor. 2, (S, L.) inf.n: S. L. K) and

33. (L, K) and 338, (K, TA) or $38, (CK,

[which latter is the correct reading, (see 43.3s)

and, accord. to the JK, is a quasi-inf. n.])

He cut quickly, or cut off quickly; as also

* 3-slº (S, L, K:) or he cut anything. (K.)

— —#e-ſº $3s, inf. n. 3s, IHe cut him, or it,

in pieces with the snºord. (L.) — is, aor. 3,

(S, L,) inf. n. 3. (S, L, K) and $3. (L, K)

and $34, (K, TA,) or $3s; (CK (see

above];) and "Jºel 3 (K;) He read, or recited,

quickly. (S, L, K.) You say, <āş 3s. aor. ,

w .

inf n. JA, I He performed his reading, or reci

tation, quickly. (Msb.) And &# 3. sº

! He reads, or recites, the Kur-din rapidly and

uninterruptedly : (S, A, L:) and in like manner,

<--- the narrative; (S, L;) and *:: the

poetry. (L.)

8: see 1.

3 . 3 • 2 -

J.A., or J.A. : See 55-XA.

3.33 (S.L. K) and 33. (K) and 'i, (L.

CK,) or " is, (as in some copies of the K, and

in the TA) and "$33, and 3.3%, (L. K. [the

last in the CK 3-3s].) Sharp; quickly cutting :

(S, L, K:) the first, which is masc. and fem.,

and the second, applied to a knife; ($,” L;)

(L.)and the last two, to a sword.
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Jºãº, (as As says, S) is said to people when

you desire them to refrain, or forbear, or abstain,

from a thing; as also 4.--s: supposing [it

to be addressed to] two [persons]; ($, L;) [but

it is addressed to one;] meaning Refrain thou!

or forbear thou ! or abstain thou ! (TA, art. **)

'Abd-Beni-l-Has-hás says,

* : * oad 3.2 go in :: - #

* al-º-2 22:1-2 Cº- 25-2 Lº- ls;

… • o no o,” 5. 2,9. , : : +

* J-2) 3×9 J-º Ls-e- Jºšlja

[When a burd (a kind of garment) is rent, the

like thereof is rent neith the burd—refrain thou—

so that there is no rearer of the burd, it having

been rent so as to fall off: but it seems more

proper to render it here, with rending after

rending, which is nearly the original sig

nification, as will be presently shown ; and,

thus rendered, it does not interrupt the sentence]:

the women assert that, when, in the act of

concubitus, [app., for the first time,) somewhat

of the garment of the man is rent, love continues

between the pair; but otherwise, that they

desert each other. (S, L. [This verse is related

with several variations: see another reading

of it voce 453, in art. J5x.]) — 4:33s º

With a beating, or striking, with cutting after

cutting; (L, K;) ºs & W 13s, (L,) i.e.,

gº& tº : (L, K:) or mith a beating, or

striking, successively; uninterruptedly; tºº $2.

(JK.)– In the saying of the poet, -

* …tº ſº tºº. Jeu:3 *

• , a 3 & 3 • 2 of * - 9-, -, -

* Lase-I JºJ) º' Lº- ºllis *

[in which, for Já', in the L and TA, I sub
- -

stitute Jºã31, AHn says, that it signifies JA
--- - d - o J * * *

** **, i.e., --> *

And he applied himself early to a jar full of

wine, [with its mud-plaster sealed upon it, with

drinking after drinking, until he eachausted all

(L.)

: c -

tº ; the poet meaning

that n'as in the jar, and emptied it.

5 - o .. 5

SUAJA Já + A long and difficult night journey

to water: (L, K :) or quick. (JK, K.) —

See 353 A.

3 * 9 x .

$ºs: see 33.3A. — Also, t A camel that

outstrips others. (K.)

ſº -

|J.A.

1. tás, aor. 2, inf. n. tis, He cut a thing

(As. S, K) [quickly], with a sword, &c. (TA.)

It signifies a quicker act than does 3. (K.)—

3. He destroyed the enemy. (K, TA.) –

*u-ſ, šičs, (K, TA) inf n. 13s. (TA) He

hurt, or offended, [or cut, him with his tongue;

(TA ;) made him to hear what he disliked. (K.)

- Jº eas The camels fell down, [and, app.,

died, one after another: syn. <-ºuj. (K.)

- 3,9] &- 34%, [aor. -, He perished of cold.

(K)-2% º He was loquacious, with

(TA.)er"?'07".

5. iša It (a wound, or an ulcer,) became

putrid, or rotten, and dissundered, or ragged.

(S, K.)

#3. i.g. à- [q.v., in arts. Us- and

3-.] (K.)

* . • * >

iás and * :13. A sharp sword, (TA [but the

orthography is not quite clear].) [See also

art. JºA.]

* -
P º .

:13A : see J.A.

• ?

JJA : see art. 13.

~3A

… • * > -

1. a,3A, aor. :, inf. n. &is, He cut it; or

cut it off : (A, K:) like “...s. (TA.) — 43s,

aor. . , inf n. &is; (K;) and W. **, inf. n.

*: (S;) He cleansed it ; purified it ;

clared it. ($, K.)— Jºs, aor. “, inf. n. ºis,

It was pure, clear. (K, but only the inf. n. is

there mentioned.) –**º cº U. There is

no purity in his love. (TA.) –43s, aor. - ,

inf. n. Jºs; and W **. (inf. n. **i. TA);

He put it into a right, or proper, state; put it to

rights; trimmed, adjusted, repaired, mended,

o & - (K) —

âAs-J) --KA. He trimmed the palm-tree by clear

ing it of the fibrous substance called -àº). (K.)

–MF says, on the authority of the etymo

amended, reformed, or improved, it.

- - - - - - 9 . 92

logists, that the original signification of Y~ee

and *3. is The clearing, or trimming, of trees,

by cutting off the extremities of the branches, in

order that they may increase in growth and

beauty; that they were then used to signify the

cleansing, or purifying, of anything; and putting

it into a right, or proper, state; trimming it;

or adjusting it; and clearing it of any dirty or

filthy things, or the like, miced nith it; so that

these became their proper meanings by general

acceptation: and that they were then used to

signify the trimming and embellishing of verse,

and clearing it of whatever might vitiate it in the

opinion of the chaste in language, and the philo

logists: but the truth is what is said in the L;

that the original signification of JºJº is the

clearing the colocynth of its pulp, and preparing

its seeds so that they may lose their bitterness, and

become sneet. (TA)= -3s, (aor. : , inf. n.

**, TA) It (a thing).ſored. (K)—ºis,

(aor. : , TA,) inf. n. “...is and iſis; (K;)

and '-3A, (K,) inf n. *:: ($ ;) and

_>

'-º', (K) inf n. -4.3 ($) and "33%;

(K;) He (a man, &c., K, as a horse in his

running, and a bird in his flying, TA,) was

quick, or snift, (K,) in his pace or course :

(TA :) he was quick in flying, in running, and

in speech. ($)—-23s He ran vehemently.

(A:) — &#91-º (app. º. º. He

makes the inclinations of his head and body [in

(TA, from a trad.)

—See also art. JºA. —ºil -ás The people

were very noisy, or clamourous, (K,) and loqua

cious. (TA.)

prayer] in quick succession.

* . * , 22 -

2: see 1. — wis, inf. n. Jºj, He trimmed

an arrow ; or shaped it nith nicety, by the second

- - - - * - 22

operation: the first operation is called J-2333.
•o • , J - - -

(AHn.) — U-e -ºs i.g. Jø, accord. to Es

Sukkaree, who cites the following verse of one of

the Hudhalees : (namely Aboo-Khirásh, L,

art. xylo :)

- d -º- e o . •o • , º, ... •

+ J-5 **!" Jºe Le ºs ºjºs #

# * - 6 * • 6 º' 5- z - - -

Jºës ºrº-e cº- ºr ā-ºl. #

[app., He removed from her what was next the

belly, and directed himself to a line of the back,

between the rump-bone and withers]. (TA.)

3: see 1.

4. à-ºl stºl The cloud poured forth its

water quickly. (K.) See 1.

5. --ºvº [It became nicely, neatly, or properly,

trimmed] : said of a thing from which one has

cut off whatever required to be cut off, so that it

has become free from everything unseemly. (A,

TA, art. -3.3-.) – 92. Jº& [I nas, or

have been, amended, or improved, by thy agency,

or means]. (A, TA, art. Jää5.)

º • 6 -

~3A cº-, after the manner of a rel. n., A

rain following vehement heat, that pours donen

quickly : see 4: syn. ~33, 3. (TA.)

Jºs 4 kind of pace of a horse: (S) like

Jºs: (K:) a subst. from -3s “he was quick,

or swift, in his pace.” (TA.) The former is

also mentioned by Az, in the T; IDrd only

mentions the latter word. (TA) — A running
* - d.”

with a leaning on one side. Ex. Us, 3.J. J.--

(IAmb.) But

for this some readsº Jºe, which is equiva

lent to Jºãºs. (TA.)

[He ment leaning on one side].

6 * ~ * 0. * -

~3-e Jº-j f 4 man of purifted natural dis

positions, or manners, or morals; ($, K;) a man

of integrity; free from vices, or faults. (L.)

*32. Quick, or swift, [in pace, &c.]. (TA.)

- 4.3.9) is also a name of The Devil; who is
..) & J.

also called -ºº-ºº!, meaning “he who embellishes,
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or gives a goodly appearance to, acts of dis

obedience [to God].” (Fr.)

-*. J. Quick, or snift, camels. (K.)

JJA

1. &Sé-33s, aor. -, (A, K.) inf. h. 33s, (TA)

His speech, of talk, n'as much, or abundant, and

(A, K.)

–334, aor. 2 and -, He talked much; babbled;

erroneous and false or vain or frivolous.

was loquacious, or garrulous: (JK:) [or he talked

irrationally:] or*** Jºjº, aor. 2 and z, inf.

m. 33s (S, Msh, K) and 333, (K) which latter

has an intensive signification, (TA,) he confounded

in his speech, and talked what was not fit or meet

or proper: (Msb:) or he talked much and badly :

or erroneously: (K:) or he talked nonsense; he

talked irrationally, foolishly, or deliriously: ($;)

as also W53Al: (K:) and 4.5- Jº "33a) he

talked much ; babbled; was loquacious, or gar

(S, T.A.)rulous.

4: see 1, in two places.

o e -

;34. Śº § Not little nor much (TA) or

not scanty, so as to indicate impotence, nor much

and corrupt : said of the speech of Mohammad.

(K, art. 253.) [See 33s. from which it is altered

5 oz.

to assimilate it in form to jº.]

;38, a subst, from ºil. J jº, (§, Mºb)

Much talk ; babble: (JK:) or nonsense; or ir

rational, foolish, or delirious, talk : (S:) or con

fused and improper speech: (Msb:) or speech,

or talk, that is much and bad : or erroneous:

(A, K.) or that is not regarded as of any weight

or north. (TA.) See also 33s.

º * - • . .

Jºe: see Jºe.

33s, an epithet from jés, applied to a man,

[signifying, Loquacious; garrulous; babbling ;

a great talker; a babbler: or nonsensical, ir

rational, foolish, or delirious, in his talk : or one

who speaks confusedly and improperly : or n-ho

speaks, or talks, much and badly: or erroneously:|

(JK, S, K:) as also, [but in an intensive sense,]

*33. (K) and "33" (š, K) and "3,4s (K) and

*}3s ($, K) and "33% (K) and '393, (JK,

A, K) and '33. (K) and "332, (JK, S, A,

Msb, K,) [signifying, very loquacious, &c. :] and,
• * o .

[but in a doubly intensive sense,] Y§3. (JK,

K) and W$32, (JK, A, K,) [signifying very very

loquacious, &c.:] fem. §3. (K) and *3,3's (TA)

and "33. [without 3]: (K:) or "&ºs sig

mifies one n:ho talks badly, or corruptly, and

much : (TA:) or light in speech and in service:

(S, TA) the plot "33-isºsº, not&sjå.
(ISd, T.A.) - • .

6 *

see Jºs; the third, in two places.

~jº

Q. 1. -jºº,

quickly: (K:) a dial. form of 2,3s, or mispro

nounced for the latter word. (TA.) See also
* , 6.

~P)}*.

inf. n. iſis, He talked much and

: ... o. 2

Jºſé (accord. to the TA, Jºjºs, and so in

Golius's Lex.) Custom ; habit. Ex. Vºs as

This is his custom; or habit. (K.)

6 ...x o -

Jújº Light, or active, (and quick, TA,) in

his speech and in his service. (K.) See also
º, , o

Jºjº, in art. JºA.

[-33A, &c.

See Supplement.]

Lºs

Q. 1. J&s, inf. h. Łºds, He was light, or

(K.) But IDrd and others
• * 0.

assert it to be a word mispronounced for Ajº.

(M.F.)

active, and quick.

JA

1. *, G, A, Mºb, K) or 4 (S. M., K.)

inf n. Jºs, (S, A, &c.) said of a dog, (He

snarled, o: howled, or nºlined;] he uttered a cry

less vehement than barking (S, A, Msb, K,) by

reason of his little patience of cold; ($, K;) º,

at him : (K:) or barked and grinned, displaying

his fangs. (L, TA.) It is said in a trad,
of ~~~ o ... o –

* ºbs &ex. --JS) & Verily the dog [snarls,

or] barks and grins, displaying his fangs, behind

his master: meaning, that courage is a quality

implanted by nature in a man, so that he engages

in wars naturally, and from care to defend what

should be inviolable, not reckoning upon a reward,

like as the dog naturally barks and grins, display

(L, TA.)

–3. is also applied to other sounds than the

ing his fangs, to defend his masters.

cry of the dog; as in the instance of J-7| jº

t The sound of the turning ºf the mill-stone.

(TA.) You say alsoJi -j- + The bony made

a sound. (AHn, K.) And the looking of

courageous men, one at another, is likened to

* (Isa, Mºb)—Jºn & J. J. He

grinned in the face of the beggar, shoning his

teeth, and looking sternly, austerely, or morosely.

(A, TA.) – [Hence, perhaps, §s, (S, K,) aor.

;: and* (K,) [the latter irreg, like3. aS

aor. of the trans. v.2, inf. n . (S, K) andjº,

(K,) t He disliked, disapproved of, or hated, him.

or it. (S, K.) You say, cº 3. ! The people

disliked, &c., his vicinity. (A.) And J. & jº,

and -j-, (S, A)inſ nºs, (S); He disliked,

&c., the cup of nine, and war. (S, A) =

9.1%(K) or % it "....(TA) The old

made him (a dog) [to snarl, or honºl, or n:hine;

or] to cry [in the manner described above]; as

also 'ºsi (K) inf n.º. (TA) It is said

in a proverb, (TA,) ~5 *}s 3. [It is, or

neas, an evil thing that made the fanged animal

to snarl, &c.]: alluding to the appearance of the

signs and symptoms of evil: the sayer thereof,

hearing the cry (>3%) of a dog, feared the assault

of evil, and therefore said this to denote the mag

nitude of the case in his mind; meaning, nought

but an evil thing made the fanged animal to cry:

and for this reason, the use of an indeterminate

(K.)

3. * in sº Jº Jº, (S. K.) i.e., He

grinned in his face, showing his teeth, and looking

sternly, austerely, or morosely, (A,) like a dog.

(TA.)

word as an inchoative is well.

4; see 1, last signification, in two places.

: oº:

J.A. A male cat ; syn. jº- (S, A, K,) which

latter is uncommon in the language of the Arabs;

(IAmb, in Mºb, art. 3- ;) fem. §s; (S, A,

3 -

Msb, K. :) or A is applied to the male and the

female; and the latter is sometimes called ; :
3 -- -

(IAmb, Msb:) the pl. of , s is *: and that of

§s is*; and the dim. of3. is §s. (Msb.)

= Also, a subst. from 9s meaning “he disliked,

disapproved of, or hated, him or it.” (S) It is

said in a proverb, (S)? &- ja -º-, 9, (S, A,

K,) meaning He knon's not him who dislikes or

hates him from him who behaves tonards him neith

goodness and affection and gentleness, and regard

for his circumstances: (S, TA:) this is the best

explanation of it: (TA:) or the action of him

n:ho grins in his face, showing his teeth, and looking

sternly, austerely, or morosely, from the action of

him who holds loving communion with him : (A:)

or the calling of sheep or goats, ($,) or the calling

of them to neater, (K,) from the driving of them :

(S:) or the calling of sheep or goats to procender

from the calling of them to water: (IAgr:) or
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the driving of sheep or goats (Yoo, K) from the

calling of them. (Yoo, T.A.) It has been ex

plained [more fully] in art. Jº. (K.)

9 a. 3 -

39A : see Jus.

Å. A dog [that snarls, or honºls, or whines, by

reason of his little patience of cold; or] that barks

and grins, displaying his fangs: and *}}s signi

fies the same [but in an intensive manner; that

snarls, &c., much:] or the latter signifies a dog that

grins [much], displaying his fangs: or that barks

much or that barks [much] and grins, displaying

his fangs. It is said in a trad.,Jº Jº º

'% [properly signifying, I will not pay a fine

for killing the dog that barks much, is expl. as]

meaning, I will not impose anything [as a fine]

for the killing of a dog that barks much ; because

such a dog annoys by his barking. (TA, [see

art. Jie)– jū ºl Q sº The riding.

camels returned to her, or it, one grinning Gº)

in the face of another, showing its teeth, in con

sequence of fatigue. (TA.)

9A.

1. 99. §s The cold destroyed him, or, perhaps,

debilitated him; i.e., a beast; lit., broke him:

syn. …e. (TA.) [See also §s. - &*.

like &#, [i.e., pass, in form, but neut. in signifi.

cation,] (incorrectly written in the S &*. K,)

It (a camel or sheep &c., or * mº) perished ºf

cold, or heat. (Ks, K.) — » Jº 99A, inf. n. **

(As, s, K) and ºs; (K) and 'sya, (Fr. S.

K;) The cold affected him so severely as nearly to

kill him : (As, S, K.) or so severely as to kill

him. (K.) —*} eſs Tw, mind was, or

became, intensely cold. (K.) = 9A, (K,) inf n.

º, (TA) and "5-5 (K.) and "Val, (Fr. K.)

inf n. : * : (TA;) He cooked flesh-meat

thoroughly: (K:) or so that it fell off from the

home. ($, K.) — Sº, aor. 2, inf. n.º and §:

andº: (K;) and Y 5,35 (S, K;) It (flesh-meat)

mas thoroughly cooked: (K:) or reas cooledº

as to fall off from the bone. ($," TA.)= Jº jº

ailº, (S. K.) aor. , (K) inf n. *. (TA) He

ma. loquacious : or he was loquacious, with incor

rectness; (TA ;) as also A$$. §s: (ISk, S:) or

he was very foul in his speech : or nas very

incorrect, or faulty, therein : (K:) or, simply, he

was foul, (S,) or incorrect, or faulty, (TA,) in

his speech: (S, TA:) also 2^{<! Y ja he multi

plied his words but,pal,not to the point, or cº

rectly. (K.) — ſº a filº & inf n. 9°,

[Verily his speech is prolia ; or is titious, and

disorderly]. (TA.)

2 : see 1.

4: see 1. –cº J. Val He entered upon

the cool time of the evening : (S, K:") or properly

said only of the evening ºf the hoº, (K.)

(See also jal.] – ºvla) cº-e Jºe Jºel Stay

thou until the mid-day heat shall have become

assuaged, and the air be cool. (TA, in this art.;

and IAar, in TA, art. 2-3.) =yal IIe slen, a

person. (K.) = See 1, last sentence but one.

5. ſº He (a beast) was destroyed, or, perhaps,

debilitated, by the cold; lit., was broken : syn.

2.85. (TA)= See 1.

&s (so in *TA in onºpy of the S,

(sº in another, (sº) and *5. (TA) Meat

thoroughly cooked: (TA:) or cooked so as to fall

off from the bone. ($,” TA.)

§: See§ -

ñº, Or §§ Jeº, (S, K.) Loquacity: or

citious, disorderly, speech: (K:) or loquacity with

incorrectness. (S.) — fºs, (K,) fem. with 3, pl.
6

with J3; (TA;) and W LA ; (K;) A great talker

of nonsense. (K.)

fús A young shoot of a palm-tree, (AHn, K,)

(As.)

- iºd, A certain devil whose office it is to suggest

(K.)

#,s ū; Cold that occasions injury and death

to men and to cattle &c. (El-Fezáree, ISk, Ş.) –

Also, ãº, The time in which cold thus affects

(TA.)

nºhen first plucked from the mother-tree.

foul dreams.

them.

º, from &#. pl. with J3, [in the CK, for

º: is put& Perishing of cold, or heat.

(Ks, K.) — Explained by AHn [in his book on

plants] by the words sº <-aº 33 sº

[meaning, What is nipped, shrunk, shrivelled, or

blasted, by the cold: see art. **]. (TA.)

* - 2 •

5... See &s.

~}*

.J.

1. Jºs, (S. K.) aor. :

imagined on account of the measure of the first of

; not 2, as some have

the following inf ns., imagining thence also that

the pret. is ºs; nor with the pret 45s, as

some have supposed because of the guttural letter;

for a guttural letter, when it is the first, is not

reckoned as having any influence on the form of

the aor.; nor :, as some have thought; (TA;)

inf n. * ($, K) and º. and 5%; (K;)

He (a man, or any animal, TA) fled; ran anay.

(S, K) – 4×. Jº Jº (To Thee I fee for

refuge from Thee; ić, from thy punishment:

addressed to God]. (TA) — 239) &: *

** Half of the wooden pin, peg, or stake, dis

appeared [in the ground). (K.) = −A, aor. ,

He became extremely aged, old and neak, or de

crepit; i.4. 24; (Ki) of which it is a dial.

(TA.)form.

2. -je. inf. n. -vº, He made, or caused,

him to flee, or run anay. (S, K.) See also 4.

4. 4.) Al He forced, or compelled, him toº

or run anay. (K.) See also 2. — 3–9. <-->

The mind raised and carried anay the dust, (K,)

causing dust and dry herbage &c. to accumulate

on the ground. (T.A.) — ºr Al He (a horse, or

other animal that runs, Lh) strove, or eacerted him

self, in going anay, or in flight, being frightened,

(ISk, S, K,) or not being frightened. (TA.)

See 92.* — -j-Al He went, or travelled, far

intº or through, the land (TA) ſee '-º's

**)'), mentioned also in the TA, seems to sig

nify the same.]—º Jº Pyal He immersed

himself in the affair; took extraordinary pains in

it. (K.) See º: *.

6. 5*,\; ($, O, K, art. 23,) They fled, one

from another. (TK.)

º, o a

~,A The thin integument of fat that covers the

stomach and intestines : or the fat [or caul] that

* $3* 4 (. He has not [of camels &c.]

any that returns from water, nor any that comes

to it; i.e., he has not anything; (Kh, S, K;)

or, he has not anything, nor has he any people;

22 o 2 *. -

ãºx. a Lo :

(Lh:) accord. to IAar,* signifies one who

- - - 2- 9 º' 2

an expression similar to a.a. So

s -

returns from water; and º, one who seeks, or

journeys to, water : (TA:) or the meaning is no

one flees from him, nor does any one approach

him ; i.e., he is a person of no account. (As, K.)

[In the TA a trad. is quoted which confirms the

former signification.] See also art. •2,5.

* A place to which one flees; a place of

refuge. (Mgb.) — *... tºj& t Such a one

is a refuge to us. (TA.)

3 a .2

ºve* He came striving, or eacerting himself,

in the affair : (Lh:) or, as some say, he came

jleeing and in fright. (TA.)

9 * o

-Prº 4 piece of wood, or nooden implement,

which the sonver, or ploughman, dran's fornward

and backward [over the ground]. (K.) [A piece

of the trunk of a tree, or of a thick branch, is

thus drawn over the soil after sowing.]

Jºjº

* * - * . .” - -
-

JºA sing of 53.29s, which signifies The

servants, or ministers of the fire (S, K) of the

Magians; (K;) the servants, or ministers, (3.55,

365
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L, K, by which is meant 23-, TA,) of the fire

temple of the Indians: (L, K :) or the judges

of the Magians: (L:) or the great men of

(L, K :)

a Persian word, [originally *] arabicized.

(S, L.) * -

the Indians : or their learned men :

* > . o. 5 -

3-key A. A pace less quick than that termed -d

(S, L, K.)

(sº- A proud and self-conceited manner of

walking, or going; (L, K;) n:hich is (L) a

manner ºf waking or going like that of the

iáſs (pl. of 35s). (A’obeyd, L.) A obeyd

mentions it in speaking of the paces of camels;

and says that it is without a parallel in form.

(L.) — esãº J.- 13& The camel ran in

clining towards one side. (S, L, K.)

-

~}^

1. tº <ºs, [aor. 2 and 2,] inf. n. *: He

rent, or slit, a thing, to niden it. (TA.) —

&: &s, [aor. : and 2,3 inf. n. &s, JHe dren,

the side of his mouth towards the ear. (TA.) –

*.*. aor. 2, (inf. n. **, $,) He n'as neide, or

ample, in the sides of the mouth : he had a nide

mouth. ($, K, TA)—ºn ºs, (5) aor. .

and 2, inf. n. Sys, (ISd, K.) He rent the gar

ment. (Az,8, Isa, K.)—& eºs ($) aor. -

and 2, inf. n. es. (K,) He wounded his reputa

tion; syn. 23 &#9; (S;) as also sº and lºs.

(TA) [Accord. to the K, 3, seems to signify

the same as &al absolutely; but in the TA,

the signification is restricted as above.]— <>

2-il. (S, IX,) aor. 2 and 2, inf. n. *: (K;)

[and * 3, . See 5. ;] He cooked the flesh

meat thoroughly : (K:) cooked it so that it fell

off from the bones. (S.)

2 : see 1, last sentence.

… - -> * > -> -

stºl and stºl : see -ºvº".

-j- Wide, or ample. (K.)— Wide, or ample,

in the sides of the mouth : (S:) as also V&

33:1, and 32-, -je, and ' …, and

W éº. (TA.) A wide-mouthed horse; as

alo'&; and camel. (TA.) [See an ex, in

a verse cited voce Cº.)-3& <--> <-,

and Wº, A serpent having a nide mouth.

(TA)—" & 3. A lion ride in the sides of

the mouth. ($) — ”& Jº A man having

a nide mouth. (TA.)—º W *… Having

a mouth wide in the sides. (S.)—"&. Jºë

3& Dogs nide in the sides of the mouth.

(s) [See an ex, voce **)—“º and

W 3,9] and " …) and * <5. (K) and

* “º (1) The lion (K) – Also º, . A

woman in nihom the division betneen the vagina

and the rectum has been broken through. (S, K.)

Sometimes employed in this sense. (S.)- <--

A rent garment. (ISd.) – <--> A mounded

reputation. (ISd.) =-ji. J- A man n-ho

does not keep a secret, and n:ho talks foully. (K.)

<59. See -vo.

** [A certain fallen angel, the companion

of ººl; the name of an angel, or of a king;

but the former accord. to the more common

opinion: generally and most correctly held to be

a foreign name. (TA.)

* , of º - - 2 - ?, ? * - c :

stººl: see tº throughout. — as: it'ſ stºl

t an epithetic appellation given to a -º-;

pl eſs (TA) [like airiº 23, q.v.)
2 * ,

5 - © e. º

~994-9: See **.

6 * ~ * º -

sºvº: see tºA. = Flesh-meat thoroughly
• 3 J. 2

cooked, so that it has fallen in pieces; as also ºve;

or this latter [only] is the correct word. (TA,

from a trad.)

**. Twisting about the sides of the mouth,

and Traming them often, or much, toniards the

ears. (TA, from a trad.)

43 - d - 6 •

~94-0 : See -2}^.

*}^

** An old, morn-out, garment. (K.) [See

also <-2s.)

As
º

&

1. **, aor. :.,

occupied himself, much in a thing; (S, L;) ear

patiated, or took a nide range, in it. (L.) This

inf. m. §s, He did, acted, or

- - -

is the original signification. (S.) – Us; **

<-22-1), (aor. 2, inf n. §s, Msb.) He
-

launched into, and eapatiated in, or nas diffuse

in, discourse, talk, or narration : (K:) this is

the signification in most frequent use : (TA:) or

he made a confusion, or confounded, therein.

(K, Msb.) — &*, aor. 2 and 2, inf. n. ºs,

Multum inivit: (S, L:) or [simply] inivit an
- - - - 6 0.

cillam suam. (K.) – cº, aor. : , (inf n. 2-ya,

TA,) He (a horse) ran much : ($, L:) or ran

quickly, or sniftly: (MSb ) or [simply] ran.
* * * * * - 6 o' -

(K.) — J.-L.J.' tº, aor. 7, (inf. n. &^, (S,)

The people fell into a state of trial, or civil war

or conflict and faction, or discord, or discussion,

(ağ) and confusion, or disorder, ($, K,) and
5 . .”

2 (inf. r1. cº, S,)

He (a camel) became perple.ced in his sight, by

slaughter. (K.) — &*, aOr. -

"eason of the vehemence of heat, and his being

much smeared neith pitch, (S, K,) and being

heavily laden. (TA.)

2. 2.-J. age, inf. n. *jº, and '4-ya,

inf. n. º;; He incited, or urged, the camel to

journey on (during the hottest time of the day,

$) until he [the camelj became perpleared in his

sight by reason of the vehemence of the heat. (S,

K.) — &–9 &e, inf n. **, IIe cried out

to the lion or other beast of prey, and chid him.

(S, K.) = tº, inf n. &xi, It (beverage of

the kind called 3-3) affected, or took effect

upon, a person. (S, K.)

4: see 2. —& The heat reached his (a

(L.)

19-yº Iniverunt, alii alias.

camel's) inside.

6. (TA.)

7. cº He was, or became, affected by beve

rage of the kind called Jºš. (S, CK.)

§s Trial, or civil rar,ºr conflict and faction,

or discord, or dissension, (ārś,) and confusion, or

disorder: (S:) vehement and much slaughter:

(TA :) in a trad, respecting the signs of the last

day, conflict, and confusion, or disorder: (TA )

or slaughter; as explained by Mohammad him

self: ($:) and so, accord. to Aboo-Moosa, it

signifies in the language of Abyssinia. (TA)

Ibn Keys Er-Rukeiyát said, in the days of the

faction of Ibn-Ez-Zubeyr,

+ 3. tº Jºli sº ej +

# ** **, 2* * * * 5 . . c <

tº 2-4 -º cº cº- *

Would that I knen, nºnether this be the first of the

slaughter predicted as a sign of the last day, or

whether it be a time of trial, or civil war, &c.,

other than the slaughter so predicted. (S.)

6 *. 3 - ©

8-9s See &

9 , º, .

àe-lya An assembly, or a company, of men who

launch into, and earpatiate in, or are diffuse in,

(K.)

&r- A man n-hose camels are affected nith the

discourse, talk, or narration.

scab, and have therefore been smeared neith pitch,

and to n-hose insides the heat has penetrated.

(TA)

#2 and W £5. A horse that runs much (S,

K:) and "3-5- a horse that runs vehemently.

(TA.)

5 .. 5

&ºr;-

ºf . 6

: see tºº.

--~~}*

Q. 1. <s, inf. n. ãºs, He reas quick, or

snift. (IKtt.)
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** and *** Tall, or long, as an epithet

of man ke (k)— ** A tall, or long

bodied, (4.3%) and bulky, she-camel: (S:) as

also Jºe: pl. --5. —º- Anything

great, large, or bully: so in the Mojam: ot

(TA) – 4

Jºe A tall palm-tree. (TA.)

extending long, horizontally.

>}^

1. Sº, (S, L. K.) aor. -, (K) inf n.ºs, (L)

He rent, or tore, ($, I., K,) a garment, or piece

of cloth; ($, L;) as also <ys: (Az, L:) he rent,

or tore, to injure, or spoil, (L, K,) not to amend:

(L:) he (a puller) rent, or tore, and beat, a gar

ment, or piece of cloth: (L:) and "sys he rent,

or tore, much. (L.) — *** sº, aor. -, (L.)

inf. n. Sys, (S, L, K,) He wounded his reputation.

(S. L. K.)—sº, aor. 2 (§, L. K.) inf n. *.

(L.) He cooked flesh-meat so that it fell off from

the bones: (S, L, K:) or cooked it much : (As,

L:) or cooked it thoroughly and well: (ISd, L,

K.) and 'ja, (K) inf n. 29% (S. L.) signi

fies the same, (S, L, K,) but with an intensiveness:

(S, L:) or he put flesh-meat into the fire, and

cooked it thoroughly. (AZ, L.) — sº, (L, K,

TA,) or 3,A, (AZ, L, CK,) and "xxi, (TA,)

It (flesh-meat) became cooked so that it fell off

from the bones : or, cooked much : or, cooked

thoroughly and nell: (L, K:*) or it, being put

into the fire, became thoroughly cooked. (AZ, L.)

º … O ~* • * ~ *

Irreg verb.º Stºja, aor. •249s", [in the

- - 2 -

CK,º, (Lh, M, art. 259; and K,) inf. n.

$32, (Lh, M in art 29) iſ ºf ſq.v., in

art. 333, I neilled, wished, or desired, the thing].

(Lh, M, art. 33) ; and K.)

- - g •z.

2 : see 1. = x^, inf. n. Jºvi, He wore a

* 9. -

359-6, (K,) i.e., a yellon garment, dyed with

sº. (TA)

5: see 1.

sº Certain roots with nºbich one dyes, (L, K,)

of a yellon, colour: (TA:) or (so accord. to the

L; but in the K, and) i.4 = * : (L. K.) or

the yellon, .*.*. correctly, the roots of the

.*.*, or J-º: (TA:) and a certain red earth

(K) with which one dyes. (TA.)

esse, (As, S, L, K, [but in the last it is not

shown whether it be with or without tenween])

of the measure Jº, ($, L.) of the fem. gen.,

(IAmb,) but AHn says, I know not whether it

be masc. [and therefore with tenween] or fem.

[and therefore without tenween], (L.) [in one

instance in the L, and in a copy of the K, written

12, A, which is evidently wrong,) and 49e, [i.e.

is, or ājs, (L. K.) and '@'sſe, (L.) A cer

tain plants (A, S, L, K;) a certain herb, of

n:hich AHn says, that he had not met with a

description of it: (L:) and 73% is also the

name of a certain plant, (K,) like esse, (L,) or

in &e. (TA)

- -> → 5 - d .

Jºjº: see 32n-.

5 ... o. - O

cºlore: see Jºjº.

3 - 7 o'. - O

colors": see Cº.

3, and '3s. A garment, or piece of cloth,

rent, or torn; (L;) as also <-ºs. (AZ.)

5 - d -

>5x-e : See 30s.– Also, (S, L, K,) A gar

ment, or piece of cloth, dyed yellon',(S, L) with

sº, (L.) and so *s. (L) and "ús; (K,”

TA,) or, as Sh says, accord. to information given

to Aboo-'Adnán by an intelligent Arab of the

desert, of the people called Báhileh, dyed nith
0.

Jºys, and then with saffron, so as to become of a

colour like that of the floner of the*ś- (Az,

L:) or of a light yellow colour. (IAmb, L.)

4 * ~ * 5 - O -

>}+* : See 5.93%-9.

-->}^

Q. 1. º, inf. n. iss, (and ~x", TA, [a

strange form: perhaps a mistake forº Ol'

Jºe :]) He ran heavily. (IKtt &c., and K.)

ise (and $2. TA) An old woman. (S,

K.) — Also, (as some say, TA,) Having a

sncollen belly, and conardly: ($, K:) or convardly,

bulky, of little sense, sn’ollen in the belly, and having

no heart. (TA.) — Accord. to Az, in the T, A

large, long-bodied man is called is,. (TA.)

Jºjº

0 o

1. 4-ys, aor. , (IF, A, Msh) inf n. Jºs,

(IF, S, A, Msb, K,) He bruised, brayed, or

pounded, it ; crushed it so as to break it; broke

it, or broke it in pieces, by beating; (S, IF, Msb,

TA;) namely, grain, (Msb,) or some other thing:

(IF, Msb:) or he did so vehemently, or riolently:

(A, K:) or nith something broad: or neith some

preservative between it and the ground. (TA.)

J-> Grain, (Msb,) or wheat, (A,) bruised,

braved, or pounded, (A, Msb,) vehemently, or

riolently, (A) with the J-92, before it is cooled;

for when it is cooked, it is termed *~,sº (Msb:)

[of the measure Jº in the sense of i. measure

Jº: from the verb above-mentioned. (K.)

You say, *~jº J-7s es.” I have nº heat

bruised, &c., for the a-, *. (A.)

tº Grain, (Mºb) or wheat, (TA) bruised,

brayed, or pounded, [vehemently, or violently,

(see Jºjº) and then cooked: (Mºb, TA:) [or

a kind of thick pottage, prepared of cooked n-heat

and cooked flesh-meats much pounded together :

(Golius; app. on the authority of Ibn-Maaroof.)

but this is probably one of the kinds of à-eja

peculiar to post-classical times; which kinds are

many: see De Sacy's Relation de l'Égypte par

Abd-Allatif, pp. 307 and 312:] of the measure

ãº in the sense of the measure ã, i. (Msb:)

from the verb above-mentioned: (S, K.) pl.

Jºs. (A)

Jº A maker, or preparer, of a-ys: (Mgh,

Msb, K.) and a seller thereof. (Mgh.)

Jºe [in the M, voce 3,4, q.v., accord. to

the TA, Jºve, i.e., app. Jºel A stone hollowed

out, (S, Mgh, Msb,) oblong, (Mgh, Msb,) and

heavy, resembling a [vessel of the hind called] jº,

q.v., (Mgh,) in which one bruises, brays, or pounds,

and from nºkich one performs the ablution termed
o - -

•3-33; ($, Mgh, M3b;) and it is also made of

brass ; and grain and other things are bruised in

it : (Mºb :) and sometimes, by a tropical appli

cation, ; one of wood, (Mgh, Msb,) used for the

same purpose: (Msb:) or a mortar; syn. Cºº ;

(K;) or thing in which grain is bruised: (A,

TA,) and also, (A, K,) tropically, (A,) t a hol

lowed stone, (A, K,) of oblong shape, (A,) from

which one performs the ablution above mentioned;

(A, K3) consisting of a bulky stone, nihich several

men cannot lift nor move because of its neight,

capable of holding much water. (TA.)

Cºyº

1. Jºs, aor. 2, (Sgh, K,) inf. n. Jºs, (TK,)

t He (a man, TA) was, or became, evil, or bad,

in disposition. (Sgh, K.) =383 Jºs, (Ibn

Abbād, A. K.) and &l,(A) aor. and -, (A,

K,) inf. n. Jºs, (TK,) I Time, or fortune, was,

or became, distressful, or calamitous. (I'Abbād,

A, K.) [In the A, app. by inadvertence, Jº, a

**!" is mentioned as proper; and Jus;1 Jºys,

as tropical.]

* ~39 & Jºs, (A, K, TK.) in n.

Jºjº, (S, A, K,) He excited strife, or quarrel

ling, between, or among, the dogs; syn. Jº

(S, A, K, TK.) and ~$g & "Jºu, (A,

Mgh, TA,) or ~$89, (S,) or Jé sº Jaz,

* (K.' TK) inf n. 43% (S, A, Mgh, K)

and Jºe ($, Mgh,) he incited the dogs to attack

one another. ($, Mgh, K.) — [Hence, Jºe

* & (A) or -º) & (K) inf n as

above, ($, K,) t He eaccited discord, dissension,

365*
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disorder, strife, quarrelling, or animosity, between,

or among, the people. ($,” A, K.)

3. tº's [They fought and assailed each other]:

said of two dogs. (A.) See also 6. — [Hence.)

Jºe Jºſé [An irritable, or a quarrelsome, dog];

ikeº-tie (TA)—stealoº — 32

is also used to signify The fighting against each

(Mgh.)other of men.

6. Jºol cºlº, and "--ºral, (A, K, TA,)

and tâz ü as "Jºjº, (A,) The dogs fought and

assailed one another. (TA.)

see 6.

*

--~~}*

* 3.. 6 -

ãº, A. An old woman far advanced in years:

(K:) a n’orn-out old noman; as also ãº. (T.)

~~ejº

(K;) a pl. that has no sing.;

o º … o.p.

or its sing is strºys or ~3°ys ; or perhaps the

<--9s Wells :

J is an augmentative letter: (MF:) or, accord.

to the L, it is a name of a certain group of wells

in the tract of Ed-Dahma, said to have been dug

by Lukmán the son of ‘Ād; or, accord. to As,

certain wells on the left of Dareeyeh; if so, F has

erred in prefixing to it the art. J. (TA.)

jº

1. §s, (S, A, Mgb, K,) and ºfs, [respecting

which see what is said on an ex. below,) (A, K.)

aor. 2, (A, Msb,) inf. n. 3. (S, A, Msb,) [He

shook it;] he put it in motion, or into a state of

commotion; (S, A, Mºb, K3) as also '85s, (S,

K) and * je (TA) inf n. 3.; (Ki) and

W &sis, (S, K,) inf. n. §sis ; (TA;) meaning, he

made it move by pulling and pushing; or he made

it more to the right and left: or, accord. to Er

Răghib, he did so nºith violence, or vehemence.

(TA.) It is said that is is trans, by itself, and by

means of ~, like 3-f and Jää. it is trans. in

the latter manner in the Kur., [xix. 25, where

it is said, sº ei- 4% jº, And shake

thou tonards thee the trunk of the palm-tree],

i.e. Jº- but ISd says, that the verb is here

made trans. by means of ºr because it is used in

the sense of(sº- and MF says, that, properly,
• (TA.) You

say, 9:3 -º-, 3. [He shook the snºord, &c.]

(A) And Guaº 3–2. sºs (A) and -i,

and W º;s6) [The mind shook the branches, and

the trees,) and <& sº it shook (-e-) the

plants: but this has also a tropical signification,

it is not trans. by means of ºp.

which see below. (TA.) – You say also, 3.

Jºe, and Jº, ! [lit., I shake my shoulder

blade, and my shoulder-joint;] meaning, I walk

njith an elegant and a proud and self-conceited

gait; I behave nºith pride and self-conceitedness.

(Mgh) And 38 illejº iſlit., He shook his

sides at such a ſing: app. meaning, he was

active, or prompt, and brisk, or n'as moved with

alacrity, to do such a thing, or he nas rejoiced at

such a thing : like " ... jº, q.v.]: and in like

o, -o, a.

manner, 3… 3s. (A) [In like manner also

you say,) Jºe &: <-ºff U. 3. [app. meaning,

accord. to a gloss cited by De Sacy in his Anthol.

Gr. Ar., p. 309, What I san, rejoiced me: or,

as rendered by him, p. 286, ce dont j'étois temoin,

réveilla en moi le courage.] (Z, in his preface to

the Keshshāf) And Jºjº, (S, A, K,) aor. ,

inf n : (TA) and jº, (5, K, TA). He (,

man urging his beasts by singing) made the camels

to be brisk, or sprightly, by his singing to urge

them. (S, A, K.) Andž, đ, (The jour

neying made them to be brisk, or sprightly]. (T.A.)

Andjº 4: 3. # The pace brought him on quickly.

(TA.) And - Öğ <ſº + I made such a one

to rejoice [or to be prompt and brisk (see the

quasi-pass., 8,) to do good]: said of a generous
… 6 - 0.

• * * *

4. [app. signify the same]. (A.) And& tle

man: (En-Nadr, TA:) and **śs and

&#9 #. and 4:4. + Such a one came n'alking

impulsively : (JK in art. Jas:) or nºith a grace

ful gait, impulsively. (Ibn-El-Faraj, TA, in art.

Jas.) – You also say, of a plant, or herbage,

ju.2% 3-9. * 25. ! The nºinds and the rains

made it to become tall. (A, TA.”)-*;& ja.

see 8.—ſº seems to be an inf. m. of§s] You

say 5. & 3–3, ($, TA, art. Joye,) [app. for

5.2. *] A spear that vibrates, or quivers,

when shaken. (TA, ibid.)

2 :

5 :

see 1, in two places.

see 8.

8. jal, (inf n. 35.8%) quasi-pass. of §s, (TA,)

[It shook; or quivered; ) it became in motion, or

in a state of commotion; (S, Msb, K;) as also

"jø. (S, K,) quasi-pass. of §s; (TA;) and

"jś, (S, A, K,) ſquasi-pass. ofºss; meaning,

accord. to explanations of3. in the TA, it became

moved by being pulled and pushed; or it became

moved to the right and left: or it became so moved

with violence, or vehemence.] — ºff- Jº *915

f [app. the nater quivered in its running] : and

*::ſe. -*.S. f [the star in its shooting, or

darting, donn] : (S, A, TA:) and &ég }:s

! the star shot, or darted, donºn [app. 'n'ith a

quivering motion]; (O, L, TA;) as alsojº. (A,

K.) —<-exº- ! The procession, or cavalcade,

went quickly: (En-Nadr, TA:) or made a noise

and clamour. (S.) – Jº <> 1 The camels,

being urged on by the singing of their driver,

(S,” A, TA.) You
• ?: wº

say also, Jºe') jºl He was, or became, active, or

became brish, or sprightly.

prompt, and brish, or cheerfully excited, at a thing,

or to do a thing. (TA.) [Ex.} A- jºs f He

rejoiced [or nas active or prompt, &e, to do good]:

said ºf: gºero!, man. (En-Nadr, T.A.) And

-32,-4) jºr, 38 t [He rejoices, or is active, or

prompt, &c., to do nºkat is beneficent, or kind].
*-** 22 - - 3-2- - - - -

(A.) [Hence the saying,jjrº alsº jº, S CŞs

f [Such a one does not rejoice, &c., to give, but he

shrinks from giving]. (A, TA, art.jée.) [Hence

also,J* >39cº Jºe#: 1 The empyrean

of the Compassionate rejoiced at the death of Saad;

(En-Nadr, I Ath, K, TA;) meaning Saad Ibn

Mo’ādh ; (TA; ) i.e., when he [meaning his soul]

was taken up; (IAth, TA;) because of the

honour in which he was held by his Lord; (K;)

or the inhabitants of the empyrean rejoiced at his

death : these words occur in a trad., of which

there is another relation, Jºº. 5-al: and some

say, that by Jº all is meant the bier upon which

|sand was removed to his grave. (TA.) You

also say, Jº <! "jsjø f My heart became

moved by a cheerful, or jouful, affection tonards

(K, TA)— tº 3-ºl The plant, or

| (A, TA)—Jº-5

|f The land produced plants, or herbage : (A:) or

became put in motion, and produced plants, or

him.

herbage, became tall.

* (TA.)

R. Q. 1. &sis, and &sjº, and 4. “jºis.

*1–Alºueirº, ºr " §s, TA). He

subdued him, or rendered him submissive; syn

à. (K, TA)

R. Q. 2. jºi. see 8, in two places. – Also,

| H. became subdued, or submissive; quasi-pass.

of jºs. (TA)

;: t Brisk and rejoicing to do evil or mischief;

applied to a woman: pl. *js. (A, TA.)

3. I Briskness, or sprightliness : (S, K.) and

f writness, sprightliness, alacrity, or cheerfulness,

disposing one to promptness in acts of liberality,

kindness, and beneficence; or liberality of disposi

tion; syn. i-ji: (K;) and [in like manner]

*}.º f briskness, or sprightliness, of camels when

urged on by the singing oftheir driver. (A, TA.)—

! A kind of pace, or manner of going, of camels;

(Aş, K5) when the train goes quickly: (As,” En

Nadr, TA:) or a state of commotion of a train

or procession or cavalcade : (ISd, TA:) or the

confused sound thereof. (IDrd, TA.) — ; The

sound of the boiling of a cooking-pot: (S, K :)

t the reiterating sound of thunder; as also '3.js :
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* - tº

(K:) which latter has likewise the following

similar significations: t a sound, or noise; (K:)

as, for instance, a sound, or noise, of turning of a

mill; as also jºi [inf n. ofji : (TA:) and t the

murmuring of the wind (S, K) when it shakes the

trees: (S:) or the sound of the bloning of the

wind: (TA:) or the lightness of the wind, and

the quickness of its bloning. (A, TA)

- 63

}.25A : see 35A.

35s + Difficulties, afflictions, or calamities :

[a pl.] having no singular. (Th, T.A.)

jū Jºsé ! [A star shooting, or darting,

down; or quivering in doing so: see 8]. ($, TA.)

*... e.

35Aja: see R. Q. 1, of which it is the inf. n. :

* ... •

and see jºjº.

jajº [app. pl. of §al Seditions, or discords,

- 3 . - -

or dissensions, (Jºš,) in which people are in a

state of commotion : (S, Mºb :) or n’ars and

difficulties or afflictions or calamities that put

into a state of commotion : (A :) or the excite

ment of commotion in men, by trials, or trying

events, and by nars; (K,” TA;) as also

" ;&s. (K.)

º

1. º. ºº, (K) and * (5 K') and 3.

(S, K) followed by are and aº ; (Akh, S ;) but

accord. to Yoo, we should say a dºs only ;

not are; (TA ;) aor. 2, inf n. 3. and5. (S, K)

and§ (TA) and $5. ; (S, K;) and a " 5.3,

(AZ, S, K.) and as * 5-15 (S. K.) He

mocked at, scoffed at, laughed at, derided, or

ridiculed, him. (S, K.) — The most approved

reading of"& in the Kur, ii. 13, is with

the . fully pronounced: some alleviate it: and

some read &#14: and some &sjº (but

this pronunciation is of weak authºrity ;) and

.v. e. , 8 ~ 9 * * * ~ * - •o - p > 3

say $43.4% for ~5-1. (Zj) —º ~!y-J)

~éju t [The mirage mocks the company of
- - £2. - d.

riders]. (A.) = 5A, (K,) inf. n. 23A, (TA,) He,

or it, broke a thing. (K.) — A poet says, de

scribing a coat of mail,

# tº:- Jºi sã & 9 #

# gºi-, J--Ju 5-5, #

[It has creases that repel the arron's, making

them to recede, and break the broad and long

arron-heads, and those n-hich are small and

broad]. The - in Jºlsºju is redundant. This is

the opinion of the lexicologists, except ISd, who

thinks that this is an error, and that º here

means “mocks.” (TA.)=º. §s, (K; but it is

thought that this may be a mistake for $s. TA,)

inf n. 9s; (TA) and * u, jal; (K;) He

killed his camels with cold. IAar says, that

§3 ºffs and jal both signify The cold killed

him. (TA.)=% He put in motion, [or eaccited,)

the beast on which he rode. (As, K)=%

and &: He died (K) in his place, or on the

spot ; i.e. unea pectedly, or suddenly : (Z ) im

properly objected against by Ibn-Es-Sáigh.

("Ináyeh, M.F.)

4. ja He entered upon the time of severe cold.

(K.) See also º, which is the word commonly
2.9 . ." 6 º' -

known. (TA)—See 1.= a-39 & Jºyjal His

she-camel hastened with him. (K.)

5: } 1

10, * *

§ One who is mocked at, scoffed at, laughed

at, derided; a ridiculous person. (S, K.)

£2 3

§§ One who mocks at, scoffs at, laughs at,

derides, or ridicules, others. (S, K.)

â3% 33. t A morning intensely cold : as

though mocking men when they shrug and

shiver. (A.)

-*ju is a $44, and with # for a jº,

t[A desert that mocks the company of riders]. (A.)

~}^

* A camel strong in running; syn.&
6 *

U83a-J1: (K, and so in a copy of the S :) or a

drow and bold camel; syn. *** Jºsé (so in

the S, in several copies): a strong camel. (El

Jarmee :) a camel advanced in age, and bold.

(AS.) — $ºs A vulture, (K,) advanced in age.

(TA.)

“…)

3. A sharp, or fierce, lion : (K, accord. to

the TA :) or a strong lion. (CK.)

J's and iſºls A kind of fish. (K)

$3. Sharp; fierce; syn. 2-. -

Jºjº

Jºe andº and 3%, (K) or the first [only],

(TA,) Thick and bulky; and strong and hard or

hardy : pl. ºffs. (K.) You say,§e âû A

hard, or hardy, she-camel. (IAar.) — Also, the

first, ($, K,) and the second and third, (Sgh, K,)

The lion : ($, $gh, K,) accord. to some, because

of his thickness and bulkiness. (TA.) Some

say that the o is a radical letter: others, that it

is augmentative, and that the word is from jº,

signifying the “act of repelling with strength.”

(MF, TA.)

t;"

1. **, aor. 2, (S, K,) inf. n. §: (L;) He

sang in a certain manner, nºith trilling, or quaver

ing; º also W tº: (S, K;) and W tº: (K:)

or W tº signifies he reiterated, or made to re

ciprocate, the graceful modulations of his voice:

or prolonged his voice, without elevating it: (Aboo

Is-hák, L:) or §s does not at all signify trilling,

or quavering; and therefore IAar has applied

#. as an epithet to a dog that barks much.

(L.) — He read, or recited, with a prolonging

and trilling of the voice, making the sounds to

Jollow closely, one upon another; as also " 83.

(TA.)

2. ºn

[or a reader or reciter]), made the sounds of the

voice to be closely consecutive, and uttered in a
*** *

light and quick manner. (L.) – 435.2 **,

83-, inf. n. tºº, He (a singer

and W 4-5.3, [the latter app. a mistake for&

4:3, He made the sounds of his coice to be closely

consecutive, or near together. (TA.) — See 1.

4. gºal He (a poet) composed, or uttered,

verses of the metre termed &". (K.)

5. Jºin <3.7 ! The bon, twanged, on the

archer's loosing the string after drawing it. (S,

K, TA.) – See 1, and 2.

[ £3. ! The twanging of a bow, on the archer's

loosing the string after drawing it; and of a lute

string: in the TA, i.g. is, pl. §§ and pl. pl.

gº or perhaps this latter is a pl. of which

2 of

the sing. is W i-ji, likeas}~5 is pl of Śsº ;

and the twanging of a bow-string or lute-string

may be likened to an ode or a song of the metre

termed 832), which is perhaps, judging from

analogy, the proper signification of as-35A1.]

tºº Jºãº *** ! [To the lute and the bon,

there are twangings]. (A.) El-Kumeyt says,

[speaking of a bow,

º • * …) * 2 - -3- 0 - 6 -

* --|--| S2 tº ~ºJ *

+ 9-1 º telli iſ ºf *

* 5-5- --- u-tºº *

[Neither its onmer nor the people imputed a fault

to any of its properties, except its narning the

(wild) asses of his presence by the twangings of

its harsh singings, and its causing a groaning

sound to follow the loud, or prolonged, wailing].

($.)— £5. One of the modes of singingÇeş),

in nihich is a trilling, or quavering : (S, K:) pl.

..º. * w • 5 - -

--- (-ºi & **

&#. (L.) [But see 1.] – A voice that excites

lively emotions of joy or grief (K.) — A fine,

or delicate, and elevated, voice. (TA.)- A voice

in which is hoarseness, or harshness. (K.) — Any

speech of which the component parts are closely

consecutive, or near together, (K,) uttered in a

light, or quick, manner; pl. as above. (L.) —
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tº – Jºe

39. The name of a certain kind of metre of

verse; (S, K;) consisting of four feet, each of

the measure &eta; originally of six feet, like

the jº and the Jº, in each of which, [as in the

**) each foot consists of one element of the

- O -

kind termed *:::: *s, and of two elements

of the kind termed J.A. J.; so called because

of the mutual nearness of its component parts.

(TA.) – 3. Lightness, or agility. (TA.) —

Quickness in the falling, and putting down, of

the legs [upon the ground]. (TA.) – t The

sound of thunder. (S.) – f The buzzing of

flies. (L.)

º, .

&" A singer [or reader or reciter] who pro

longs his voice, with trilling, or quavering, making

the sounds to follon, close, one upon another. (A.)

- J-ºl **, occurring in a verse of 'Antarah,

cited voce Js, The cat that cries for food at

supper-time : (EM, p. 233 :) or the dog that

barks much in the evening; meaning, in the

* . (L.) —

cº A child, and a horse, whose legs fall, or are

(TA.) –

! Sounding thunder, as also V& (L.) —

1 A tranging lute [and bow). (A.) – 1 A cloud

sounding with thunder. (A.) –sº **. and

night: or buzzing flies in the evening.

put don'n, quickly [upon the ground].

- - ... +

Was-29A, One who makes the sounds of his voice

to follon close, one upon another. (L.)

* * * * * v- . -

à-25A Uninterrupted speech or language. (IX.)

— Confusion of voice or sound beyond measure;

(K;) as also isºs. (K, TA, art. 8-9) -
g • *

[The A is an augmentative letter: see tºº.)

3:25: A voice, or the like, of nihich the sounds

ar'e closely consecutive. The A is an augmentative

letter. (S, K.) — £2% *> A confused voice

or sound. The sound so called is less than what

is termed ſé. (L.) – [See also &js)

iº : See **

º, we . .” 9 .

&#~ : See tºº.

23A [See Supplement.]

}% [The nightingale;] a certain bird, (K,

TA,) the same that is called **. (S, K, art.

J.A.c,) of sweet voice; improperly said in the

K to be what is called in Persian& jº ; for

25s itself is Persian, and signifies “a thousand,”

and&s means [as also& in that language]

“a tale;” as though this bird, in the sweetness of

its warbling and the pleasantness of its melody,

told a thousand tales; being thus called by way

of hyperbole and excessive praise: then they

contented themselves by employing the word

35A alone; and the Arabs used it, and prefixed to
3 - - -

it the article J1: (TA :) the pl. is stºl,5A. (Msb.)

~y_j^

Q. 1. -jº, inf n. iºs, He was light, or

active, and quick, or snift. (IKtt, K.) A dial.

form. of ~jgs. (TA.)

[8;" &c.

See Supplement.]

*

Q. 1. * %, inf. n. *-ºs, He (an ostrich, or

anything,) nas quick, or snift. (TA)

* ... .o.

às-Jja: see 1; and art. &P.

§s A quick, or snift, he-ostrich. (K.)

&e Quick, or snift : (TA:) a light, or an

agile, (and snift, or quick, TA,) wolf: ($, K :)

pl. £5. and 3:45°. (TA.) Accord. to Kr,

it is derived from 39. (TA.) [See isºs in

art. tºº.)

[Aj*

See Supplement.]

**

** and : 5* . See art. tº.

[u-º

See Supplement.]

~~~8

--- Sufficiency; like ---. (K.)

[J-A &c.

See Supplement.]

JºA

1. Jºs, a01". Jº (JK, TA;) or Jºs. sec.

pers. <s, a01". Jº (Msb;) inf. n. iºtis

(JK, A, Mºb, TA) (and is, is and Jºsé and

J. as appears from what follows]; It, (a thing)

nvas, or became, soft, yielding, flaccid, flabby, law,

slack, uncompact, crummy, fragile, frangible,

brittle, friable, easily or quickly broken; (JK,

A, Mºb, TA) syn, sº as Clé, (JK) or

& Gº &e, (A, TA) or Jºº CŞ.

(Msb.) You say, 3,4- Jº, aor. : , (S, K,)

inf. n. *…* (K) and Je. (TA,) meaning, ju

is: (S, K;) i. e., The bread became [soft, &c.,

or] easy to break. (TA.) And sº Jº, (IAar,

Msb)aor. [.. orj-, (Mºb) infin. Jºsé, (IAºr,

Msb,) The wood, or stick, broke in pieces: (IAar:)

or became easily or quickly broken. (Msb.) And
2 * ~ * - * 3.

5,--J -s, inf. n. Jºe, The tree dropped its

leaves, one after another. (Mºb [in which it

seems to be indicated that the aor. of the verb in

this sense is : ; but this is contr. to rule in an

intrans. verb of this class; and I think it impro

bable.])— Jºs. inf. n. *.*. t He (a man)

became neak; unable to endure difficulty or

distress. (TA.) And Jºs, aor. -, + He affected

languor, or languidness; syn. 2:3: and he became

old, or aged. (TA.) = Jº, (Msb, K,) first

pers. : ::s, (S, Mºb, K) aor. Jº (Mºb. K.)
© - -

and Jºs, first pers. <<s, aor. Jº (Msb,

K;) inf n iºtis (S, Mºb, K) and Jüs; (A,

K;) the nas, or became, cheerful, brisk, lively,

or sprightly: (S, K :) or he smiled, and was, or

became cheerful, brisk, lively, or sprightly. (Msb.)

You say, Jºſé < ***. (S, TA,) and a <<s,

(TA,) : I was, or became, cheerful, &c., in

behaviour tomards such a one : (S:) or I was, or

became cheerful in countenance, or joyful, or

pleased, at meeting with such a one. (TA.) And

ºs- J. Jº. sº, f He is cheerful, &c., towards

his brethren]. (A) And Jº W Jºsé ºte <!-3

! [I ment in to him, and he nas cheerful, &c., in

his behaviour tonards me]; like U, 5:3. (A,”

|TA) And -º-; its (JK, TA,') and

|<s, (TA) inf n iºtis (S) and Jºtis,

(A,) ( I neas, or became, cheerful, brisk, &c.,

to do what was kind, or beneficent : (S,” TA:)

or I desired to do it : (JK :) and Y <<k.

-32 = .0 I was, or became, cheerful, &c., and

desirous, to do nºkat was kind, or beneficent.

(TA) And ºn J. Jºlis :: * : [He pos.

sessés cheerfulness, briskness, liveliness, or spright

(A.) Accord.

to Sh, <<s signifies + He rejoiced, and desired;

(TA.)

And the phrase Jº J. < *-*. if correct,

means either + I inclined tomards my nife, or I

nas, or became, brisk, or sprightly, in disposition

tonards her. (Mgh.) And accord to ISd,

2 iſ Jºes [so in the TA, but accord. to the

liness, of disposition to do good].

or was, or became, jouful, and desirous.

JK Jººs, + The people's being in a state of

commotion, or agitation. (T.A.) = Jj9) Jºs,
3.

aor. 2, (S, A, K,) and : , ($gh, K,) inf. n. JºA,

(S,) He beat the leaves with a staff, or stick, in

order that they might fall; (S, A, K5) as also

W <s. (Z, T.A.) It is sºil in the Kur,

[xx. 19, (S,) Jº Jº * Jºss [And I beat

the leaves with it in order that they may fall upon

my sheep, or goats): (S, A:) or, accord. to Fr,

and I beat the dry trees nºith it in order that

their leaves may fall so that my sheep, or goats,

may feed upon them; and so says As : (TA:)

Lth says, that JºJ) signifies thy draming towards

thee a branch of a tree : and also, thy scattering

its leaves tonards thee nith a staff, or stick :

(JK,” TA:) but Az says, that the correct ex
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planation is that given by Fr and As; not the

former of the two explanations given by Lth.

(TA.) [The verb also seems to have a similar

application in a more extended sense; for it is
- 3.

said that] Jºs, aor. 2, inf. n. Jºa, signifies He

(a man) assaulted (Jue) with his staff, or stick.

(Mgb.) You say also, 2:9) Jºs He broke in

pieces the dry herbage or the like. (T.A.)

2. -ie, (JK, K,) inf n. Jºã, (TA) t He

deemed him, or reckoned him, weak, or feeble,

(JK, K,”) and soft, or gentle. (TA.) = 1 He,

or it, rendered him brish, lively, or sprightly;

and joyful, glad, or happy : (K:) and W 4:--

tit (a thing, JK, TA) incited him, or eccited

him, to brishness, liveliness or sprightliness; syn.

* 3 - - o 2 : z > . . . * * *

ass-1. (JK,K, T.A.) You say," a.º.º. L. CŞ

2-5 ! [Such a one, neal, or welfare, does not

ercite him to briskness, &c.] (A, TA.)

8. Lºcal He was, or became, cheerful, &c. :

see 1, in two places.

10: see 2, in two places.

* * ~ 6 -

R. Q. 1. a+++A :

moved, or put in motion, or into a state of com

(IDrd, K.)

see 1, latter part. – He

motion, him, or it.

J. A thing, (S, Msb,) or anything, (JK,)

soft, yielding, flaccid, flabby, law, slach, uncom

pact, crummy, fragile, frangible, brittle, friable,

easily or quickly broken; (JK,” $," A,” Mºb,

K, TA) syn. & 34, (S, A, K.) as also

* J.-S. (JK, S, K.) You say, Jºs #4 (S,

K,) and W Jººs, (K) Bread that is [soft, &c.,

or] easy to break. (TA.) And his §: A

lump of dough, baked in a fire in the ground,

that is dry, or hard : asserted by IKtt to have

two contr. significations. (TA.) [But to this

assertion it may be replied, that dry*: !.

easy to break.] And in like manner, a tº ae-yº

A citron easy to break : or dry, or hard. (TA.)

And J. 3,4 Wood, or a stick, that is easily, or

quickly broken. (Mºb.) — [Hence, J. *

2-&M, (JK, S, A, K,) or ;-&l, (TA, (but this

i. contr. to all the other authorities that I know,)

and **". (TA,) : He is easy, or compliant,

when ashed: (A:) or he is of easy nature, or

disposition, (JK, S, K,) with respect to what is

sought, or demanded, of him, of things needed :

(S:) said in praise of a man (S, TA) when it

means [lit.] that he is not one whose wood gives

only a sound when one endeavours to produce

fire from it; but said in dispraise of a man when

it means [lit.] that he is one whose wood is weak.

(TA) [And in like manner] "Jºës (K) and

W Jää (TA) signify f One nho rejoices, or is

glad, when asked. (K, TA) You say, W Jºsé

! ~ 3 - 2 5 * - -

Jº-Jº Jºe, and "Jººs, 1 He is one who rejoices,

or is gºd." being asked. (TA) —[Hºte

also..] Jºe J-9 (TA,) or ºbi- J. Jº J-2,

and W Jia. (JK,) | A man who is cheerful, brisk,

lively, or sprightly, in his behaviour.towards his

brethren (JK, TA) And Jº Jº Jº 14

man rho is cheerful, brish, lively, or sprightly :

(S:) or cheerful in countenance; plºt (ther:

inj (S, TA in art. Jº.) And Jº Jºe 4: Ul

! I am cheerful, brisk, lively, or sprightly, in

behaviour tonards him ; (K;) joyful; happy.

(TA.) And 33% J. Jé, 1 A man quick, or

prompt, to do good. (AS.) And Jº Jºš

cº + [A horse that is brisk, lively, or sprightly;

injuſt of rein (TA) And is Jº A

horse that smeats much ; (JK, IF, K ;) contr.

of 3,123 (S3) or not 2,12. (A)

º, y - w -

Jºu: A : see J.A, second sentence.

Jºsés t A ewe, or she-goat, abounding neith

(S, K.)milk.

Jº Dry herbage, syn.*. (K, TA,) for

the horses of the people of -ºš [app, meaning

the shores ºf 'Oman] in particular. (TA.) =

See also Jºs, in three places. – Also, t A man

who is niggardly tonards his family, or others,

nith respect to food; syn.* . (TA.) [Thus

it bears two contr. significations.]

iºs is thought by ISd to signify Leaves

[app. beaten from a tree]. (T.A.)

- J - * > 0

ăşti, àº; A water-skin from which the

(K.)

+++. t Motion; or commotion. (J.K.)

(Jºsés is app. its pl.: see 1, next before Jºs

water flon's by reason of its thinness.

- - -

J33).]

6 * 0 .

Jººs 1 Good in disposition; liberal, or boun

tiful. (IAar, K.)

º s

Jºus : see Jºe, in three places.

3 : * ~ * : -

à:…e., in the copies of the K erroneously
- • 6 . . .”

written atºo, (TA,) t A woman n-ho manifests

love to her husband, and rejoices in him. (K,”

TA.)

[2: A &c.

See Supplement.]

*a*

- - - - 5 o .

1. ---as, aor. 2, inf n. ---as, He fled; ran

anay. (K.)

Jºaº

1. & as, (S, A, K,) and * -as, ($, K,) aor. : ,

(K) int. n. *s, (A, K.) He pulled it; and he

inclined it; or he pulled and inclined it : (A, K,

TA [but in the last of these, only º, as is given

in this sense, agreeably with the A:)) he brought

it near; (K;) which is near in meaning to “he

inclined it:” (TA :) he took hold of its (a

branch's) head and inclined it toniards him : (S:)

or he inclined it (a branch) tonards him : (A :)

or he bent it (a branch) and dren, it tonards

him : (Mgh :) he bent it; namely, a pliant thing,

such as a branch and the like: (A, K:) and he

broke it nithout separating : (K:) or he bent it,

namely, anything: (A," K:) as also Y **'.

(K.) Imra-el-Keys says, (S, TA,) using the

verb tropically, (TA,)

• , , of * > - • 0 < * * * * *

# ~~~/5 <!--J) “ejū-5 U-13 *

# Jº &º es: º as “º as #:

And nºhen we discoursed together, and she became

compliant, I pulled, (TA,) or, laying hold of its

head, inclined tonards me, (S,) a branch with

fruit-stalks, waving from side to side : the poet

meaning, by the branch, her body, because bend

ing, and soft or supple, like a branch, and

likening her hair to the fruit-stalks of the raceme

of a palm-tree, in respect of its abundance and

luxuriance. (TA.) And it is said in a trad.,

respecting the building of the mosque of Kubă,

* J. 9.2% Sº ºs- 8% IHe raised a

heavy stone, and inclined it tonards his belly.

(TA) And in another trad, as se, 3 &t=

º He used, when he boned himself [in prayer],

to bend donºn his back tonards the ground:

(TA:) or sº* signifies he bent his back

much, making it even neith his neck. (Mgh.) —

f He pushed him or it; so accord. to all the copies

of the K ; but accord. to other authorities, the

pressed or squeezed, him or it : and he pressed, or

squeezed, him or it vehemently. (T.A.) You say,

&;**, aor, and inf n. as above, t He pressed,

or squeezed, his adversary. (T.A.) – Also,

(K,) or & as [alone], (S,) + He broke it; (S,

K;) as also V **'. (S.) You say of a lion,

à-viſ **, (A, TA,) aor. and inf. n. as above,

; He broke [the neck of] the prey, and inclined

it toward him. (TA) And -i > -t.

andº, (A, TA,) the [broke the head of, or]

slen the prey. (TA) =: >es, aor. * ,

[inf. n as.) f His good fortune declined. (TA.)

5: see 7.

7. 3-arºl and V2-azal It became pulled; and it

became inclined: or it became pulled and inclined:

it was brought near : it (a pliant thing, such as a

branch and the like,) bent : it broke, without

separating : or it (anything) bent; (K:) or it (a

branch) inclined and bent : (TA:) or fell upon

the ground: (AHn, TA:) and "...a... it (a branch)
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hung don'n, or was pendent. (TA.) [It seems

to be implied in the K that arºl and "2-azal are

quasi-passives of &as in all its senses.]

8, 2-azal : see 7. =* : see 1, in two

places. – iíº 2-azal He placed the racemes

of the palm-tree upon the branches, and put them

straight or even. (T, K.)

* t A man n-ho presses, or squeezes, vehe

mently; as also *}<s. (TA.) – f The lion; as

also ºak and "5,44 (K) and "3,4s (S, K)

and '32, and "ā; as (K) and "jºs (S. K)

and "2U (K) and '2's (S, K (in the CK

"><s) and "jua's and"> and "jué. and

"...e. and ">3%. (K:) or> * is an epithet

applied to a lion, (A, TA,) as also ºuts and

*}<s [&c.], (A,) signifying, that slays and

breaks: (TA:) pl. [of]>'s]>'ss and [poeticæ]

3.2%. (TA) =>s 3. Declining good

fortune. (TA.)

* , a

Jºaº :

º e º z

3; as :

4 x .

J3 as :

º. 6 - |

25-aº :

* - - -

$25-aº : |

4 tº .

Jºaº :

* .

2-2\s:
- 5 -

* ... e. See2-as

5 e o –

Jºaº :

9 x 9.

J3-acº .

* > *

Lºa”, &c.

See Supplement.]

Jºaº

1 * (S, A, K) or , (s) in n. *.

(TA,) He broke it; as also " …al; (S, K5)

and '44' as; (K3) inf n, i.e. as: (TA) and

the first, (S, A,) or Wall, (K,) he bruised, brayed,

pounded, or crushed, it; (S, K;) i.g. ** i.e. a

stone, &c. : (A:) or he broke it in a manner

falling short of n!hat is termed 3. [in the CK,

incorrectly 3-.] but exceeding what is termedJº :

(Lth, K.) or, accord. to some, the first, he broke

it leisurely, or gently: and the V last, he broke it

hastily. (TA.) You say, 34: Jº Jºãº

Jº-d (S, A) The stallion breaks, or crushes, the

necks of the [other] stallions; as also**.

(TA.) And Ješ Jº Jº The camel, train

the ground. (L.) – Also, Jº < * + The

camels hastened, or ment quickly. (K.) And

º Jää Jº -º-, inf. n. as above, t The

camels came hastening, or quickly. (TA.) And
2

* † - 4

(…!! Jº & “, (Ibn-El-Faraj, JK. K.")

and% (Ibn-El-Faraj, JK,) + Such a one came

nºalking impulsively : (JK:) or with a graceful

gait, (Ibn-El-Faraj, K,) impulsively. (Ibn-El

Faraj.) = Jas is also syn. with Jā- (Ibn

'Abbād, K.)

2. Jaas He bruised the ground vehemently

with his feet. (TA.)

7. Jºel It broke, or became broken : (S, K:)

it became bruised, brayed, pounded, or crushed :

($:) quasi-pass. of 4* and 43-ºl. (TA.)

o. 2 o - ... O

8: see 1, in two places. – ºs-i: st-a-a-a!

+ I held myself to have fallen short of my duty to

such a one ; syn. (.33:1. (JK, S, K (in one

copy of the S, tºº.])- çºğ &: < *aš,

tº: t I took from such a one a thing. (J.K.)

R. Q. 1. ** as: see 1, in three places.

it as A company (S, K) of men; of the measure

$35, like 5-3. mentioned by Th; (S;) and

by As; (TA;) or a company of horses, or horse

men: (A, TA:) and a [troop of horse such as is

termed] a...:*: because they break things. (TA.)

Jºaº A thing (S) broken : bruised, brayed,

pounded, or crushed; as also "Jºãº, (S, K,)
3 ... o J

and "Jacº. (S.)Jay-o

islas, like *~, (K,) or islas, (so in the

JK,) What is taken (Ja: tº [in the CK,

erroneously, Jaś,]) from any one. (JK [where

it immediately follows the phrase &- st-a-azal

º cº explained as above], Sgh, K.)

Jús J- A stallion that breaks, or crushes,

the necks of the [other] stallions; (S, A, K,) as
• 9 -

also WJºãº (JK, K.) or a stallion that thron's

donin a man, and a camel, then leans, bears, or

presses, upon him with his breast. (I Drd.)

* - a .

Jély-as: see what next precedes.

-> - d -

Jº-ay-o: * . .

3. * * see Jae-aa.

a-e :

ière. f A woman (TA) who annoys, or

molests, her fellon-nife or female neighbour, or

her fellon-nives or female neighbours: (so accord.

to different copies of the K:) transmitted by

Sgh. (TA.) |

~~as

1. *: <--as, aor. :, The shy rained: (K:)

or rained for some days incessently. (TA.) See
tº . o . cº 2 x 9, , ,

ãº-aa. — it's J1 sºas The sky rained upon

them : (S:) it netted them much. (TA.) —

-º-º: Akº* : He pours forth verses,

and discourses in rhyming prose, or the like. (A.)

–“3- J - as and " -aºl (S. K.)

and " -asl (K, but omitted in the TA,) t He

launched into discourse, (S, K,) and talked much,

or launched into discourse time after time, (TA)

and raised his voice. (S, TA) —235 u l-as.

Talk, or speak, 0 people. (S.) —Jand

" -aa. He talked loud. (AA) =… He

(a man) walked in the manner of a stupid, dull,

uneaccitable person. (K.) = Asia -** : see

---, and -*.

4: see 1.

8: see 1. = -a-Al It (the vibrating of a

bow-string) produced a tranging. (TA.)

10. Jay-1. It became nhat is termed -*.

(K,) or *** : (A ;) i.e. a mountain of the kind

so termed. (A.)

J as A kind, mode, or nay. A. Heyth quotes

the following verse of El-Kumeyt, describing a

horse :

** = - - 6 o'. -> x 3 a. * = 2 *

* °,---> x05 a-a-a-, -ā---- #

… o - • 2 & 5 ...) - :: * ~ *

# ~as S •+)-; cº-º-º-º) J3- #

The poet means, that his running, or usual run

ning, was of different, or various, kinds; not of
3. c. -

one -as, or kind. (L.) = See *.*.

8 . . * * * *

•--as : see 3-aº.

*** A rain : (S, K.) or a rain consisting

of many drops: (IAth:) or a lasting rain, con

sisting of great drops: or a single fall thereof:

(TA ) or hard rain : (Mabº) pl. -às, (S,

K,) like jº, pl. of §4, (S,) extr. [with respect

to rule], (TA,) and **, (K,) or this is pl. of

6 o –

J. as accord. to the $; (TA ;) and pl. pl.

** ; (K;) or this is pl. of**, which is

pl. of Y J. as, signifying fine shoners of rain
• , o, ø ..”o - -- ~~

after other rain; syn. Plas Axe laš stºle-; (AZ,
2. 2

S;) and this is what is correct : (TA:) or * : * .

signifies a fine rain; or a fine shower of rain;
9 , .º. o .

syn. Plas a Ma- : it is also said, in the L, that

5, *, * *
. . * * * . . -

W i3-asſ is syn. with Jº…as, ſeither in one of the

last two senses, or as a coll. gen. n. of which
9 * > *

Å, as is the n. un., which it is said to be below,)
6 - … …

and that --als! is its pl.: " is as also is the
- ** 22 - 5

same as āeº-asl; so in the phrase áº 3-ar) ovºle"

i.J. &- [The fine shoner, or showers, of rain
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(or the shower of rain, or of copious rain, or of

lasting rain consisting of large drops, or hard

rain,) fell upon them]; mentioned in the K: it

is also said in the L, that* forms in the pl.

Juasi, and then *i; like as J; forms

Jºji, and then Jºši. (TA) w J.és is also

said to be a pl. of *.** but it is rather a coll.

gen, n., [of which *...as is the n. un.] : and J.as

is also added to the list of the pls. of the same

word ; but this, accord. to the $, on the authority

of AA, is pl. [or rather a quasi-pl. n.] of*.

[act, part. n. of 1, like as &: is of &º, and

* , ,

34 of 3-4 (TA) =** A hill; (IAth:)

or a mountain spreading over the surface of the

ground: (S, Msb, K :) or a mountain composed

of one mass of rock : (K:) or any firm, hard,

large mass of rock : (TA :) or a long inaccessible

mountain, separate from others; but only of red

mountains: (K:) or a hill, such as is termed

a.e., neith fen plants, or little herbage : (Msb :)

pl -as and ºvae; (S. K.) and pl. pl.*

(K, TA.) --- is used, by poetical licence,

for ~2UA", in a poem of one of the Hudhalees :

(TA:) [or it is pl. ofJ.és, which is pl. of pauc.

of Jºãs). J-> is also said, in the S, and L, to be

a pl. of **; but it is rather a coll. gen, n.

(TA) – An elevated, or overlooking, tract of

sand. (TA, art. 33.12.) = t A run ; a single

(AHeyth.)?"zz??.

* f A horse sn-eating much ; or that smeats

much. (S, K.) — Hard, or firm, and strong,

or robust. (K.) – Large, or bulky; as an

epithet applied to the kind of lizard called *,

and to other things. (T.A.)

*** * Sheep or goats having little milk :

(K:) app. from *9), signifying Akin ãº

(TA.)

9 . .”.” 5 e 9.

a 3-as: see a.aº.

s •

J.3\s, used after the manner of a rel, n.,

signifying -** 33: so in the following ex

pression in a verse of Aboo-Sakhr El-Hudhalee;

-** sº &eº J. : which means In a day

when the people had played much, and quickly :

explained by the words sº es: l, as 33 lºſe.

(TA)

6 * 2 • ? 22 ° -

ass-as): see 3-aa.

** àº, [A meadon, or the like, rained

upon : or much wetted by rain]. (TA)

[J-a” &c.

See Supplement.]

~AA

1. &, aor. :, inf. n. eis; (TA;) and

Welsus; (S, K;) It fell continuously, or succes

sively, (S, K,) part by part, (S,) or part after

part, like as snon, or fine rain, falls. (TA.)

* ~$1.5 is mostly used with reference to some

thing evil; (TA) [as] ſº J.& [They

shall fall successively into the fire of hell]; (TA,

from a trad ) [and] tº Jº Jº ºf

The moths fell successively into the fire; ($;)

[and] Agil 3.3% The people fell donºn suc

cessively dead; (TA;) [and]º l,ísº They

fell upon him successively. (TA.) — < *s and

* < *. It (snow, and fine rain,) fell quickly.

(TA) – “...is, ſaor, z,] inf. n. & is, He, or

it, fell; fell down. (TA) – “...is, aor. : , ($,

K.) inf n. * is and 3.4 (TA) and "-ºl;

($ ;) It n'as, or became, depressed, or longered;

syn. Jáš. and &#. ($, K.)— — is and

" -ā, ji It was, or became, lessened, or diminished.

(IKit) – “…is, (aor. :, inf n < is, TA) It

became minute, fine, or slender; syn. 33. (K.)

–“s, (aor. : , K,) inf. n. & is and 34, It

flew about, or became dispersed, by reason of its

(S, K.) – “...is, aor. :, He talked

(K, T.A.) .

lightness.

much, nithout consideration.

6. c.303 It (a garment) fell in pieces, piece

after piece falling off, and became worn out.

(TA.) – c. 31.5 It was continuous, or successive;

syn. &tii. (K.) – See also 1. –Jº ~$1.5

Ji Jº The people pressed, or crowded, to the

nater, ſome after another, or party after party].

(Msb.)

7: see 1.

* Rain falling quickly. (K.) — A de

pressed, or lon, piece of ground: (K:) like Jºº.

(Az.) = < is Jºe Inconsiderate loquacity.

(TA.) — 3 as Abundant stupidity: (K :) sur

passing stupidity. (IAar.)

* Stupid; foolish; of little sense. (S, K.)

[But see its syn. <º, voce &ºil Authorities

differ respecting this word and 34, whether

they should be written with sº or with 3 or with

both. (TA.)

* ~ 3 -

** Jºe Grain that falls to the bottom of

the cooking-pot, and swells out quickly. (Lth.)

© ... • *

J-à &: *...* ex5 There came a party of

men whom a year of drought had compelled to

(S.)emigrate.

*** Confounded; perple.ced; amazed: (K:)

like º- (TA)

[*** &c.

See Supplement.]

-

-AA

J is Width: amplitude; largeness. (K.)

* A nord by nyhich a horse is checked, or

urged. (K.

i. Having a large, or ample, throat, (K,)

(TA.)– Large, big, or

bulky, and tall, or long; an epithet applied to an

ostrich, (Lth, K,) and to other things: (K:) or

long, or tall, as an epithet applied to other things

than the ostrich. (TA.)

smallowing everything.

6 - d ... •
- -

-ā-AA Hard, or firm, and strong, or robust.

(K.)

[&is &c.

See Supplement.]

--MA

1. -*. aor. 2, inf. n. &is, JHe had much hair

[ofthe kind termed -ºš ; was very hairy. (K.)

- Jºw 3.3 -*. and Jill ‘…is, aor. 3,

inf. n.*. He shore the tail of the horse : (Msb:)

shore it, or cut it off, utterly. (TA.) *; (S,

K.) and "aja, (K) inf n. Jºã; (TA;) He

plucked from him (i.e. a horse, S,) his ~!s [or

coarse hair, of the tail &c.]. (S, K.)–3. It

(a tail) was entirely cut off. (TA.) = crºſs

º, aor. - ; and W ~is, (inf n.* TA;)

1 He satirized and reviled them : (K:) he carped

(TA)=-ís,

aor. 2, and '-º', (inf n ºl, TA); He

(a horse) prosecuted, or continued, his course, or

at them severely with his tongue.

run, uninterruptedly; syn. &- &: (K:)

and, the latter verb, he (a horse,) was ardent,

or impetuous, in his course, or running ; as also

-ºi. (As, in TA, art. --J.) [See also - 3

Jºã =2;i it…" <<1% The sky netted the

people with deny (sº) : or, with continual rain.

(K.) ić- (..As The sky wetted us with den,

(Ugº) or the like; (TA;) as also " tºsí. (T :)

the sky rained upon us a copious, or an eaccellent,

(TA.)

2 :

}~ 1.

4:

5. J.; and Y ~1,3] [He, a horse, had his

tail shorn ; see 1:1 he had his -* [or coarse

hair, of the tail &c.,] plucked out. (K.)

7: see 5.

8. Jºs! He drew a sword from its scabbard.

(TA.)

Jº, [a coll. gen, n.,.] Hair, absolutely : or

coarse hair; (K;) as the hair of the tail ºf a

she camel: (Az:) or hair of the tail; or pigs'

bristles, with which skins and the like are sewed:

rain.

(K:) J gives this last signification to * ...is:

and also, coarse hair of the tail &c. : (so in the
• * 6 o z

sº) but it is the n, un. (TA)—º-º. The
5 o z -

eyelashes. (T.A.) — ºrº, call gen, n., Hair

366
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that one plucks from the tail : n, un, with 3.

(TA.)—º [pl. of its] Tails and manes

º o

plucked out. (TA.) = Jº Continuance, or

constant succession, of rain. (TA.)

* Jé, [A man having much hair; of the

kind called *: very hairy: see - * :] a

man whose JA is growing forth. (TA)

âts The hair that is above the pubes, extend

ing near to the navel. (TA.) See *.=

*.* Severity, or pressure, of fortune : like *...*

and it. (S.) — Also, and " *::s, Severity,

or intenseness, of winter. (K.) * es' &

A: I came to him during the severe, or intenº,

cold of ninter. (El-Umawee.)

5 * o z

See a.º.

632 y

*A* :

5 p.

J,is A woman who dran's near to her

husband, or ingratiates herself with him ; syn.
• 3, 6 ***222

U-25 C-2 tº ; (K, TA;) and is loving, or

affectionate, to him ; and distant neith respect to

others. (TA.) — Also, contr., A woman who

is distant, or shy, with respect to her husband, or

who alienates herself from him, or avoids or

shuns him, (K,) and dran's near to, or ingratiates

herself with, her special friend. (T.A.) — From

asu 1, 4.4% “he carped at him severely with his

tongue ;” because a wife carps either at her

husband or at her friend: or, accord. to IAqr,

in the former sense, from " 35s2. “a day of

gentle, constant, innocuous rain ;” and in the

latter sense from the same phrase as signifying

“a day of rain attended by thunder and lightning

and terrors, and destructive to dwellings.” (TA.)

3 * >

J.'s and* : see -\A.

iš. The filth that is nashed anay from the

membrane which encloses the foetus: (K:) i. q.

tº- [a word which has two applications,

which see:] also called tâ-J) ãº: (TA:) [but

.U.J) is written by mistake for JºJ. [See
also ãº.] •

$5. (K) and iša (S, K) A cold nind, nith

rain, ($, ISd, K.) —Jº A day in nihich

is nºind and rain : (S:) a day of rain attended

by thunder and lightning and terrors, and de

structive to drvellings. (IAar.) — Also, A day

of gentle, constant, innocuous rain. (IAar.)–

Also, A day of dry cold; or dry by reason of

cold. (Az, in the T, art. --la-.) — Jºžū,

and " …i. A year of much rain. (K.) —

* {4. Ac A plentiful, or fruitful, year; a

year of abundant herbage, or vegetation ; like

3i ($)—ºs and 'º, and "J-48,

(K,) or as in one copy of the K, that of E!-fa.

blåwee, the last is " …, (TA) and this is the

more correct reading, (MF,) [Three] very cold

days, in Kánoon el-'Onºnial ſor January O.S.] :

or in the severe, or intense, cold of ninter : (K:)

or in the severe, or intense, cold of the month

[above mentioned], in the latter part of it. (L.)

E Jºss f One n:ho satirizes [and reviles] much :

(ISh:) [nho carps much and severely at others

with his tongue: see 1].

Aº * and *J. *** [Two] days of

5. e. 5 - © .

ninter. (K.) – See art. tº-2. — a JUA āk. A

(K.)

“…i Having much hair [of the kind called

--MA]; very hairy: (K:) fem. it...s. (CK)

A horse having much hair of the kind called --AA :

(S:) a coarse-haired man: (TA:) a man having

rainy night.

coarse hair upon the part where are the two veins

called cººl, and upon his body : (TA:)

having much hair upon the head and body. (TA.)

- Jai A tail cut off. (K.) — Also, [accord.

to the CK, or,) Having no hair upon it : and,

contr., Having much hair : (K:) [in each sense,

as seems to be implied in the K, an epithet

applied to a tail: but, app., accord. to the TA,

applied to a horse].—º, fem., A beast of

carriage (TA) having much hair, (K, T.A.) —

i&is The podea: ; syn. & 4 (K:) used as a

subst.; originally an epithet. (TA)— 3%

***) -ºš Ben are of him nºho has a hairy

podea. Originally said by a woman to her son,

who was boasting that he found no one whom he

did not overcome, and who was afterwards thrown

down by a man answering to this description.

A proverb used in cautioning the self-conceited.

(Meyd, T.A.) — it is J. f Land abounding

nith plants, or herbage. (TA.) — Also, [contr.,]

f Land of n!hich the herbage has been eaten.
• 6.9 g,e.

(TA)—it is its (in the CK, lºſs i.i.) A

severe calamity. (K.) – See $54.

• 2 of .*.*

-31Al aſ He [a horse] has ardour, or im

petuosity, in his running &c.; formed by trans
- 2 of

position from, or a dial. form of, Jºji. (M.)
• 2 : x ~ y o . - 5 - -

Jºtal 5% ºc [His (a horse's) running is of

ardent, or impetuous, modes, or manners]. (TA.)
5

•

-$º A hind, or n’ay [of speech]: syn. &;

(K) and ºf: (AO:) pl. -Jº (A0, K.)

-& U-9** A kind, or may, of praising,

or eulogizing. (TA.)

4,44 (S, A, L, Ms) and '3-i. (TA) A

horse having his tail shorn: (Msb:) having the

hair of his tail utterly removed: (L:) having his

-ºš [or coarse hair, of the tail &c.,] shorn:

(A:) having his --JA plucked out. ($, T.A.)

‘….: see tº

-i. see ºs.

</A

*** A kind of dates. Said to be the only

kind brought from El-Basrah to the Sultán.

(AHn.) .

*::ſe Stupid; foolish; of little sense: or dull

ºf speech and understanding; doltish ; heavy;
5 d -

syn. A-M3. ($, and some copies of the K.)

***

is tº Stupid; foolish; of little sense: (S:)

or one unsurpassed in stupidity, foolishness, or

paucity of sense ; or heavy, dull, stupid, and of

little use : (TA:) or a heavy, or dull, man :

(T:) as also &ºte: (L:) Khalaf El-Ahmar

says, I asked an Arab of the desert respecting

the meaning of ae-Lº, and he said, It means a

stupid, or foolish, man, or one of little sense, bulky,

or corpulent, impotent in speech or actions, and

heavy, or dull, or doltish, a great eater, who—

who– who –, and he continued to add to his

interpretation something each time; after which

he said to me, desiring to depart, he is one who

comprises every evil quality. (S, K.”)

~JA

1. 3-1s, ſaor, ? and -?] inf n. els, He peeled

a thing; or deprived it of its outer covering, or

crust; syn. Jé. (K.) —23. <-is, as also

<-12, He peeled off, or scraped off, (545,) the

[dried] blood with a knife. (Lh, L.) – 23 JA

#34), [as also -i-.] He scratched the skin of

the aº [or beast brought to Mekkeh for sacrifice,

or there sacrificed, or the right reading is #35,

i.e. the scar, (see <-º)] with a knife, so that he

made the blood to appear. (Lh, L, TA.)

.7 & .

7. 3-axe stºl i q. S-1-3), (in the CK, J,

~~15 34.) He withdren himself privately, or

stole areay, without being known to do so, running.

(Ibn-El-Faraj, K.)

Jºſé A certain plant; ($, K;) when it dries,

it becomes red; and n:hen it is eaten, and gron's,

6 .

it is called -º-º-; or, accord. to Az, a certain

tree, growing like the cºe, earcept that its colour

inclines to red; or, accord. to Aboo-Ziyād, as

AHn says, a plant of the kind called aſſº,

growing like the cº- and the Cº. red mºn

fresh and moist, and more red when it has dried;

it is matery; and the camels and sheep &c. scarcely

ever eat it when they find any other herbage to

serve them in its stead. (TA.)

5. . .”

ajSA. The black filth that is mashed anay from

the membrane which encloses a young lamb or kid

in its mother's nomb. (K, T.A.) [For ău.

sº ā-tl, as in the copies of the K in my

hands, I read "33-1. – See also ãº.]
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&ºts [accord. to the TA and a MS. copy of

the K: in the CK &tº :] A company of people

staying, or abiding, in a place; and of people

journeying. (K.) So accord. to AZ; but accord,

to ISk, with tº. (L.)

<-JA

Jºs An assembly, a company, or congregated
2 o',

*

body, of men. (IAar.) [Or perhaps it is Jº..]

— Also, and "ºſs [or perhaps it is] and W fús

and * (#s and " 3&is and "āś An assembly,

a company, or a congrga ted body, (composed of

a great number of men, TA,) whose voices are

raised high. (K.) [That* is with tenween

is expressly shown by Fr.: but whether ºis is so

is doubtful..] – Also ºis, with the second

syll. short, An assembly, or a company, more in
* @ .

number than what is called ā-5. (Th.) —
• * * #z o - -

a-5 Jé- &- w it is Jala- There came parties

from every direction. (Th.)

225,

2? -

aſ:f See Usº.

g

*UAA ſapp. “ſs), coll. gen, n., n. un, with 3, A

kind of palm-tree, slender below, and thick at the

head; the unripe dates of n:hich are of a reddening

yellow, disagreeable in taste; and its fresh ripe

dates of the best, or sneetest, kind. (Aboo-Hátim,
... O -

in Mºb.) – See Jºs.

2.72% z?: * , , ,

3=\º : see Usº and ºtºks.

5 . .” 9 , 23 . 2 (2? -

35A, and Västºs and W 34:A Flaccidness, or

languor, (**) that comes upon a man. (K.)

3.3% People of the longer, or lonest, class.

(TA.) –2.3% &- 3%, mentioned, but not

explained, by IAar: thought by ISd to signify

Iſe is of the dregs of them : or, of their assembly,

or company. (T.A.)

**

** (IAar, S, K) and **, (Fr. Sh, K.)

but this is disapproved by IAar, who observes

that there are no words in Arabic of the measure

Jº, but there are of the measure Jº, aS

** and 2-A, and Jíº, (S,) and **.

(L,) but this is disallowed by ISk, (S,) [a coll.

gen. n.,] n. un, with 3, (K,) an arabicized word,

(S) from alºa, (TA) [or rather 442, a Per

sian word, A nell-known fruit, [the fruit of the

myrobalan, as well as the myrobalan-tree,) one

kind of which is yellon, (K,) and another kind

black, the latter being in the highest state of ripe
w … •

ness, and another kind called Uskºle; it is useful

as a remedy for quinseys, and preserves the intel

lect, and removes the head-ache, (when used made

into a conserve, TA,) and is, in the stomach, like

an intelligent housen-ife, niho is a good manager,

in the house : (K, TA; but omitted in some

copies of the K:) so is this medicine to the brain

and stomach. (TA.) [See also ** in art.

A2.

**]

--MA

* A large cooking-pot. (K.)

[J.A. &c.

See Supplement.]

-ākº

** Vehement hunger. (AA, T, L.)

* 2:

~5A*

See also -i-.

~AMA

~5-MA ** Wehement hunger. (K.) [See also

º

U.A.

1. “s, aor. 2, (K,) inf. n. º: (TA;) and

W tº: (K;) IIe rent, (K,) i.e., pulled so that

it tore, (TA,) a garment: (K:) he wore out, or

rendered threadbare, [and ragged]. (K.)

4:

5:

see 1.

see 7.

7. tºº (K) and * [...; (S, K) It (a garment)

became rent : (TA:) became morn-out, or thread

bare, (S, K,) and ragged. (S.)

!” A n'orn-out, threadbare, or ragged, gar

ment: pl. 13i. (K.)

*º-o-A

1 < *, [aor. *, It (~3) became hidden in

the grease; (K;) became overspread by the

(TA.)grease.

4.2%) --~al, and 4~~), He made speech,

and laughter, lon: ; he spoke, and laughed, low.

(K.) It is said to be from J. J.; the J

being changed into sº. (M.F.)

1. **, [app.& aor. 2,] inf. n.*. He

hungered; reas hungry. (L.) — Jº') <-->

J. &”, (§, K) aor. 2, inf. n. **. (S,) The

camels drank of the nºater at one draught, (S,

K,) until they satisfied their thirst. (S.)

4. ***', (inf. n. **'. TA,) He (a horse, S,

K, or other animal that runs, Lh,) strove or

exerted himself, in his running, (S, K,) and then

ran impetuously, so as to raise the dust. (TA.)

** Hunger: or (in the K, and) bad manage

(S, K.)

W ** à-sº [Severe hunger ; or very bad

ment of the means of subsistence.

management of the means of subsistence :]

($, K:) the latter word is added to give

intensiveness to the signification; (TA;) or

to corroborate; ($, K;) as in the case of

Jº Jº. ($)— ** Small flies, like gnats,

that fall upon the faces of sheep or goats, and

asses, (S, K,) and into their eyes: (S:) or gnats;

so called from : - * signifying “hunger;” be

cause when they are hungry they live, but when

they become satiated they die; or $53, jū-> :

(L :), [but this is evidently a mistake for jū

sº the young ones, or little ones, of fliesj

or any grubs that burst forth from flies or from

gnats: (Lth, A :) pl. of i-s, (S,) [or rather

this is the n. un. of •, which is a coll.

* . .

gen, n.]. – 2 Lean sheep or goats : (K:)

[a coll. gen, n.,] n. un, with 3. ($, K.) — º

! Stupid, or foolish, men; or men of little sense:

(K:) or stupid, or foolish, young men of the

meaner sort : ($ :) or simply young men of the

meaner sort ; or a mired and low set of men :

or disorderly vagabonds : (TA:) you say also

** 3: and is a º spid, or foolish, *:

and ** Jº-3, and tººl. (TA :) or ā-,3

signifies a stupid, or foolish, man, who has not

firm command of himself. (Aboo-Sa’eed.) –

: <s old and weak enes: (Ki) [a coll. gen, n.,.]

n. un, with 3: which also signifies simply a ence.

(TA)— — .

good. (TA.)—W** ** Young men of the

5 o .

A35 A people in whom is no

- 9 * . -

meaner sort; like -º alone: and a miced set

of men who have no intelligence nor man

(TA.)liness.

-

*** A doe-antelope scared, or frightened,

by [the small flies called] ** ($ :) a young

doe-antelope, (K,) of beautiful body: (L:) one

lank in the belly: or one that has two streaks of

a colour different from that of the rest of the

body in [the two parts called] the 9% (K:)

or one that has two such streaks on her back;

which is only the case in such as are white;

and also applied to the male: (TA:) or one

that has been attacked by a pain in consequence

of which her face has become flabby. (K.)

g - 5 , ,

8-|- See a “

tumultuously, one part neith another. (K.) [The

explanation seems to be borrowed from the

Kur, xviii. 99.]

. – f [A people] left to mic

º-cº

1. * ***, aor. , (S, A, L.) inf n. 3...,

(S, A, L, K,) The fire became eactinguished (A3,

S, A, L, K) entirely; went out entirely, (As, S,

A, L.,) none of it remaining : (L:) or lost its

heat ; (L, K:) when [only] its flame has ceased,

you say of it <<+. (As L.)—<s, (M, A, L.)
46 a y

aor. 2, (M, L,) infin. 23-A, (M, L, K,) He died;

366 °
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[became ectinct ;] (M, A, L, K;) perished;

(TA;) like as did Thamood; (Lth, A, L;) as

also 3-4- (A) — ex- &: ... * : He

nearly perished of hunger. (L.)— <s, aor. 3,

(S, A, L.) inf n. *, * ($, L, K) and &s, (L.

K,) tit (a garment, or piece of cloth,) became

dissundered (L, K) and morn-out, (S, A, L, Mºb,)

by being long folded, (A, L, MSb, K,) so that a

person icoking at it n'ould imagine it sound, but,

when he touched it, mould find it fall to pieces.

(A," L, Mºb.") — 3–3, º + The mind

became still. (Msb.) — Jºj’) ****, inf. n.

32%, f The land became lifeless, without herbage,

without wood, and without rain. (L, K.) —

-ºš ** Jº I The trees of the land became

worn-out, or masted; and perished. (L.) –
o 2 × . o f o ~ * ,

2,319-el tº t Their voices became silent. (L.)

4. Jºel, inf. n. 3.<!, + He stilled, or quieted.

(K.)— He(God, and a man,)Killed, or destroyed,

a man, or men. (A.)–29 JoA' | He put

an end to the affair. (A.)—Jº i. i. 2

f Drought rendered the land sterile, so that it

contained no herbage but such as nas dried up

and broken. (L.) — Jºel, (inf. n. sus, K.)

+ He kept silence in an unpleasant case. (L, K.)

— 2-, (§, L.) inf. n. Sº, (L. K.) IIe

remained, continued, stayed, abode, or dwelt, (S,

L, K,) in a place : (S, L:) he nas still; (K;)

i.e., did not move. (T.A.) = Ass!, (S, L)

inf. n. stºl, (L, K,) He hastened, or neas quick,

(S, L, K,) in going along: ($, L:) thus it bears

two contr. significations: (S, L, K :) he (a dog)

ran; syn. 2a-i. (L.) = Atala, Ls? '5-ºvº",

(inf. n. Stºk, K.) They fell to eating of the food.

(Ibn-Buzurj, L, K.”)

9 *

º-o-º: See*.

$3.8 + Apoplery: caros : syn. #3. (S, L.)

— [A trance. (See $3%)]

*** ! Sheep or goats that have died: (L:)

or the beasts or the like (UU•) that are registered

in the government-accounts as due from a man.

(Ish, L. K.) You say, 2-3 Káčí He (the

collector) eacacted from us taking for the sheep or

goats that had died : (L:) or, taking n:hat was

registered as due from us in the government

accounts. (ISh, L.) — See*.

3.2% and W* and W* f In a state of

dai, or eactinction]. (M., L.) –* ! A

garment, or piece of cloth, [dissundered and norm

out by being long folded, so as, when touched, to

fall to pieces : (A :) or anything old and worn

(L, Mºb) pl. º.º. (A) see 1 –

$3.2% J. ! Land in nihich is no herbage : (S:)

out :

and in the same sense 3.2% is applied to a place :

(K:) or sterile land, (A, L,) the herbage of

n:hich is dried up and broken, (A,) or containing

no herbage eccept what is dried up and broken :

(L:) dry and dusty ; pl. 4-3s. (L.) — 3.2%

f Old and morn-out or masted, blackened, and

changed, [for the morse]. (K.) — ; A tree

black and nasted: (L:) or dried up; (A ;) as

also herbage. (S, L, K.) – 1 Fruit black and

stinking. (A, L.) – f A date just ripe, thick

skinned and yellon. (TA.) 3.2% sº Ashes [in

a state of eactinction or] masted, (L,) and com

pacted together, and changed in appearance.

(A, L.)

Jºe

s º

Čssºs, (S, L,) or &sº, (L, in all its senses,)

Quickness (L, K) in running : (L:) or eacertion,

or haste, in pace, or in going. (Sh, L.) —

Violence, of rain: (A’Obeyd, S, L, K :) and

[so in the L: in the TA, as some say, violent

occasions of rain, and of mutual reviling, and of

which are sometimes violent, and atrunning;

other times remit: (L:) and violence of heat;

(IAar, L, K;) as also &sº- (IAar, L.) You

say, &sº 3% 2. and &sº- A day of

violent heat. (I Aar, L.) — Quick, or sn'if;

(A’Obeyd, S, L, K;) applied to a she-camel,

(A’Obeyd, S, L, K,) and to a he-camel.

(A’Obeyd, S, L.) - -

J-o-A

1. º.º. (S, A, K,) aor. 2 (S. K) and z, (K.)

inf. n. jº, (S,) He, or it, poured it; poured it

out or forth ; (S, A, K,) namely, water, (S,

TA,) and tears, and rain, and the like. (TA.)

- gºal Jº [. 2. He dren forth all the milk

that n'as in the udder. (S, K.)- aſu, &- 4 ×s

+ He gave to him of his property. (S, K.) —

25& *. (K,) or 4.25° e” (A,) aor. 1,

inf n. * : (TA3) and 25-9 "23 (s;)

f He talked much. (K.) =2<s, intrans. : see

7, in two places.

7. 3-vºl It poured; poured out or forth; (K;)

said of rain, and of tears; (TA;) as also "2.s,

(K,) aor. :, inf. n. 3.43 (TA;) [and so, app.,

"3-2-A", q.v.;] it flored; said of water, (S, K,)

of rain, and of tears; like Joºl : (TA :) and
… no.

dºeſ- '*', a His eye

(A.) —

o a

in like manner, 8-2",

floned with tears; as also <s.

ASS-Jº 2-ºvº"; see 1.

8. Jºel : see 7. – I He (a horse) ran (S,

K, TA) like a torrent. (TA.)

J.- Much sand; as also ".…. (K.)

3. A fall of rain. (K) – Angry speech.

($gh, L, K.)

• * *

sº see jºs.

jº A cloud pouring forth much as

also "21s. (K.) – Applied to a man, ($,)

I Loquacious, garrulous; babbling;

rain ;

a great

talker; a babbler; or nonsensical, irrational,
6 - 0

foolish, or delirious, in his talk ; as also "Jºe

and "jº (S, K) and "...... ($gh, K.) And
5. e.

J-o-º-o

(A, TA.) And Y cº, applied to a woman,

! Clamorous; (K, TA;) abounding in talk or

(TA.)

º -

" -elas I An orator copious in speech.

speech, like a pouring torrent.

9 ... o.º.º -

>\a Pouring rain, and tears; as also Wº...

(TA.) See also jºs.

6. O

jºv 2: tº as “ -

9 , o see 5USA; the former, in two places.

jºr-2 :

6 - o z o .

j-e : see 2-ca.

9 x o . 6 . 6 * >

22- : see zºº : = and see also jº.

cº

Q. 1.2-, * **. (inf n. isºs, L., K.,)

He rendered the men's, tidings, or information,

confused to him. (S, L, K.")

6 , o,

5 & 2 - 6 - J - - tºº,
and W tºº, and ae-2-ºx : ex. of the last &#3

ãºss Gº 2,i, The people fell into a state of

confusion : (L:) and the third (L) and fourth

(TA) signify also civil war, or conflict and
* - c.

faction, or discord, or dissension ; syn. al-š.

à-ºs Confusion; (K, L ;) as also

(L, T.A.) — A confused manner, or state, in

nºalking. (S.) — A confused moise, or micture

of voices, or unintelligible sounds, of men; as

also "&s. (K.)— Lightness, or agility, and

quickness. (K.) — What is rain, or false;

syn. JLº. (K.) — &- &- isºs Jºël

The Ghool are a micture of the Jinn. (L.)

£º See isºs.– Penetrating (**) in

affairs. (K.)

6 - 2 c → 6 - - d -

Jº-yº: see **, *.

j-e-A

1. 3.s. (S, A, Mºb, K) aor. : (S, Mºb, K)

and 2, (K) inf. h. 3.s. (S, Mºb, K.) He

pressed it; squeezed it; pinched it; (S, A, Msb,

K,) as, for instance, a walnut, (A, TA,) or

other thing, (S, TA,) in the hand; (S, A, TA,)

and a man's head ; (S, A, TA ;) and a spear

shaft, with the 52%, to straighten it. (TA)—

He pushed, impelled, or repelled, him or it, (S,
* - - -

K, TA,) meaning anything; as also ojºſ &c.
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(TA.) You say, ā-- <! &s Want im

pelled, or drove, him to him or it. (TA.) — He

struck, or beat, him; (S, K, TA;) as also 3.

&c. (TA.) — He goaded, or spurred, him ;

(K, TA;) he urged him on (namely a horse)

neith the jº, to make him run. (Mºb.) –

He bit him. (IAar, K.) — He broke it. (K)

= 1 He (the devil) suggested evil to his mind.
& .. 5 ! • * > *

(JK, A, TA) You say, 23-a cº- ºut, 55°) ;

and cºbº ~5-> & ! I seek refuge in

God from his [the devil's] evil suggestion ; and

from the evil suggestions of the devils. (A.) =

f He blamed, upbraided, or reproached, him ; he
6 o'.

found fault with him ; syn. of the inf. n. --ee,

(Fr, in TA, art. 3.); and IAar, in TA, in the

present art.) as also3. (Fr, in TA, art. jº);

and S,) or he spoke evil of him, or spoke of him

in a manner that he disliked, mentioning vices or

faults as chargeable to him, behind his back,
... • o

though it might be with truth; syn. J.; agº,

*::::: (Msb:) and [so] sº Jº 3. he back

bit him. (JK, A) = -ij-i 3.s. (S, O.) or

ãººl, aor. :, inf n. 3.s. (Msb,) [He pro

nounced the nord neith the sound termed jº, Ol'

jºs, of which the sign is ..] is from 9.2 in the

first of the senses explained above; ($, Msb,)

because what is termed jºs in speech, ($,) or

35.4, (Kh, TA,) [i. e. the sound so called, is

[as it were] pressed, or squeezed, (Kh, S, TA,)

from its place of utterance [by a sudden emission

of the voice forced out after a compression of

the passage whereby it has been stopped]. (Kh,

TA.) It was said to an Arab of the desert,

-- ?. 2 : - .#.

3, UA)) jº, [meaning Dost thou pronounce 3,\s!"

with hemz, or hemzeh 21 and he said, [under

standing the words to mean dost thou squeeze the
o, 2 o ºw

rat, or mouse 2)º 25-4) [The cat squeezes

it]. (S.) See }*. below. [And see also ſº.]

7. jºrº ſquasi-pass. of 3. It was pressed,

squeezed, or pinched; he was pushed, &c. The

first of these significations is indicated, or im

plied, in the JK and the TA.] — -5,-4) jºy.”

[The word nas pronounced nith the sound termed

jºs, or 5-s]. (5)

, 6 J … o. -

Júa.jl jºs was explained by Mohammad as
• 4 - > -

meaning t Madness, or insanity; syn. 432-, i. e.
6 x →

&2:4-; because it arises from the goading and

pressing or pinching of the devil. (A obeyd,

K.) See 1; and see also >}<s, WOce ãºs. -

jº, (S,) and ãº, (Kh, TA,) [the former agen.

n., and the latter the n. un.,.] The sister of alif; one

of the letters of the alphabet; [n:ritten thus , ; a

genuine word, old, heard [from the Arabs of

classical times], and well known; so called for a

reason mentioned above: see 1, last signification:

so says Kh; therefore no regard is due to what is

said in certain of the expositions of the Keshshāf,

that the term 35.A thus used has not been heard

[from any of the Arabs of classical times], and

that its name is Ji. (TA:) several persons

say, that the term 5* is mostly applied to the

movent [alif.), and J) to the quiscent letter.

(MF, TA.) See the letter 1.

£s Il. Ulll. of 3…, Q. V. – cºlº *}<

! The vain suggestions of the devils, which they

(S, TA.) Seeinspire into the mind of a man.
5 e -

also 1; and see jº.

4 ..., x 5

3}< * i. q. j :*: (K;) i. e., (TA,) One n:ho

blames, upbraids, reproaches, or finds fault with,

others, much, or habitually; (S, TA;) as also

"3Cs (S, TA) and '2% (S. K.) and so

#3 : ($, K, art. jº) :) [or rather] the first and

second are intensive epithets (TA) [but the third

is not intensive] : or one who backbites his

brother; as also "jºk: (Lth, A, TA :) or one

© .9 × 7 d -

n:ho defames men (Jé, 2.2% &: loºs

22,-); and the action thus signified is like

*. and may be [by making signs] neith the side

of the mouth, and with the eye, and with the

ºff: as also "jūs: (TA:) or, conjointly with

35-4, one niho speaks evil of men, or backbites

them, and defames them : (Aboo-Is-hák, TA:)

or both together, one who goes about much, or

habitually, with calumny, or slander, separating

companions and eacciting enmity between friends:

(Abu-l-Abbās, TA:) 35% is applied to a man

and to a woman; (S, TA;) [like §: ;] for its

3 is to denote intensiveness, and not the fem.

gender: (TA :) * jº [which is the pl. of;..'s]

signifies persons who blame, upbraid, reproach,

or find fault neith, others behind their backs,

much, or habitually : (IAar, TA :) [or, more

correctly, it has not an intensive signification.]
5 . . .”

See also 35°).

9 & .

jº 6 . . .”

, , ; see 35 sº, throughout.

j^\A :

9 , 6. º; ... 6

3-2 : see jº-º:

ãº. An instrument for beating, (ići,

A Heyth, K, TA,) of copper or brass, (app.

meaning a hind of spur, or a goad,) with which

beasts of carriage are urged on ; pl. jº

(A Heyth,TA :) or a staff or stick : (K:) or a

staff, or stick, with an iron in its head, with

(Sh, K.)

See also jº. —[The Pl, 32% of this word

Ol' of 3.2. is also applied to An instrument, or

instruments, with nihich spear-shafts are pinched

and straightened : see 1, first signification.]

n:hich the ass is goaded, or urged on.

jº and W3- (S, Msb, K) A nell-knomºn

thing; (Msb;) [namely, a spur;] an iron which

is [attached or fired] in the hinder part of the

boot of him who breaks, or trains, beasts of

carriage : ($, K:) pl. [of the former] j.“..

(K) and [of the latter] ... (S. K.) See also
• , o

35-ovº.

L-o-º:

1. J-ºk, aor. : , (A, TA) inf n, J-34

(AHeyth, L, TA) and Jºss and Jº..., (L.

TA,) He spoke inaudibly: (AHeyth, TA:) or in a

lon, faint, gentle, or soft, manner, (A Heyth, TA,)

so as to be hardly intelligible. (TA.) It is said
- - 6 * - … o. - : & e. * , e. e.

in a trad. Jane Lº! J-e-, tax Jae-j And

some of us began to speak to others in a lon,

faint, gentle, or soft, manner, so as to be hardly

intelligible. (TA) And in another trad., &té

& Ş :* J-º **) Jº is He used,

when he performed the afternoon-prayer, to utter

something in a lon, faint, gentle, or soft manner,

(TA.) You say also,
- J - * * - - -

***-*. Jº! U-6A [He uttered his discourse to

n!e not understanding it.

me inaudibly : or in a lon, faint, gentle, or soft,

manner.] (A.) Andjº:* Jº, éliº

cº) [The devil speaks inaudibly in his sug

gesting vain or unprofitable things into the bosom

of man]. (A.) And jº º &uº J---

The devil suggested vain, or unprofitable things

in the bosom ; syn. Jºº. (TA.) See also

Jº below. — Also, aor. and inf. n. as above,

He made the faintest, or slightest, sound in tread

ing. So in the saying, “s Jº and <s tºº

Make thou the faintest, or slightest, sound in

treading, and be thou silent: addressed by a thief

to his companion. (TA.) And hence the saying

of the Răjiz,

tº j .* * - © .

# |- sº * ~*** cº *

And they walk with him making, the faintest, or

slightest, sound in treading. (S.) J.-- also

signifies The malking softly; with a soft-sound.

ing tread: (TA :) [and so Jº; as in the say
- • ?: ...” . . . * * • 6 º' J & .

ing, el-59, Gus-S J-a <- [I heard

the soft-sounding treading of the feet of camels

and of the feet of men]. (A.) See also Jºs

below.=<sº Jº, aor. : , inf. n. Jººs,

He made the sound, or voice to be lon, faint,

gentle, or soft. (Msb.) And 25& J.'s, ſaor.

and] inf. n. as above, [He spoke in a lon, faint,

gentle, or soft manner; like J.s alone; lit.,]

he made speech, or the speech to be lon, faint,

gentle, or soft. (A, TA) =2* Jºa, (TK),

ſaor, and] inf. n. as above, (AZ, K,) He chened

the food with the mouth closed: (AZ, K, TA:)

or without opening the mouth. (TA.) You say,
2 : * J. J. : * > *

L.A. Jau 3A. He eats without opening his mouth.

(A.) Hence, a toothless old woman's eating is

termed Jºe. (AHeyth.) *…* also signifies

[simply] He chewed it. (TA.)
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3. *-*. inf. n. tºº, He spoke, or dis

coursed secretly to him, or nith him. (A.) You

say also, lºs, (TK,) inf. n. as above, (K,)

They spoke, or discoursed, secretly together; as

also "12-stº. (K," TK.)

6 : see 3.

Jº A lon, faint, gentle, or soft, sound. (S,

A, Msb, K.) So it has been explained as occur

ring in the words of the Kur, [xx. 107.] S3
2 o',

U-A

aught save] a low, faint, gentle, or soft, sound,

arising from the shifting of the feet from place to

place towards the scene of congregation [for the

general judgment]: or, as Az. thinks, the mean

ing here is, the sound of the patting, or pattering,

S. &: [So that thou shalt not hear

of the feet (23S Ji-) upon the ground.

(TA.) – The faint, or gentle, sound of the voice

in the mouth, of such kind as has no mirture of

the voice of the chest, nor loudness of utterance.
2 o' -

(Lth, K.) See also Jºº.- And Anything

lon, faint, gentle, or soft, (Jº- Jé, K, TA,)

ofspeech and the like: (TA:) [see again, Jººl

or the faintest, or slightest, sound of the feet;

(S, K;) i. e., of their tread upon the ground:

(TA :) so [accord. to JJ in the instance in the

Kur, [xx. 107, mentioned above: (S:) and
6 -

[in like manner] W J. A signifies the sound of

the shifting from place to place of the feet of

camels. (K.) See also 1.

J-s: see 1: and see Jºº.

6 - º; ... •

Jºº. ASke [Speech spoken inaudibly: or

in a lon, faint, gentle, or soft manner, so as to be

hardly intelligible: see 1: or] speech not spoken
9 x d e º, o .

out or openly. (A," MSb.) — J-2-w^ -5,-,

(Msb,) or J-2 -º-, (IJ,) [A letter which is

pronounced with the breath only, without the

coice; a non-vocal letter; a sound neith m:hich

the breath passes forth, not from the voice of the

chest, but passing forth gently; (IJ;) contr. of

jº (Msb :) ā-sº -º-, are the letters

(ten in number, S,) which are comprised in the
o - - - 6 *: (S, K:*) so called

[accord. to some] because the stress is made

© .

saying ºt-8-5 Jas-->

weak in the place where any one of them occurs

until the breath has passed forth with it. (Sb, S.)

[J-A &c.

See Supplement.]

8-|--

he went at a good and quick and graceful pace;

(L3) he (a beast of carriage) went a good pace.

(Abridgment of the 'Eyn.) Seejº, -*.

2. ~ *, * *

****, as a simple subst., (An easy and quick,

or good and quick, or good and quick and grace

ful, or good, pace of a hackney, or pacing horse,

or beast of carriage:] pl. **. (L.)

o

... • 9

3-4 s,(Abridgment of the 'Eyn,) whence it would

seem that the regular form of the act. part. n.,

&º, has not been used, (Msb,) an epithet

applied to a hackney, or pacing horse, cº,

($, K, &c.,) or a beast of carriage, (L.) both to

the male and female, (L, MSb,) Going, or that

goes, an easy and quick pace; (Msh;) a good

and quick pace; a good and quick and graceful

pace; (L:) a good pace : (Abridgment of the
5 o J 6 - d ...,

’Eyn : - : (K: in th - :

yº) syn, ºr (K; in the CK sº

a man's beast for riding : (L:) pl. *** :

(S:) a Persian word, arabicized : (S, I, K :)

[but I have not found its original in a Persian

lexicon]. —&e it. A sheep in nºvich is no

(K.)

;: An affair rendered manageable, or

(L, K.) – An affair proved by ex

perience. (L.)

marrow, by reason of its leanness.

easy.

[Jº &c.

See Supplement.]

t

LA

& J.
- * -->

£ -

1. ***, aor. 3, inf n. Saurs; and U.:*, aor. . ;

It came, or happened, nithout inconvenience, or

trouble : (K :) [it was pleasant, or productive of

enjoyment : see what immediately follows]. —
• 2 & £ 22 9 -- -

Alala/ 3-A ($, K*) aor. 2, inf. n. Šus (S, K)
4 * > . O ~ o

and 3L.A and JA, (K,) or JA (as in some

copies of the K, and in the L); epithet ‘Jº
- : - o'

($ ) and Usºs, (Akh, S, K,) aor. :, inf n. *0s;
£2 2 -

(TA ;) and us, aor. : , (Lth,) The food was, or

became, pleasant, or productive of enjoyment, to

the eater: or easy to sneallone; not attended by

trouble : [agreeable :] or not succeeded by harm,

even after digestion, (Z, cited voce 32) -

Asia. Jº, (Akh, S, K), and & ts, aOT. T.

and 2 (§, K) and 2, (K,) unexampled, says Akh,

in the class termed mahmooz, (S,) [though W.

and ; are similar with respect to their having

damm to the aor.,] inf. n.º andº, (S, K,)

Q. 1.& (L, Msb,) inf. n. isºs, ($, L, [The food was pleasant, or productive of enjoy

K, &c.,) He (a hackney, or pacing horse,cº, ment, to me: or easy to smallon; &c. :
- -- > | .# * * * *, * .#2 ſº

$, L., &c., i.e. a clºy, TA,) rent an easy and |— Cº-3 Atala) Jºe: see art. 9-6. —

£ 22

see 3-8).

sts

quick pace ; (Msb;) he (a hackney, or pacing 4's, and 305 4 tº That (thing) was pleasant,

horse, or a oeust,) went a good and quick pace; or productice of enjoyment, to him ; &c. (TA.)

&e. ($, K, &c.,) used as the act, part. n. of

-*. • * * * * £2.

[See *]— J').3 jº-usº The men's of such

a one nas pleasant to me to hear. (TA.) —

Gº, aor. : ; and 2-ku "tº, (S. K.)

* ~ *

Alala)]

and Alal, tº, and *º-, (TA,) [He enjoyed

the food; found it pleasant, or productive of

enjoyment; &c.; see :*: he found the food to

be productive of no evil result, and not attended

by inconvenience. (TA.) — Gº, (AZ, S, K,)

aor. 2, inf. n. tº and :38, (K,) He (a beast)

lighted upon a good piece of herbage, but did

(AZ, S, K.) —not satiate himself therenith.
-- • O ~ a 2 - 2 & • -o 2 : -

4. & 3-2-fu, 3A tº We ate this food
\-5

until n'e were satiated with it. (T.A.) – tº

- -

Jº The camels were satiated with herbage.

(TA)— 4 &: IIe rejoiced in him, or it.

(K.) –2-k à Güs [God made the food

pleasant, or productive of enjoyment, to us : &c. :

made us to enjoy it : see ºl. (TA) — ºts

ã33 [Health made it pleasant, or productive

of enjoyment, to me: &c.). (K.)— Jºjº &

[May the horseman give thee joy: a form of con

gratulation on the exploits of a horseman ; i.e.,

I congratulate thee on the exploits of the horse

man]: also written and pronounced 4-3.

Jºvº, though it occurs in a trad., pronounced

4:4. Ol' 443, (but which pronunciation is to

be preferred is disputed,) is said to be a vul

garism, and not allowable. (TA)—its, aor. :
(K) [and app., 2 (see Gº), inf n. º, (TA,)

- (K)—º,

aor. 2 and ::, (S, K,) inf. n. tº sº (S;) and

* tal; (IAar, K ;) He gave him, or bestoned

upon him : (S, K:) gave him plentifully. (TA.)
• 2 &

–A\ala)

4 *~.

3:\rs (as in some copies of the K) or

He fed him; or gave him to eat.

ts, inf n & and &s (K) and

sts (as in

others) or it’s (as in others) or sts (as in the

CK), He made the food good; qualified it

properly; seasoned it: syn. 4-12. (K.) —

ºu, tº, (TA) and Jº "tal, (K.) He put

(K.)
• O > £2 2. - -

— A35) UA, aor. : , He nourished, or main

his property in a right, or good, state.

tained, the people; (S;) satisfied their wants;
- o, o . • * : * >

bestoned upon them. (TA.) Ex. Jºrº Alº

[He maintained them tryo months]. Hene, the

proverb quoted in illustration of the word Jº,

accord. to the second reading. (TA) — its He

aided, succoured, or defended, him. (K.) =

Jº" ts, aor. 2 (S, K,) and : and 2 (K: dev.

from constant rule as shown above: TA), inf. n.

is and ºs, (TA,) He smeared the camels with

ſºs, which is tar, or liquid pitch, syn. cºlº,

(AZ. S, K,) or a kind thereof, (TA,) (as a.
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remedy for, or preservative against, the mange,

or scab). — J.3% ić,” Jº The smearing of

a camel [all over] with * is not [merely]

smearing the cavities under the shoulders, and

the like, which the mange, or scab, more

quickly attacks. A proverb, applied to him who

does not a thing thoroughly. (TA.) – See?.

2 w" -

2. outes ::s (in a trad. respecting the pros

tration for inattention) He (the devil) made

him to think of pleasant things, or things pro

ductive of enjoyment, and of things wished for, or

objects of desire, in his prayer. The former verb

is pronounced thus to assimilate it to the latter.

(TA.) — 29, sts, inf. n. ãº and tusſº;

(S.K.) and "sts, (K) inf n. 1345 (TA) He

congratulated him on the thing, (S, K,) such as

the possession of a government, &c. : (S:) he

said to him4% [May it give thee joy]. (K.)

— [When the agent of the verb is God, the

meaning necessarily is, He granted him enjoy

ment in the thing; made him to have enjoyment

in it..] —% $3 & see art tº.

4: see 1.

5. tº He gave many gifts. (IAgr.) — t;

13& [unless it be a mistake forº, as IbrD

suggests, which I think not improbable, though

mentioned in this art. in the TA] He prided

himself in such a thing : syn. 5. and lººk; and

cº- and Jº- and cºjº. (TA) — see 1.

8 : see 1.

10. ‘tº- He asked him for aid, succour,

or defence. (K.) — He asked him for a

gift. (K, TA.) — He conceded to him, or

gave him, a part of his dues, or rights. (TA.)

—See 1.

13- A gift. (S, K.) = A part of the night.

(K.) =* subst. from Jº) ts; (K;) i. e.,

The smearing with M.A. (M.F.)

(** J. Camels n'hich have lighted upon a

good piece of herbage, but are not satiated there

(K.)

fús Tar, or liquid pitch; syn.&lº : (S, K :)

or a kind thereof. (TA.) See also àº; and-9.
-*.* 6 . -

= tus dial. var. of Jºel , (K,) or formed from

the latter by transposition, (TA,) A raceme of a

palm-tree. (AHn, K.) [See &.]

njith.

** What comes or happens to one without

inconvenience, or trouble : (S, K :) [nºhat is

pleasant, or productive of enjoyment; an un

alloyed gratification, i.e., a thing that gives un

alloyed enjoyment; see what follows:] as also
* ...6 .

Wuº, (K,) a subst, sometimes written and
• 6 e - -

pronounced Lºve ; pl. Jºve, sometimes written

and pronounced cº.º. (TA) (See tº- also

below.]— Pleasant, or productive of enjoyment,

to the eater: or easy to smallon; not attended

by trouble : or not succeeded by harm, even after
2 o' . 2 x *

tº tº

[May it be, or Eat it, or Drink it, mith enjoyment,

and with reholesome result ; or neith ease in the

- - - - 5 * *

its digestion. (Z, cited voce 32-3.) —

swallowing, and with quickness in digesting : &c.:

ste §2): (s) – 4% & [May that be
- • (TA) —

& and ** are of the number of epithets

productive of enjoyment to him 1].

which are employed after the manner of inf ns.

significant of a prayer or good wish, governed

in the acc. case by a verb understood. (Sb.)

6, o, 2 ºw. 3 5- d. 3

*…* (K) and āºs and ārºs (the second is

the most usual; and the third is said to be

formed by substituting a for . ; but accord. to

some, the word is incorrectly written with -, [so

says F, and is a dim. formed from isis, which

becomes first isºs, and then i: : see art. 3-A :)

(TA:) A little; a little while. (K.)

5

* ... • 2... " - -

Us?"A A servant. (K.) – ºut occurs in this

sense in a trad. ; but the reading commonly
- z - - - -

known is usua. If right, it is an act. part. n.

from tº “he gave." (TA)— sº tº tº
£ 6. - - -

Jºvº, Ol' tº: the former is the reading of

El-Umawee; the latter, of Ks; Thou art only

named Hāni (Giver, or Nourisher,) that thou

mayest give, accord. to both readings; or that

thou mayest nourish, or maintain, and supply

people's wants; Usºs J5x3: (TA:) [such is

said to be the meaning of tº here:] and accord.

to El-Umawee, ºr signifies &#, (S,)

[which is app. the same as J3-3]. A proverb:

said to him who is known for his beneficence, in

order that he may continue to do as he has been

wont. (TA.)

s #2 o – • * •o e

tº see Cº.—tº 4, (S) and &l,

(TA,) [Unalºyed gratification to thee!] —

j," “ſe, tº & [To thee be unalloyed grati

fication, and on him be the burden, or sin]: said,

accord. to a trad., to one who asked whether he

should accept an invitation to eat the food of one

who received unlawful interest or profit; and

also said with respect to eating the food of

(TA.)a tyrannical intendant.

o 29.

6

º… A camel smeared with •Ü•. (S.)

****

5 ...” - -

J.A. [probably an inf. n., of which the verb

is “s, aor. 2,] Weakness of understanding ;

want of discrimination; stupidity; foolishness;

littleness of sense. (S.)

*...* 2 º'

- - \-A.

Usºs &c.; see tº

tº: (incorrectly written by J, in a verse

which he quotes, ilºs, K, TA ; but in an old

and excellent copy of the S, I find the word

written it...s;]) and Ja (K) and iſºs and

WJ (IDrd, K) A woman of neak understand

ing ; neithout discrimination; stupid; foolish ;

of little sense : (S, K:) accord. to some, as men

tioned in a note by Aboo-Zekereeya, in the S, in

this art., Jº signifies an insane woman; or

one possessed by a jinnee. (TA.) it: is the

only word of the measure º: known to Az.

(TA.) Accord. to the K, IDrd writes iſºs #2.

and J. : but this is [thought to be] a mine;

he gives the two forms it... and Jº, as stated

by IM and others; and, app.,J (TA.) —

The first and second of these three words also

signify A man who is stupid, foolish, or of little

(K.)
Serºse.

* Ecceedingly stupid, or foolish. (IAar,

Az, K.)

Q. 1. <s, inf. n. i:s, He n'as languid

and sluggish. (IKtt, K.) It may be said that

the J is augmentative, and that the word

is derived from arº, signifying “weakness.”

(TA.)

~A

6 : • * > *

Q. 1. **', sº* He nas remiss in his affair.

(K.) See also &.

Jºë

2. če, infn.<ā, she (a woman) behaved

tonards him in a blandishing manner: (IDrd,

L:) she enamoured him by blandishment, (L, K,)

and by amatory conversation or conduct (L:)

she enslaved him by amatory conversation, or

conduct. (S, L.) [Thought by Golius to be

derived from **, a proper name of a woman.]

- *i. -2's She deprived him of his heart.

(Ibn-El-Mustaneer, L.) = x:s, inf. n. &#,

He made a sword of Indian iron. This is the

original signification. (T, L.) — He sharpened

a sword. (L, K.)

s. 6

JºA a name for A hundred camels; (M,

I, K.) as also '53.45 (T, S, M, A, L. K.)

which latter is a determinate noun, imper

fectly decl., the J),

[though it is written with it in the S, and

not admitting art.

in a verse cited in the S and L, nor having

a pl., nor a proper sing. : (T, L:) [see

an ex. in a verse cited voce -j- ) Or

the former is a name for more than a hundred

camels and less : (K:) or a little more and a

little less: (M, L:) or two hundred camels: (M,
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A, L, K:) so accord. to Ez-Ziyādee, as men

tioned by ISd, who adds that he had not heard

it from any other than IJ: (L:) and the latter,

a hundred of other things : (S, L:) or any

hundred : (AO, S, L:) also the former, two

hundred years; and the latter, [written with the

art. Ji,) a hundred years. (Th, ISd, L.) =

& The name of a well-known nation; (M, L,

K;) or of a country : (S, L:) [the Indians: and

India :] rel. n. * is.” : pl. 3, sº (S, L, K :)

and3& signifies th. mn of* [or India];

as also *J, (L, K,) pl. of$º [q. v. in

art. J.A.A]. (L.) – See alsoJ

3 o º o -

Jºe: see Jºs. – Also, Indian aloes-wood.

3

(L)–$º-º. (L.) and 'tºº, in the

ck tº and &º, S.A. L. K.) A

sword made in the country of •ºl, [or India,]

and nell fabricated: (L:) or, made of the iron

of that country : (A:) as also " 3:... in the

latter sense, (S, A, L,) and in the former : (L:)

so termed in relation to the people called •º :

6 º' --> ** -

(K.) and " … -ă... a sharpened, or sharp,

snºord. (L.)

3 ~ x d > 3 o

Jºº-º-º: see L6-º.

* , o, 2 4 O

3.xe-A : see Jºe.

6 - O • * 0.

-P-A.º. and **** &c.; see art. --AA.

j-A**

jºs, (S. K.) with kest, (K) found in the

work of Az, in several places, written with fet-h,

... o. 3.2

[jºis, (TA,) A limit; syn. Jºe-: (K:) [or

rather a measure :] an arabicized word, from

• * >

•j|35i, (S, K,) with ſet-h, (K) which is Persian:

(S:) the arabicized word is with kesr to the

first letter because of the rareness of the measure

J% in the cases of words not reduplicative.

(K.) You say, Jºe SS --- Sº sueſ [He

gave to him without calculation and without

measure]. (S.)

§3. The cubit with which [certain] cloths

and the like are measured; [about twenty-five

inches in length :] also a Persian word arabicized.

(TA.)

º, o, x -

jºy.” One who determines the measures and

proportions of subterranean channels for mater,

and of buildings: [an architect: and also a geome
* ~ o

trician :] from j-e: but they change the j into

J., ($, K,) and sayJº, (S,) because there

is not in the [genuine] language of the Arabs a

j with a 3 before it. (S, K.)

U”-AºA

#23's [The art of determining the measures

and proportions of subterranean channels for

neater ; and hence, the art of architecture : and

the practice, and science, of geometry :] a subst.

from J.2% q. v. ($, K.)

6 o'. 2

Jºvº One who determines the measures

and proportions of subterranean channels for

neater : [and hence, an architect ; and a geo

metrician : derived from jº, (S, K,) which is

Persian [in origin], (S,) arabicized from 3.

jºi. (K;) j|A3) signifying “the act of measur

»

and ~! signifying “water;” (TA;) the
ing,'

j being changed into J. because there is not in

the [genuine] language of the Arabs a j after 3.

(S, K.)

JºA

• * * - - - * * > . 5. ... O

4. -->-1) jus, aor, ºvº, inf. n. 3.,Lºl, or

5 . . * ~ * : -

3,\s; for jul: see art. 2:3.

[&s &c.

See Supplement.]

-ā-A

*s, (K) by some written tº, (TA,)

Short ; (K:) but it is not a word of established

(IDrd.)

[…A &c.

See Supplement.]

authority.

º

|5"

1. Jº J. *-*. Ås ($, K,) aor. 5.4, (S,)

inf. n. tºs, (TA,) He raised his mind to high

things, or objects; purposed, or aspired to, high
e -

things. (S, K, T.A.) The vulgar say, Ugarº

o

- > *.

nor desire, or mean, [to do it; i.e., I did it not

- O - - 2 ...” -

($.) – otº stºº Lo I did not know it,

knowingly, nor intentionally]. (TA.) — &:

9. , (A.S.K)and 5-, (K) and -*

º (Lh) inf n. *, *, (TA) I thought him

to be possessed of good, (Az, S, K,) and, of evil.

(K, TA)—i.e Jºe& I thought him to

be possessed ofmuch rail. (TA.)—§§ &

29 3. &- 4. Verily I eralt thee alowſ:

thing; I hold thee above it], (Lh.) – º –2°

Iwº in him, or it. (AA, K.) — º, &sº

aor. Sº, He purposed, or intended, it. (K.)

* .
--- --

- -
-

= \A and AA and Us, in imperative senses, and

the forms into which they are inflected, see

below.

3. sists He contended with him for supe

|rior glory: like *. (IAgr.) [See also art.

Cº.]

& its, tº, &c. — its, with kesr, is syn. with

cº, Give; [or changed from this verb; and

is thus inflected: sing. masc. As, fem. Jº ;

dual. masc. and fem. Çs; pl. masc. º, fem.

&ºs ($, K: like *, Jºs; Gº; ;is,

&ºts: • holding the place of J. : S.) – But

**, with fet-h, is syn. with 9%, Take; [or

changed from this word;] and is thus inflected :

sing. masc. its, fem. [s, without J. : dual masc.

and fem. tº: pl. masc. 2. [so in the K,

and so I find it in one copy of the S : in another

copy of the latter, Jºs, as it is pronounced

before a conjunctive l; for instance, in the Kur,

his 19 ºn.& G, K9 or 3: ... (L.)

[which last does not exactly correspond with the

model Čás. but I think it most probable that

&é's is changed by idghām from &és; and

in like manner, that Ösº is changed from

& :] (like 9ts, Jú; U.és; As. Čás:

holding the place of 9 : S:) also, sing masc.

i. (originally is, S), fem. Jºs; dual masc. (S)

and ſºm. (S. K)*: (S. K.) pl. masc. , ,

(S,) fem. & (S, K:) also, sing. masc. and fem.

is: dual. masc. 14, fem. lºs; pl. masc. º,

fem. 5. (TA.) — [See a saying of 'Omar

cited voº fº, in art. Jºyl- When it is said

to thee UA Take, thou sayest UAl Ua What shall I

take 2 syn. 3. us; and isi us, in the pass.

form, What shall I receive, or be given 2 syn.

Jº L. ($) : [Also, in the TA, it seems to

be said that Al signifies Jael He gave, or

made to take: but this is uncertain; as the

former verb is there written z\Al, and the latter

is without the syll. points]. – its is also syn.

with 4: At thy service' &c. (K, T.A.) =

(; ..iſ As Sj, or, more chastely, § ..iſ ts S, or the

former is a barbarism : originally 3. iſ, ‘9 :

| UA and is are separated, and the name of God is

introduced between them; (K;) and the mean

ing is No, by God, (I did not) this 1 (S, art. Us,

q. v.) or No, by God, this (is nºkat I snear

by) J (K.)

* Mind; purpose; aspiration ; desire; am

bition. ($, K, TA) Ex. 33. ** A person

of far-reaching aspiration, or ambition. (S,

|TA.) —ºs Penetrating judgment. (K.) –

Jºse J” 3%, and W Jºº. It occurred to my

(K.)"mind, or imagination.

c - - -

$38, : See preceding sentence.

-

/
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3 £ 20 ° 3 ... • ,

Ji. (S, K) and " cº- (K) A wide desert,

or wide tract of the kind called %-3. (S. K.)

– Custom : syn. $ste. (K.) — A part of the

night. (K.) — The mention of Čir in this

art., by J, says IB, and F after him, is wrong;

for its measure is Jºsie: the 3 being an aug

mentative letter. [But if so, F has himself done

wrong, in mentioning it, not only here, but also

in art. J2A, (where, if the 3 be augmentative, it

is equally inappropriate,) as though it were a

quasi-quadriliteral-radical word, of the measure

Jaa..] ISd gives it as formed by transposition

from the root us, and explains it as signifying a

neide place. (TA.)

3 - 0 , 3 #2 o 2

- 32- : see Clºve.

~9*

- ...)

1. ***: see art. --A.

º o . 22 * -2

~3A Distance; remoteness. ($, K.)— are:

*'s ** Jº, and 2% W **. (S, K,) or, accord.

to some, as stated in a marginal note in a copy

of the S, in the handwriting of Aboo-Zekereeya,

3"> -ss Jº, with ~3° as a prefixed n., (TA,)

I left him in such a place that it n'as not known

where he was ; ($, K:) Jº's -5A being the

name of a land over which the Jinn, or genii,

have obtained ascendancy: (TA:) or the correct

reading is [-,-] with ~ (K) = ** A stu

pid, or foolish, and loquacious, man : (A’Obeyd,

s, K.) pl. Jºi. (TA)= −. The heat,

or burning, of fire; ($, K;) and its flaming, or

blazing; of the dial. of El-Yemen: also, the

heat, or burning of the sun : also of the dial. of

El-Yemen. (TA.)

*: see ºs.
5 p.

-P5+o : See art. --A.

~9*

2. as ->. inf. n. <2% He called out to

-- 2 o'. , 5 ,

him ; (K;) saying ex- tº-: (TA, art.

Jee- :) he cried out to him, and called him.

($) A dial form of -ºs. (TA) (see eſs.]

ãº : see what follows.

ãº(K)and *āśs (S, K) A lon, or depressed,

tract, or piece, of land: ($, K:) or a deep place :

(IAth:) or the space between two mountains:

(IAar:) pl. ess (as in the CK) or *** (as in

the TA.) It may be said that *** and <<

are coll. gen, ns. [of each of which the n. un, is

with 3]. (TA.) — Also ãº A road, or nay,

descending to water. (IAar.) — asſe aſji J

2 . . o .

a35-05 * 35.3 an imprecation, respecting which

ISd says, I know not what is 3534 here. [It

probably signifies A cry, such as destroyed the

tribe of Thamood; see ess.] (TA)

ov, - • - -

929) J-2 ** Usa. A certain time, or por

tion, of the night passed. Accord. to Aboo
, 0.

'Alee, tºº is of the measure ºš, and quasi

coordinate to tº- and belonging to this art.

(TA.)

** *** A cry by nihich the Arabs urge on

a dog against the game nihich they are pursuing.

(TA.) [In the L written <s, and mentioned

in art. St-A.]

***

:* - Że z & J . .”

tº tº .433 He made a great slaughter

among them. (TA.) [See art. 3-2.]

* A thirst (K.)

**

1. **, aor. :, inf. n. ** ; (L;) and "tº ;

(A, TA;) He (a man) neas characterized by

n:hat is termed **. (L, A,) which is similar to

Jºs; (L ;) i.e., stupidity, foolishness, or paucity

of sense: (JK, L :) tallness, combined with hasti

ness, and stupidity or foolishness or paucity

of sense : (S:) or tallness, with stupidity or

foolishness or paucity of sense and levity or

unto Thee neith repentance.

always care n'ere she puts her feet on the

ground. (A)—itºs -, f Any mind that

blon's violently : (IAar:) or a wind of n:hich the

blasts are closely consecutive, as though charac

terized by nºhat is termed *: or a wind that

carries anay the dust, and makes a trace upon

the ground like that made by dragging the skirt:

(TA :) or a mind that tears up the tents : (S,

K.) pl. 34. ($)

35A

1. Sts, aor. 3,4, ($, L, &c.,) inf n. 3;s, (S,

L, K, &c.,) He returned (IAar, A., L., Msb)

from evil to good or from good to evil: (IAar,

L:) he repented, (S, A, L, K,) and returned

to the truth; (S, L, K;) as also "33, (L:)

and the latter, he repented and did righteously.

(AO, S, A, L.) — 4. tº We have turned

[Kur, vii, 155.]

So accord. to Mujáhid and Sa’eed Ibn-Jubeyr

and Ibrāheem. (L.) It is made trans. by

means of Ji because implying the meaning of

tºº. (Isd, L.)— sº, (S, A, L.) aor. 3,...,

inf n. Sº (L5) and '33.35 (S, A, L, Mºb,

K;) He became a Jen: ; (S, A, L, K;) he

became of the Jennish religion. (L., Msb.)

Jickleness or unsteadiness, and hastiness: (K:) 2. 323s, (L, Msb, K,) inf. n. 3.2% (S,) He

or tallness, with levity or ſickleness or un- made him (his son [for instance] Msb) a Jen, ;

steadiness, and hastiness: (TA :) or tallness, (S, L, Msb;) he turned him to the religion of

(A,) or eaccessive tallness, (L,) nith stupidity the Jens; (L, K;) taught him that religion, and

or foolishness or paucity of sense. (L.)

4. **** He found him to be such a man as

is termed &ºl. (L.)

5: see 1.

5 . . 6 . . **. - 6 * ,

**: see 1. — & º J” and **. are

syn., [meaning In such a one is a deviation from

rectitude]. (AA, L.)

is tº a dial. form of -- but of weak

authority. (L, from a trad.)

* of

*** A man characterized by what is termed

** (S, L., &c.;) stupid, foolish, or having

little sense: (JK, L :) or tall, with hastiness,

and stupidity or foolishness or paucity of sense,

&c.; (ś, §. :) fem. *** (A:) (pl. **]—

Jºla) *** ! A man earceedingly, or eccessively,

tall. (A.) — Also £º 1 A courageous man,

n:ho thron's himself into a scene of war. (A.)

&: f A he-camel that goes quickly, a. though

characteriºd .” what is termed **: fem.

*u-3A : [pl. ****) or the fem. epilºt ºnly i.

used, applied to a camel; and you say ite-3A 330 ;

(TA;) i.e., a she-camel that goes quickly, &c.,

initiated him in it. (L.) = *:: The talking

together of jinn, or genii : (L, K :) so termed

because of the gentleness and weakness of their

voices. (L.) — *. inf n. 3.2% He reiterated

his voice, or quavered, or trilled, gently. (Ibn

Jebeleh, L. K.)— is, (L) inf n, º, (K)

He sang; syn. Jº (Aboo-Málik,º :) he

sang, or gladdened, and diverted; syn. Jø5- P.

(K.) See also 33%. E. **, inf. n. **, He

rvent, or proceeded, gently, or in a leisurely

manner, (S, L, K,) like the manner termed

Jºs: from Šlág (S. L. K.) It is said in a

trad, tº ºf $ 58- J. J. 2 ºf

sjº,%33 [Make ye your pace to be

quick at a funeral, and go ye not in a gentle or

leisurely manner like as go the Jen's and the

Christians]. (S.) See also 5. – 23-, (L,) inf. n.

**, (S, L, K,) It beverage, or wine,) into ci

cated (S, L, K) a person : and rendered him

languid, and caused him to sleep. (L.) —

sº, infn. 3.; and 3%; (L. K.) and 'ssº;

(TA;) He uttered a weak, gentle, (L, K,) and

languid, (L.) voice. (L, K.) — ». inf. n.

3,3 (S. L. K) and 3%; and "sº (K.) He

mas lon, not loud, in speech, or utterance. (S, L,

- • *. •,• 92.

as explained above; ($, K;) and that does not K) – 33A, inf n. 9-2-3 (L, K) and slºw ; and

367
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35A –25A

W 33,3; (L;) He was slow, or tardy, in his pace,

(L, K,) and gentle. (L.) — >> He (a man)

rested; or was still, quiet, or at rest. (Aboo

Malik, L.) – s; , inf n, ºi, He lept ($

L.) — **, inf. n. 3.x: and 35; and "33,5;

He was gentle; he acted, or behaved, in a gentle

manner. (L.) — Also, The murmuring and

gentle sounding of the wind over sand. (L.) =

- 5 o,

33A, inf. n. Jºº, He ate of a camel's hump :

(K;) or what is termed 53%. (TA)

3. *. (A) inf n isº. (S, A, L. K.) He
made peace with him ; reconciled himself njith

• * * *

him; (A;) syn. of the inf. n. iè3%; (A, L;)

in the K, $32,3, which is a mistake; (TA ;)

and 4-14, S. L.) and #32. (TA) and

also is...}. [app. signifying the restoring a

person, or taking him bach, into one's favour].

(TA)— He inclined towards him reciprocally;

syn. aíºu and 33% They two inclined each

toniards the other; syn. Şū. : (TK :) syn. of

the inf n iſſu... ($, L.) — He returned to

him, or it, time after time ; syn. $33% (TK:)

syn. of the inf. n. $34. (K.)

5: see 1 and 2. — *::: Jº sº He walked

gently, imitating the motions of the Jews in their

reciting or reading. (El-Basáir.) See also 2. —

sº He became allied, or allied himself, Or

sought to ally himself, (J-5, K, and Jä, El

Basā'ir,) by a bond of relationship ; or by some

other sacred or inviolable bond or tie, or a quality

&c. to be regarded as sacred or inviolable or

rendering him entitled to respect or reverence.
5 wº. --

(K, El-Basāir.) See also 33¢.

… .o … … •

39.1 : see 23rd.

6. , 6 e 5. . .”

323s : see 3x5".

5 * * *

#35. A camel's hump : (S. K.) or the base of

the hump : (Sh, L ) as also " #sº (L.) pl.
6 * *

3, ($, L, K.) [or rather, this is a coll gen, n.,

and #sº is the n. un.].

33% Gentleness; lenity; (A, L, K;) and

that kind of conduct whereby one hopes to effect

the adjustment of an affair between a people : (L,

K:) quietness : (L:) peace, or reconciliation :

inclination, or affection : ($, L:) favour, or

partiality: (L ) facilitation, n:hereby a pºon
.9 x > * > *

is indulged in an affair. (L, K.) Ex. 233-9 S

$3% aſ J. Quietness neith respect to a re

strictive ordinance of God, with favour or par

tiality towards any one, will not affect him, or
3. * ~ * • * > * >

influence him. And 52'2' 4.3 °3-5 S Favour

or partiality with respect to thee will not affect

him, or influence him. (L, each from a trad.)

- $3% also signifies A sacred or inviolable bond

or tie; or a quality &c. to be regarded as sacred

or inviolable, or rendering one entitled to respect

or reverence: and a bond of relationship. (L.)

33% Returning (Msb) [from evil to good or

from good to evil: see 1 :] repenting and return

ing to the truth: (S, , ) pl. Sº, (S, A, L, Mºb)

like as Jº is pl. of J59. (S, L, Msb.)

3. and 3×3 and W 3,9] [the second of

which is the most common,] signify the same,

(S, A, L., Msb, K,) A certain tribe; [namely, the

Jen's :] (L:) 3. is said by some to be origi

nally $º, and arabicized by the change of 3

into 3 ; but ISd disapproves of this assertion:

others say, that it is from sts “he repented:”

(L:) it is imperfectly decl., because it is a proper

name and of the measure of a verb; and [of the

fem. gen., as it is said to be in the S and L,

because it means a à:3 : but it is allowable to

prefix to it the art. Ul, and to saysº : (Msb:)

this, however, is allowable only on the ground

of its being, with the art. prefixed, forº ;

for it is of itself determinate : (S, L:) (thus]

3. is [as it were] pl. of Y&:4, (L;) which is

the rel. n. of 33rd, or, accord. to $gh, of sº

[or Judah], thus written by him with the Ulil

pointed 3 in this instance, the son of ~9.5.x: [or

Jacºb): (Msb:) 32.3 (sometimes, TA) has

Ú13.3 as a pl.: (K:) this pl. occurs in a poem

of Hassán: (TA:) Fr, says, of sº, in the Kur,

ii, 105, that it is for 3. [app. a mistake for

sº ; or that it may be pl. of 3%. (L.)

2 * … . e.

: See 59%-3.

352. tº: [in some copies of the S, $32, A.

lon, not loud, singing. (S, L.) — $3. also

signifies Gladdening, and diverting; wn. Jºkº

and *. (IAar, L.) -

sº Allied, or allying himself, or seeking to

ally himself, (Jº, IAar, Sh,) by n!hat is

termed $3%. (IAar, Sh, L.) See 5.

55%

§3), (L. K.) or ëº, [without the art. J,

as a proper name, (S, L,) written by Ed-De

meeree with damm, but fault has been found with

him for this, (M.F.) [The bird called] the sūš :

($, L, K :) or, as some say, the female 3Ulaş.: (L:)

or 333A, (as a determinate noun) is the name of

a certain bird, (L, K,) different from the above:

(L:) pl. sº, (as in the CK and a MS copy of

the K) or 3;s, formed by eliding the augmenta

tive letter: (TA :) [and this seems to be the

correct reading; for it occurs in a verse, cited in

the TA, in which the measure required it to be

of one syllable: it therefore appears that sº is

a coll. gen, n., of which the n. un, is with 3..]

23A

1. •jus, (K,) [aor. 9,4,] inf. nºs, (TA,)

He thren, it donºn ; pulled it down; pulled it to

pieces; or demolished it; namely, a building ;

(K;) and in like manner, a-- [i.e. an abrupt,

water-worn, bank, rising by the bed of a torrent

or stream]; (TA [in which}: is given as an

inf. n. of this verb; but it is more probably an

inf. n. of the intrans. verb only, agreeably with

analogy;]) as also Y §s, (S, A,) the pronoun

relating to a building, (A,) and to a -º-; (S;)

and * [in illustration of which see what is said

of…, below]; ($, art. Jºe;) and W º, in which

the pronoun relates to the upper part ofa -º-, Or

to the brink of a well. (TA.)–2; jº, (K,)
o º j p > 5.o.

aor. Lºve, inf. n. 25A, (TA,) t He slen the

people, and thren, them don'n prostrate, one upon

another, (K,) like as mºhen a -j- falls donen.

(TA.) And [in like manner you say, -->

% Öğ t He smote such a one and prostrated

him; as also " …A. (K, TA)—is, (S, A,

Mº, K) aor. jº, inf n. * ($, Ms) and

225A, (S,) It became thronºn don'n, pulled don'n,

pulled to pieces, or demolished; or it fell in ruins,

or to pieces; (S, A, K5) said of a building,

(K,) and of a -j- [explained above]; (S, A.;)

as also "jºl and "...sº (S, A, K) and 2.5 (K.)

which last has Us as being interchangeable with

3, or it may be of the measure Jºſé [originally

3.31. (TA) or it fell; it fell, or tumbled,

donn; it collapsed; broke donºn; said of a build

ing; (TA;) as also W \,31 and "23,35 (Msb,

TA;) said of a building, (TA,) and of a -º-,

(MSb,) or of the upper part of the latter, and of

the brink of a well; (TA;) [and "jº, Q. V.,

probably signifies the same *]. gr it cracked, with

out falling; said of a C39- (Msb :) or it

cracked in its hinder part, remaining yet in its

place; said of a building. (TA.)

A w .*.* >

2. ox3A : see opts, in two places.

5.× . see jus, in two places; in the former

of which, ×, is also mentioned as syn. with

×.— He plunged, or fell, into an affair neith

little care [for the consequence thereof]: (S, K :)

Or 9,39) Gº× he plunged, or fell, into affairs

without thought, or reflection, or consideration :

(A:) or 3.3 is a state, or condition, adventitious

to the irascible faculty, by reason of n!hich one

ventures upon affairs not fit, or meet, to be

centured upon; as the fighting nith unbelievers
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rehen they are more than double the number of

the Muslims. (KT.) =º : See *.
*

7 : see jº, in two places.

8. jº: See jus, last signification. — It (a

thing, S) perished. (S, K.)

33% and jº, (S, A, Msb, K,) the latter formed

by transposition from the former, [first into

&%. and then into *] (S, TA,) like as

tº 4:3 is changed into cº Jºë,

(S,) applied to a building, (K,) and to a -º-,

[explained above, (see *)] (S, A, Msb,)

Becoming thronºn don'n, pulled domen, pulled

to pieces, or demolished: (S, A, K:) or falling;

falling, or tumbling, donºn : (IAar :) or crack

ing, without falling : (Msb:) or cracking in its

hinder part, remaining yet in its place. (TA.)

See an ex. of the latter voce Ji- and another

in the Kur, ix. 110.]

ºw .. 2

33. A man plunging, or falling, or reho

plunges, or falls, into an affair with little care

[for the consequences thereof). (S.) See 5.

J-5A

Jºss Somen'hat of madness, or insanity, or

diabolical possession, (S, A, K,) in the head :

(A :) or a vertigo, or giddiness, and confused

noise, in the head. (A, TA.) — Hence used by

the vulgar to signify Hope. (TA.)

* … . .

J-9-e Affected with somewhat of madness, or

insanity, or diabolical possession. (Ibn-'Abbād,

K.) — A man who talks to himself. (A.) —

Sometimes, One m'ho is affected with melancholy,

and neith vain, or unprofitable, suggestions. (TA.)

– And One who occupies himself with the science

of alchemy. (TA.)

*

JºA

1. Jºs, aor, Jºº, infin. Jºs, (S, A, Mºb)

It (a company of men) was, or became, in a

state of conflict and faction, sedition, discord, or

dissension: (Msb :) he, or it, (a number of

people,) fell into a bad state, or state of disorder

or disturbance; as also Jºss, like A.; [indicat

ing that its acr. is , and its infºn, as above;]

and WJº (TA :) it (a company of men, S,

A) nas, or became, roused, or eaccited; (A, TA;)

in a state of commotion, agitation, convulsion,

tumult, or disturbance; (S, A, TA;) and in

like manner, W Jºse, said of the belly, it reas, or

became, in a state of commotion, agitation, &c.,

by reason of leanness : (S:) or Jººs, like&

[see above,) (K,) aor. 2, inf. n. Jºss, (TK,) he

(a man, TK) was, or became in a state of com

motion, agitation, &c.; or his belly became small,

syn. **. (K, TA, [or empty, (#2 being per

haps a mistranscription for Já-2, for it is said in
-

another part of this art. in the TA thatJº

signifies “the belly's being empty,”)] by reason

of leanness; from IF: (TA:) or it (the belly)

became so. (IF, TA.)—Jº ~3ts, (JK,

TA) or J.J., (A) jºl J, (JK, A) aor.

Jº, (JK) inf. n. Jºs, (JK, TA) The camels,

(JK, TA,) or the horses, (A,) took fright, and

ran anay at random, (JK, A, TA,) and became

dispersed, (TA,) or separated themselves, (JK,)

and n'ent to and fro, (JK, A,) in the hostile

sudden attack made by a party of armed

horsemen. (JK, A, TA.) — J% J.<< 1

became agile or brisk, and advanced tonards such

a one. (TA.) And*42, 4-,-] Js Jºus

The marriors became agile or brisk, and hastened,

one to another; [in like manner]" (5:303. (A.)

=Also, [aor. and inf. n. as above, He collected:

and miced, or confused, or confounded. (T.A.)

You say, (.5- Su. < * I collected unlanful

wealth. ($gh, T.A.) And* and "...º.

He miced, or confused, or confounded, them ;

(A.) Seeand collected them hence and thence.

also 2.

w

2. JºA : see 1, first sentence: – and see 5.
o 2.2 c J -

= Also, crºss I occasioned variance between

them, or among them. (Mºb.) And Jºse

22– He created, or eaccited, disorder, dis

turbance, discord, or dissension, between them,

or among them. (T.A.) – And hence, (MSb,)

Jº, (S, Mºb, K) inf n. *; (k) He

mixed, confused, or confounded, (S, Msb, K,

TA,) a company of men, (S, TA,) one nith

another; (TA;) and general rules; (Msb;) and

anything. (S.) See also 1, last sentence: and

See Jºº. [Hence also, sº 3-9. <>

The mind brought the dust of various sorts

[mired together]. (S,” IF, K.)

d x > * >

3. crºsUA He miced, mingled, or consorted,

with them : (K:) or did so to create, or eaccite,

disorder, disturbance, discord, or dissension; or

to make mischief: (TA:) and išū. signifies

conflicting; like išū. (TA, art. Jº.)

5. Jºd. see 1, first sentence. — Also lsº

They mired, or mingled, together; or became

mired, confused, or confounded, together; as also

'º-sº (K.) and "lºs. (JK, TA)—

And 242 lsº They collected themselves together

(IF, Msb, K.)against him.

6. 13:51,5 : see 1, near the end : — and see 5.

6 o .

Jºº. A large number: (S, K :) or, as the

women of Temeem say, a multitude of men;

and of beasts of carriage; as also Jº : (Aboo

'Admán :) and men collected together in nar.

(TA.) You say, "J-391 Cººk * He came

with multitude, or the multitude; (K;) like as

you say, ºù lºu & (TA)

5 - d -

ãº3A Conflict and faction, sedition, discord,

or dissension : (A’Obeyd, S, A, Msb, K:) eaccite

ment : commotion, agitation, convulsion, tumult,

or disturbance : (S, A, K.) and confusion : (A,
6 - - - * > d -

Msb, K.) and "āś is like #3;s; (TA;) or
- a • O > . .

signifies war. (JK.) You say, J. iºs ~55

J.- [Conflict and faction, &c., happened in

the market]. (A.) And it is said in a trad.,
...,’ of • 6 - 2 oº: • o , . * …

33-9, ºtºs, Jºdi ºtºss º (S, TA)

Berrare ye of the misfortunes, calamities, or evil

accidents, of night; and of the nºrong courses,

and trickery and robbery, of the markets. (TA.)

3.5 ***, thus related by Th, but not ex

plained by him, is thought by ISd to mean The

confusion of the market, and the defrauding there

practised in buying and selling. (TA.) See
* ... o.

also area in two places.

iéſ, A mired, or confused, assembly, com

pany, or assemblage, of men; ('Arrám ;) as also

'i: , ; (K, TA) and tº, (the pl. of the

former, collections of men, and of camels, (S,

K,) miced, or confounded, together : (S:) and

n:hat is collected of unlanful wealth or property;

(K,” TA;) and of lanful. (TA.) See also

-> - - 2 : o -

Jºº.= See also assº.

2 : • 3 : - -

a .23A : see alºlº.

Jºss and ič, Camels unlanſfully collected:

(JK :) or the latter, camels taken from this and

that place : (TA:) and the latter also, camels

taking fright and running anay at random.

(JK.) See also Jºs.

Jºs: See Jºs.= Jºss J4. [pl. of *::Is.)

Camels taking fright and running anay at

random, in a state of confusion, attacked by a

party of armed horsemen : (Lth :) or taking

fright and running anay at random, (JK, A,)

separating themselves, (JK,) and going to and

fro. (JK, A.) See also Jºs. ==<'s A.

great viper. (TA.)

3, ... •2

Jºlº :

º 0 °

&
* .

U-29* : … • *

* - see Jºlº.• , ,- 6 -

Jºlº and Jºlº :

5 p.

*

Lºw-e

Jºº. What is gotten by force or theft: (K:)

Or any wealth, or property, (S,) that is gotten by

unlanful means, (JK, S,) such as force and theft

and the like: ($) pl. of "Jº, (A:) or as

though pl. of this latter word, as signifying

collected; and mired, confused, or confounded.

(TA) It is said in a trad, & S. 23. 3.
367*
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* . → * * * * *- ô tº - - -

jº Usº aſ a "51 Cºx've [ Whoso getteth wealth,

or property, of such as is unlan fully acquired,

God mill make it to pass anay in places of

destruction]: (S:) but this is variously related;

some saying "Jºj; and some, Jºji and

some, Jºº, with J, which is explained in the

K as signifying Juá... the relation given in the

S is that which is commonly known by the

lexicologists; but all are correct, excepting that

Jºj, with tº, and with a kesreh to the 3, is

disapproved by some of the lexicologists: (TA :)

this last word is a contraction of Jºlº, pl. of

5 - d. º ... o. 2 *

* Jºlº, of the measure Jºãì from JºJ), (K,

TA,) meaning “the collecting”; and “mixing,”

“confusing,” or “confounding”. (TA :) or from

tº- Şū. < *. ($gh, T.A.) A poet says,

- O - - - 2 - ?.

~~~~\le Jé-9 +

+ Jºsi &

[Thou eatest what thou hast collected of things

unlan fully acquired]. ($gh, T.A.)

[82° &c.

See Supplement.]

U.A.

1. its, aor. it. andº (K; the latter not of

respectable authority, Lh;) inf. n. its, He nas,

or became, of good, or goodly, form or appearance,

or other properties denoted by the term a's, q.v.

(K.) — [*, accord. to the K, signifies the

same : but see below.] —£4, accord. to IHsh

and others, the only verb of this form whose

medial radical letter is us: (MF :) accord. to the

K, syn. with às, in a sense indicated above :

but IJ states that it has a superlative sense ;

that it is to be classed with sé “excellent [or

how excellent (see #k: WOce &üº)] is he in his

judging!” and sº “excellent [or how excellent]

is he in his throwing, or shooting!” [wherefore

it signifies Eccellent, or hon excellent, is he in his

form or appearance 1 &c.;] and that it is, like

343 [and sºl, invariable [as to person, tense,

and mood]. He observes that, as a verb of the

measure Jé is formed from one whose final

radical letter is us, [as* and sº from Ja;

and Jº so is this formed on the same measure

from a verb whose medial radical letter is J. :

and that it is invariable [as to person, tense, and

mood,) because of its resemblance, in its super

lative sense, to the class of verbs of wonder, and

to 2. and Jº. He further remarks, that they

[the Arabs] have abstained from forming a verb

on the measureJº [variable as to person, tense,

and mood,) from one whose medial radical letter

is Ug, fearing to make what is difficult to pro

nounce still more so; for in that case they would
… o.º. J. J.; • *

be obliged to say tºº, tº', and Leº ; and, as

would also happen if a variable verb of the same

measure were formed from one whose final

radical letter is Us, the change of Us into 3, which

is more difficult to pronounce, would thus become
- - - ** - 6:

frequent. (TA.)— <! =\s, aor. iVº, inf. n. i.e.

He desired, longed for, longed to see, him or it.

(K.)

*w - 2: 6 & O. - - -

2. Us, inf. n. *; and Jºj, [primarily sig

nifies He invested him nith, or made him to

have, is, as meaning garb, guise, &c. See

Bd xviii. 9. – And hence,) He prepared, pro

vided, disposed, arranged, or put into a right, or

good state, &c. (S, K.) [And hence, He rendered

an affair feasible, or practicable; he facili

tated it.]

5. tº [He, or it, nas, or became, prepared,

provided, disposed, arranged, or put into a right

And hence, It (an affair)

was, or became, feasible, or practicable : and it

or good state, &c.

(a thing) was, or became, attainable, or within

poner or reach.]—º tº: and 4 ſts, (S, K,)

aor. 4 (K) and Kºº, (S. K.) inf n.ºs. (S3)

He prepared himself for the thing. (K.) Ex.

& <e 3.4% And she said, I have prepared

myself for thee: accord. to one reading [for

<s, in the Kur, xii. 29). (Akh, S.) – [see

also tº]–29 tº (Mºb, K, art J., &c.,)
6 º'

or Usº), ($, art. Jºl, &c.,) The thing, or affair,

was, or became, feasible, or practicable, to him;

and the thing was attainable.] –& Çº [He

was ready, or about, to weep : a phrase of

frequent occurrence; like& sº, and&2.]

($, art. Jºve-, &c.)

6. J; Jº b$43 They agreed together upon

that, or to do that. (K,” TA.)

* and *…* The calling, or a call, to food

and beverage. (K.) – The calling, or a call,

to camels to drink : (K:) or, [rather, a call to

camels to food, or provender. (TA.) — [See

arts. t- and te)

es' U. º ū [but see 3...] [Oh! what

has happened to me?} an expression of regret;

...” being a word signifying regret for a

thing that passes away from one, or escapes

him : (S, TA :) or, (as some say, TA,)

an expression of wonder : (K:) see also
© . .” o “ . .” o - .

* 5* \, and Jº 9, which are syn. with * s” (2:

(TA:) orº, (accord. to certain of the lexico

logists, as related by IB, TA,) is an imperative

verbal noun, signifying Attend 1 (4:3); like **,

which signifies “Be silent l” (K;) the inter

jection tº being put before it in like manner as it

is in the saying of Esh-Shemmákh,

• Jº. 5* Jº Jºãº º ji "

[Come non 1 0, give me to drink, before the

expedition of Sinjāb (); (TA ) and us being

indeclinable, with a vowel for its termination

to obviate the occurrence of two quiescent

letters, and with fet-hah as the final vowel

because it is more easy of pronunciation than

(K, T.A.) — [See alsothe others in this case.

art. [...]

95 oz. 6 go

ãº and "āA Form, fashion, shape, aspect, or

appearance; figure, person, mien, feature, or linea

ments; ($, TA;) guise; or external state or

condition; (Msb;) state with regard to apparel

and the like; or garb; (Lth;) state, condition, or

case; quality, mode or manner of being : (K:) pl.

<t's and <!e. (TA.)— 3:2)&- [of goodly

form, aspect, or appearance, guise, state of

apparel, garb, &c.] (S.)– [Also, goodliness of
form &c.: 6 o'

- - - 3 * ~ * or . - -

addition.] – [ä-ºple à A,in Logic, An accidental

mode.] — gº sº º big, in a trad.,

signifies, Forgive ye the people of good qualities

&c., who keep to one state and may, their slips.

It alludes to those who make a slip unwittingly.

(TA.)

see 1. See also e-º-, for an

08 o 6:o.

*** : see &A.

see what next follows.
3 * -

-
-

Je”:

& and W* A person of good, or goodly,

form or appearance, or other properties denoted
Fo.

by the term ā-A. (K.)

*a-> 5 d, …

lºw-e [Prepared, &c.] – Also i.4. 2,2'-j, q.v.

(MF, art. 33.3.)

9:. . .”

3\"." A thing respecting nhich persons have

agreed together. (K, T.A.)

9 *w.

- c.

*** A camel that seldom fails of becoming

pregnant when she has been covered. (K.)

*reº

1. 4ts, (S, K, &c.,) first pers. “e, originally

<s, (S,) a01". *. (S, K,) [originally - ...]

- -
-

and -er, (IKtt, cited by MF) imp. Jºs,
- - o - - 2-o

originally ~\A, (S,) inf. n. *... ($, K, Msb) and
ºr ,-- º o .

*** ($, K) and -* : (K;) and Yasual and

'aº; ; (K;) [He revered, venerated, respected,

honoured, dreaded, or feared, him or it ;] he

regarded him or it, i.e., anything, TA,) with

reverence, veneration, respect, honour, dread, or

are : (S. K." Msb, TA;) and fear; (s, K+)

cautious fear, or caution. (K, Mºb.) – “…s

* Jºi Itererence men, [and] they mill

reverence thee. (TA)—º. in which the

original J is changed into 3, [He (a man) nas

regarded mith reverence, veneration, or ance;

with fear; or with cautious fear, or caution].

(S, K.)
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2. º, alº I made it to be regarded by him

with reverence, veneration, or anºe; with fear;

(S, K.)or nith cautious fear, or caution.

4. al-Las ºus t He called his companion.
• * ~ * o “ - … o. 3

And in like manner, 2--" Us! “” <-2= t I

called him, or invited him, to what was good.

(M.F.) — Jºu -\al He called to the camels,

in driving them or urging them, by the cry

Jº &s. (K.) — *** -\al He (a pastor)

cried out to his sheep, or goats, in order that

they might stop, or return : and ** -UA)

[He cried out to the camel, for the same purpose].

(S.) ãº is The crying out to camels, and

calling them. (As and others)—J.-9 -*

He called the horses, or called out to them by the

cry -A, (so in the S and in a MS. copy of the K:

in the CK, **) or by the cry of-s and Jº,

meaning Come! Approach' or Advance boldly"

(K) Az remarks his having heard -UA used

[as a cry] only to horses; not to camels. (TA)
• 2 oz. .

See ºrvº, in art. “r”.

5: see 1. –Jº It filled me with ane, or

fears (El Jarmee :) it made me to fear : (S,

ISd, Mgb :) I regarded it with are, or jear;

in 3.3. (Thº) I feared it; i.a. “ (§

ISd, K.) Ibn-Mukbil says,

• 2 of . , 6 -

ºf #2,” Jºãº

,-i, […S. -ºº ºl

[And the waterless desert fills me not with ame, or

fear; (or makes me not to fear, jc.;) I ride

over it when the male only (?) answer one another

at early danºn : Jº being for Jºl.

(S, &c.)

see 1.8:

Jºs (K) and '-'s and "Jes, (S. K.) [but

respecting the second of these words see 4,]

Cries to horses, meaning, Come! Approach I

(S, K,) or Advance boldly" (K.)

• • 9 *

-UA and Jºe: see -*.

Jú + A serpent. (K.) — Jú A calling to

camels, in driving, or urging, them, by the cry

Jº Jºs. (K)—see 4.

5 e o .

U-A : 6 , 6 .

J*: see -3Ue, and -ºvº.

6 x * - -

~3tº :

igs and W £2: see 1. — [As substs., Re

werence, veneration, respect, honour, dread, or

ane; fear; cautious fear, or caution.] – Also,

great, reverend, or venerable, dignity; a quality

inspiring reverence or veneration or respect or

honour; venerableness; anºfulness; a quality

inspiring dread or ane. (M.F.)

6 w - * e.

~A : see -3UA.
-

& See &\s. - 3% (K) or [rather]

"&s, (TA, [see Jºs]) A he-goats (K.)

explained by the word Jºã, but this is a

signification not found [by SM] elsewhere, and

appears to be a mistake for Jºsé for in the

L and other lexicons we find the word explained

by*Jº, Scattered, and light; with a

citation of the following verse of Dhu-r-Rummeh :

2 ºf - . . . . . . 2 *3 &

a-3\e cº-ºr- Ali-A-J)a

… O J. •: 2 : ; , *: : * • *

JºJ) tººl 4-kº Jºe

# #

# *

Lsº

[She ejects from her mouth the scattered and

light froth, as though it mere plucked fruit of the

'oshar n:hich the flabby sides of her mouth cast
6. w 6 o y

forth :] and we also find, in the R, JLº, J laš

explained as signifying cotton that is plucked, or

teased nith the fingers, so as to become scattered;
w - - -

syn. Jºãº e : or JºA signifies, in the above

signification is also given in the K, but in the

CK displaced ; following, instead of preceding,

the word Jº, and without 3 before it;] and

separated into small particles: (TA :) [or] the

froth of the mouth of camels; (Az, K;) i.4.

2ú : (Mj, Sifr es-Sa'ādeh :) Az cites the above

verse; and says, that the fruit of the 24 [or

asclepias gigantea] comes forth like a small

what resembles [white] raw silk; to which the

poet likens the froth of the camel's mouth.

(TA) —& (or &s, TA,) A pastor. (K,

from Es-Seeráfee.) [Accord. to the CK, a light,
6 - 2

or an active pastor : but see above..] – JU.

(or "&". TA,) Dust, or earth : syn.º

(K)—see -s.

•w.” 6 ... º.

&s: see Jºe.

g “

see -3Us.

Jºſé [act, part. n. of 24, Regarding nith

reverence, veneration, dread, or ane; neith fear;

with cautious fear, or caution;] fearing men.

(K.) This is the original [simple] epithet. (TA)

– The following, which are explained in the K

in the same manner as the above, are intensive

epithets: (TA:) namely " …,’s (S, K) and

*::s, (S, L,) [in which the 3 is added to strengthen

the intensiveness, and Y Jºs and ãºs, (S,

K,) in which 3 is added for the purpose above

mentioned, (TA,) and Y *. (K,) which may be

contracted into*. (TA,) and Y3% (K) and

'& (S, K) and ' Gºss (K) of which last

two forms, the latter only is admitted by some

of the learned; but MF admits only the former

of them; assertingÖğ to be unknown as the

measure of an unsound word, like as cºx's is

unknown as that of a sound word except in extr.

instances; (TA ;) [Having much reverence, ve

neration, dread, or ane; much fear; much

cautious fear, or caution :] fearing men [much]:

(K:) a convard, who regards men with anoe, or

fear, &c. : (S:) [The last of these epithets is

also explained in the CK as signifying having

much fear, or very fearful; (-,-] 3:=;) and

a concard: but in the TA and in a MS copy ofthe

K, 33-4) is omitted; and in the TA is added

by the author, after Jºe, the words Je J-9

*Use ; as though the meaning of the word were

“much, or many, of any things:” the correct

reading seems to be the former, and the mean

ing intended by SM, having much fear, or very

fearful, of everything : in like manner] "Jºs

signifies a man who fears everything. (TA) —

W*čº [Faith is fearful, or very fear

cited verse, accord. to some, Light, [which

pomegranate, and, when burst open, discloses

ful; i.e.,] he who possesses faith fears acts of

disobedience: occurring in a trad.: (S:) in this

case, -’33” is used in the sense of an act. part.

n. : or it signifies [faith is feared; or regarded

with reverence, &c.; i. e.,] he who possesses faith

is feared, or regarded with reverence, &c.; in

which case -3.s is used in the sense of a pass.

part. n. (TA.)

& i. º 3k [This thing is a cause of

ane, or fear, to thee]. (S.)

5 e -

*:

5 * >>

ãºlve

º -

See ºrrevo.

5-3.

: See a_A

g

See --evo.

6 x >

*94-0

*

‘…. and W *…, ($, K,) the former agree

able with rule, (TA,) and W *. (K) [respect

ing which see also J.3%, and "Jº, (Th, IM,

K,) [Regarded with reverence, veneration, re

spect, honour, dread, or ance; with fear; with

cautious fear, or caution ;] a man nihom others

regard with reverence, &c.; (S;) a man n-hom

others fear. (K.) –*& formed from

the verb **, the original Us being changed into

3, (S, K,) A place regarded nith ane, or fear;

(S;) a place in which one is impressed nith anºe,

or fear: as also V $2% &: (S, K:) 2.

signifies a place of ane, or fear. (IB.) –

--~" and *..." and "…] + The lion :

(K) because regarded with awe, or fear, by

men. (TA.)

* 3...?

~evº! ; see -*.

wº-e?

2 * -º, ö, K) inf n <, (TA) as

also ~3°, (S,) He cried out to him, and called
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him, ($, K,) saying, -º cº-º; or saying 99 •º,

which is a cry by which a pastor calls his com

panion from afar; or, accord, to AZ, saying

tº tº [or rather* (, ; see art. al. (TA.)

3. cºus Gire me: (K:) Jº tº es Give me,
• * *

0 man : (T, S, M. :) i. q. Jºlee'; (T, S, M,

K:) to two men, Çts: to a plurality of men,

l,ís. to a woman, Jº: to two women, GA

to a plurality of women, &ºts: you say sº

<its > [Give me: mayest thou not give (here

after)! an imprecation, of the like of which there
- - - e -

are many examples] ; and 49 334- c. **

$6. [Gire me, if there be in thee (a disposition

for) giving]; and 3.juju. [I do not give thee],

2: .

like as you say, Jºletel U, ; but you do not say

“…its ; nor do you use this verb in a prohibitive

manner: [it is used neither affirmatively nor

prohibitively :] accord. to Kh, ets is from J.

aOr. J. ; the being changed into 2. (S.)

[But J is of the measure Jasi: and ets is

the imp. from the measure Jé. See also art.

Jºe, where it is mentioned again in the S

and K.]

<s an exclamation denoting wonder: the

Arabs say, A-9<s [What forbearing mild

ness, or clemency!]. (L.) – 40 <s, (Akh, S,

K, &c.) and u ºs. (Akh, K) and u ºs.

(Akh, IB, K,) and the first letter is sometimes

with kesreh; (K;) as is related on the authority of

‘Alee, (TA,)[so that you say 3 s and ess and

<e. the first of which three forms is mentioned

by Fr, Akh, IB, and the third by Fr, IB; but

for the second I find no other authority than

that implied above;] of all which, the most

common is JJ <s, with fet-hah to the 6 and

<2: (Zj:) <!, is of the dial of Howrón, whence

it became introduced into Mekkeh; and &ga,

of the dial of El-Medeeneh; (Fr.:) [imper.

verbal ns.] i. q. 2's, Come! (Akh, S, L, K,) or

Jú the same, (Fr, Ks,) or Jji, the same, or

Come fornward 1 (L.) It occurs in the Kur,

xii. 23; where it is commonly read ºff << .

(Zj;) but Alee and Ibn-'Abbās are said to have

read aſ is, with hemzeh. (See art us.) (TA)

<s is itself invariable whether used to denote

the sing. or pl. or fem. or masc.; but the dif.

ference of number is observed in what follows

it; for you say Q: * [Come ye truo () and

* 3: 2. [Come ye women &c.]: (S:) you

also say simply* [Come!] and this is also

said to signify Hasten l and Set forth journey

ing through the land, or earth. (TA.) Autho

rities differ respecting this word; whether it be

Arabic or arabicized ; and whether it be a noun

or a verb; &c. Accord. to AZ, as related by

Az, JJ JºA is arabicized in the Kur, from the

Hebrew &= tº [app. a mistake for 3-J U.A.,

which I suppose to be meant for no? Tºny

“Now, come!” occurring in Gen. xxxi. 44].

(TA.)

• O ~ -

sº <-s: see 2.

<--> A lon, or depressed, piece of ground:

(K :) a piece of ground having a lon, or de

pressed, bottom : (TA :) i. q. * and ãº.

(IAar.)

túa, and tº : see art. -->.

*...* [Clamorous; calling out often, or much].

)

*~A

1. 3 &\s, aor. <, inf. n.& and &&.

He gave him a little, or something little in

quantity. (AZ, S, K.) [See also tº-, in art.

2:-.] — age G: <ts, inf. n. <s, He gave

little in his measure, or in his measuring; i. q.
2 * . 6 c > - - - - - - 42

U-, inf. n. 2- : it is like what is termed -35-.

* * * ~ . 6 o', .3

(TA.) = t2UA, aor. “vº, inf n. J.A, It was

in a state of motion, or commotion; ($, K;) like

Jºs, inf. n. Jºs. (S.) —ºi < *, aor.<

inf. n. <s; and Y <%; The party became

intermia!ed in altercation. (TA.) — alsº <>(s

4-95, aOT. “…, IIe dug up the dust, or earth,

with his foot. (TA) – ºus, aor. “…, inf. n.

&: (TA ) and "-(a-l; (K;) He corrupted,

or marred; acted corruptly; did mischief; syn.

<si (K, TA) – 4 J “, aor. …,

inf. n. &s, He acted corruptly ( 3.3 ) with his

property; (K;) as also &le; (TA ;) [he scat

tered and marred his property; squandered it;

expended it quickly : see art. “…c.). — Also,

[contr.,] He acted rightly with his property.

(TA.) — :* e &ú. He acted corruptly with

a thing ; and took it without gentleness; (TA ;)

[as also *] — , ) Gº -33) &A The

neolf did mischief among [or norried] the sheep,

or goats; (TA ;) [as also <!el. E &- <'s

Júl, alor. “... inf. n. <s, He obtained nºhat

he wanted of the property. (K.)

3. <\s, inf. n. iš%. He contended, or dis

puted, with him for superiority in abundance, or

multitude; as, for instance, of wealth, or of

dependants or followers. (TK.) <!. is syn.

withº. (K)—see 10.

5. <3 He gave. (K.) & 4. <º He gave

him a thing. (TK.)

6 :

10. <2\,…,] (and Y &A, TA,) He deemed [a

see 1.

thing] much ; syn. *:::::: (K) tº eº-l

ºu..." [He deemed nihat he gave him much].

| (TK.) — See 1.

.
à:A An assembly, a company, a congregated

| body, (A$, $, K,) of men, or people; like i:s.

(As, S.)

ãº. The clamour, or confused noise, (**)

of a people. (L.)

g . .”

<-2\,. Taking much; one who takes much.

(K.)

**

- - .” • . g or 6 * ~*

1. cº, aor. cº, inf. n.* and cº-ºº [the

most common form]; and &ºe, and W tººl,

and Y& It (a thing, S) became raised,

roused, eaccited, stirred up, or provoked; syn. 33:

(S, L, K:) it became so by reason of distress,

or difficulty; or of harm, or injury: you say

23. * &º, inf. n. ** and &–3, The blood

became roused, or stirred up, in him : (A, L:)

and in like manner,& the gall, or bile : and

jū. º dust. (*) See also ** — tº

inf. n. &ºe and ** and&“ ; and W tº:

f He (a stallion-camel) became excited by lust;

initum appetivit; brayed, and became excited by

When this is the case, he becomes lean,

and his price is lessened. (L.) –& <-s,

(S, art.
9 * ~~

J

flamed; painful and snollen; affected neith

ophthalmia ; (L, art. Jºy ;) i. q. •j. (S, art.

lust.

**; and L, art. Jºey ; &c.) inf. n.

(K, art. Jºy; &c.) His eye became in

Jºy ; and L, K," in the same art.) – as &º

*3 f [He became earcited against him, or

attacked him, and satirized him]. (A.) — &tº
... P. o.

\ºvº

two. (A.) — <!- <--ts (inf. n. **, Msb)

f War became eaccited, or raised. (A, Msb.) –

2.43%) º

(A.) —& inf. n. **, He, or it, was in a

state of commotion. (L.) —Úº it- <--ts

The shy became cloudy and nindy, and we were

rained upon. (TA.)— &\s ; (S, K;) [followed

by an accus., and also by - ;] and " **.

*J. ! [Satire nas excited between them

& ! Evil become earcited among them.

inf. n. : #, the most common form;] and

W *: (S;) He, or it, raised, roused, eaccited,

stirred up, or provoked, ($, K,) a thing; ($ ;)

syn. jči. (K.) Thus the first of these verbs is

trans. as well as intrans. (S.) All have the

same meaning: ($:) or the second has an in

tensive signification. (Mºb.) —jº g-ts, and

" *-ºs, [which is more common,) He raised the

dust. (TA)—ºr " tº He excited evil
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among a people. (A) — tººls ãì <+:

I roused the she-camel, and she became roused.

(A.) —&** I roused him, and he became

roused. (TA.) — éin ;3. & <--is The

dwelling eaccited his longing desire. (A.) – &tº

IIe, or it, disquieted, and scared, a person. (L.)

- Jº) cº, inf n. **, He put the camels in

motion, by night, tonards the natering-place and

pasture. (L)–Jº <--a The camels thirsted.

(K)—&s, (inf n. **, S, and ºs, TA)

! It (a plant, or herbage,) dried up : ($, K:)

[it neithered:] it (a leguminous plant) became

yellon, (Msb:) or dried up and became yellon .

and became tall. (L.) — Jeº <-º, inf. n.

6

&
-

herbage, or leguminous plants, of the land dried

up. (L.)

2: see 1 and 4.

* and * and 3-3, ! The plants, or

3. *-*. (TK) inf n. gº, (S, K,) He

fought with him; engaged in a conflict, or

combat, mith him. (TK.) – cº 2. The

day of fight, conflict or combat. (S, K.") —

See 1.

4. <º 3–9. <<w f The nind dried up, or

caused to dry up, the plants, or herbage : (S,

K'i) and [sº] 'º-º. (o, K in art ex-)—

JS tº-3 t We found the land to have its

plants or herbage, dried up. ($, K.)

5 : see 1.

6. , 4.5 + They leaped, or sprung up, to

gether, to fight, one against another. ($, K.)

8: see 1.

*: See **.

º Civil war; or conflict and faction ; or

discord, or dissension; syn. *…*. (L.) See

**.— Excitement of the blood : or, of coitus:

or, of longing desire. (L.) — ** 2. A day

of wind; or, of clouds, or mist, and rain. (K,

TA: [but accord. to some copies of the K,

instead of “and rain,” “or, of rain.”]) —&
- ... • 6 o'.

U-e- ** 4, said with respect to a cloud, or

body of clouds, when first rising ; (As ;) [mean

ing, It hath had a good rising, or hath risen

well, so as to present, at its first rising, a good,

or promising, appearance: an expression like

&-- tº 4, q. V., art. tº].- **. + Yellon

ness : [app. in a plant]: (L:) or a state of drying

up. (IAar, L.) See **

:---, indecl., with kesreh for its termination,

and W **, Cries by nihich a she-camel is chidden.

- -

-

(K.) [See also ***, in art. **]

is tº A ewe that does not desire the ram : as

though deprived of excitement. (M.) — is tº

A female frog. (L, K.) See an ex. in a verse

cited voce $42. – An ostrich. (L.) Pl. of

both, <!-s. (L. K.) Dim. is ſº and is 4.

(L.)

J-ºk :

Rºs and " J-º (S, L, K) and W ** and

W ** (L) the third [as also the fourth] originally

an inf. n., (Msb,) War. (S, L, K.)

See $º.

º

**: see 1 and 3; and its s.
-

* - O -

See als--A.

5 * >

5 p. o “ 6 * o

*** *, *, and W &lars, 4 thing, or person,

that raises, rouses, excites, stirs up, or provokes,

much : each of these epithets having a trans.

signification. The former is also used as a fem.

epithet. (L.)

** f Anger '. º ebullition of anº, rage,

or passion; syn. 3033. ($, K.) Ex. *** &tº

f His anger became roused, or excited; (S;)

became violent; (TA;) he became inflamed nith

anger. (A.) And *** 3. ! The ebullition

of his anger, rage, or passion, became appeased.

(S.)— ** (S, K) and Y** (TA) f A stallion

($, K.) —

isºs Jº f Land of which the leguminous

plants have dried up, or become yellon : (S,

K:) or, as in some lexicons, [and as in one

copy of the $ in my hands,) and become

yellon, (TA:) or, of which the leguminous

plants have dried up. (TA.) ** Já, and

W : is, f Leguminous plants dried up, or drying

(L.)

&: A she-camel that is excited by desire for

excited by lust; initum appetens.

up, [and yellow].

its accustomed place, and hastens thither. ($, K.)

– See ** - £4. A camel that thirsts

before [other] camels. (K.)

Jeº

1. \s, aor. 4…, inf. n. 3:s: (S, L, K :)

and " …, (L, K.) inf. n. 3-3, (TA;) He

moved, or put in motion, ($, L, K,) a thing, (S,)

or anything: this is the original signification.

(L.) —sº, aor. 44. inf. n.º and sº ; (L,

K;) and Y*: (K;) It frightened, or terrified,

and afflicted, distressed, or oppressed, a person.

(L, K.) — sts, aor. 44. inf. n. *: (L, K ;)

and "…s ; (K;) He repaired; put into a right

or proper state. (L, K.) It is said in a trad.,

with reference to the Mosque (of Mohammad,

L), $3s, (S, L,) meaning Repair it : (L:) or

pull it down, and then repair it : (S, L.) or pull

it down, and recommence the building of it, and

repair it, and put it into a right or proper state.

(L.)—sus, (Yaakoob, $, L, K,) aor. *... , inf. n.

6 o'- * , - -

Jºs, and sus; (L5) and " …A ; (Yaakoob, S, L:)

He chid a man; and turned him anay, or back,

from a thing: (S,” L, K:) or 4. is only used

with a negative in this sense. (Yaakoob, K.)

sts He removed a person or thing from his or

its place. (L, K.”) — sº. He or it disquieted,

disturbed, or unsettled, a person. (K.) —

133- J** Such a thing does not move me;

(L ;) it does not disquiet, disturb, or unsettle, me;

I am not moved by it; do not care for it, or

regard it. ($, L.) Accord. to Yaakoob, Jere

is only hus used with a negative. (S, L.) One

says, 43% &= 3.* S Let not this move

thee at all from thine opinion. (TA.)

2: see 1.

9 - 5 O.

>\A : see JºA.

3's and *** and 3% (S, L, K) and *

and * and 3's (IB, L) and 3.x (L) Cries
by nihich camels are chidden (S, L, K) and urged.

(L.) — Also 3. A mode of singing to camels,

to urge or eaccite them : (L:) or the commence

ment of such singing : (TA:) when a man is

about to sing to camels for this purpose, he says

* **, and then sings, or prolongs and mo

dulates his voice. (L., T.A.) — 30 tº <s, (T,

L. K.) and 40 u, º, (Sh, L.) and 40 u, º,

(L,) [What is thy state, or condition, or thy

affair, or business?) forms of speech used in in

quiring of a man respecting his state, or con

dition, or his affair, or business; (T, L, K ;)

like as you say 40 ( 3. ū. (T, L.) One

says, J. L. 3's & Jú <! [He met him, and

said to him, What is thy state, &c.?] and &:

J tº 2. & Jú tº [I met him, and he said

not to me, What is thy state, &c. 2] (Lh, L,) and

º'-38 tº 2's G, and 4–3. tº 3. º,

[What is the state, &c., of thy companions?]

(Ks, L,) and one says, 3's & is U. Jº 3,

J (4, meaning, [Hadst thou reviled me, or

shouldst thou revile me, I had not said, or mould

not say,) What is thine affair? (As, on the

authority of "Eesa Ibn-'Omar.) When a stray

camel passes by a man, and he does not turn

him aside, nor does he regard it, you say,> J-o

J L. * 4. Jú tº, and, as related by an

Arab of the desert, JJ Le “s, with kesr to

the 3, [A camel passed by, and he said not to

him, What is thy state, &c. 2) (AZ, L.) –

*śts S3 3's à uº. He has no motion: (L, K:)

or neither JºA nor SUA is to be said to him;

meaning, he is not to be moved, nor withheld
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from a thing, nor chidden anay from it. ($,

L.)= 3... i. a. º. A ſtably pubes. (Fr.
º, , o e

in TA, voce Jºsé".)

o º, o .

JºeA : See Jeº

Jºs [whether with or without tenween is

not shown] Conardly; or a conard: ($, L 3) a
º -

heavy, conardly man ; like cº-e (L.)

Jºe

2. º: See 9;s.

5. 2: . See ×.

Jºe

-> 0 ,” • * : - - 6 o –

1. 235, Jºe, aor. Jºevº, (S) inf n. Jºe,

(S, K,) The people, or company of men, were,

or became, in a state of commotion and excite

ment, (S, K,") tºº against us. ($) — Jºº

Ja: & 2.44 Asi. The people, or company
2. e

of men, leaped, or sprang, one, or one portion.

tonards another, for fight, or conflict : (TA :)
- © 2 x d > .n

and Jax J', avaº J.tº W Jº The men,

or people, leaped, or sprang, one, or one portion,

towards another, (JK,) in the slightest kind of

conflict. (TA)—J-tºl J, Jº, (JK, TA)

inf. n. Jºs. (JK, K,) He created, or excited,

disorder, disturbance, discord, or dissension, be

tween, or among, the people; made mischief

among them. (JK, K," T.A.) – Jºy Jº's,

(JK,) inf. n. Jºe, (JK, K,) The man used, or

uttered much foul speech or language. (JK,

$gh, K.”) = Jºſe, aor, as above, (TA,) and so

the inf. m., (Fr, K,) He collected. (Fr, K, T.A.)

[In this sense, as well as the first, it is like Jºls
9 @ ,

having JºA for its inf. n.]

5: see 1.

ãº's i.q. àº;s; (S, K;) Conflict and faction,

sedition, discord, or dissension. (JK, K.) It is

said in a trad, (TA) *, *g, Jº Jº,

(K, TA,) or, accord. to one relation,sº e”

(TA,) There is no retaliation for one slain in

cases of conflict and faction, &c., when the slayer

(K, TA) And -ºs in the

phrases J.J. <t's and 36.9 <<s is like

<ºs. (TA.) = A company of men : (JK,

S:) or a miced, or confused, company. (K.)

is unknown.

Jacº

1. 43%, aor. Jáº (S. K.) inf n. Jºs, (S)

He broke it, namely, a bone, after it had become

set; as also * A sus: (S, K :) and in like

manner, a wing. (TA.) – f. It (a thing) made

him to fall back into his disease; (S, A, TA;)

and so * us J. 43's. (TA.) You say also,

Jill &- Jäus + Grief affected the heart

time after time. (TA.) And Aft "4:a::

[Wehemence of desire] returned to him a second

time. (A," T.A.) – t It softened him, or it.

(TA.) And so IAar explains the verb as

occurring in the saying of ‘Āisheh, Jºe", Jº

tº Jº Jº sº. [Had that befallen

the firm mountains nºbich befell my father, J it

had softened them. (TA.) [See also an ex. of a

similar meaning voce &\ls.]— 1 It (drowsiness)

made him languid. (A, TA.) – f He broke

him, or defeated him : as in the imprecation

uttered by 'Omar the son of 'Abd-el-'Azeez

against Yezeed the son of El-Mohelleb, when he

broke his prison, and escaped, 35 3. 3 ** *

*** Jº ! O God, verily he hath broken me,

or defeated me, and encroached on meÇº J-5!),

then do Thou break him, or defeat him, and

requite him for that nihich he hath done.

2. 4 as + He roused, eaccited, or provoked,

him ; and it, namely the heart. (IB.)

5: see 7: = and see also 1.

7. Jalº! It [a bone] broke, or became broken,

(JK, K,) after having been set ; (JK;) and

"Jazz signifies the same. (K.)

8: see 1.

Jºs + Any pain folloning upon pain. (S,

TA.) See also iás.— + Softness. (TA.)

iás, (Lth, K) or "Jºs, (JK) + A disease

after a disease : a return of anariety, or dis

quietude of mind; and of grief. (Lth, JK, K.)

- ia's as + He has a purging and vomiting

together; (i.e. the cholera : used in this sense in

the present day :] (S, K :) or a discharge of the

belly alone. (TA.) You say also, tº; <<
3. , 3 º'

a.aº, meaning t A change of his temperament,

such as often occasions lacness of the bonels,

causing a frequent going to and from the privy,

affected such a one, from the disagreement with

him of something n:hich he had eaten. (T.A.) —

sº ãas a In him is the languor produced

by drowsiness. (A, TA.)

6 -

Jazy-e A bone broken after having become set;

(S, A, K.) as also "Jº, (S) and "Jººº...

(S, A.)

2.9)

(TA.)

2,2' >

Jø 3 .

43 ... & J. See Jaeyº.

uno -

6 ... & P

Jély-e [A beast] that has had a leg broken,

and has recovered, and has been hastily laden

and driven, and whose bone has consequently

broken a second time, after it had become set and

nearly nell: or, accord. to Ish, one that has

been diseased, and recovers, and is hastily put

to nork, so that he is distressed thereby; or that

eats food, or drinks beverage, and in consequence

(TA.)relapses into disease.

lase

1. ** J% tº, inf n. is: and Jº Jº U.

© ... •

**5
-: ~

.. ; He ceased not to be engaged in crying

out, or vociferating, or calling for aid or succour;

and in evil, or mischief; and raising a clamour,

or confused noise. (K.) IKtt says, that Jacº

(TA.) [See also 3.]has no pret.

5 *

3. Ples [in the senses assigned to it in what

here follows] is an inf. n. of which the verb

[*] is obsolete. (L.) You say, Jº Jºj L.

Pºs leu." He ceased not to be in a state of
z - 2 *

approaching, or drawing near, and retiring to a
9 .

distance : (K:) or loºk signifies the act of

- 6 . 6 . -

advancing : (Lh :) or Pºe and blº respectively

signify the most vehement driving in coming to

water, and the most vehement driving in returning

from water; and the meaning is, going and

coming : (Aboo-Tālib :) or both signify the being

in a state of commotion, tumult, or disturbance;

as some say, arising from their saying “No, by

God,” and “Yes, by God:” (TA :) [it is also

said that] ikºº, [which is likewise an inf. m. of

*] signifies the act of crying out, or voci

ferating; and raising a clamour, or confused

noise; [(see also 1;) and so, app., Bºs; for it

- - - Jº Asi) &

*** *** [as though meaning the people, or

company of men, fell into vociferating, &c.].

(S.) alsº [… is also said to signify

Between them two is lon, faint, or gentle,

speaking. (TA.) [See bºx. — Accord. to

IAar,* signifies He esteemed him weak.

(TA.)

is immediately added, one says,

6. 1912,\,. They came together, or coalesced,

and arranged, or adjusted, their affairs; (Fr.,

S, K;) contr. of 131aºlº. (Fr, S.)

Lºs and ºt, are explained by IAar as sig

nifying Going and coming. (TA.)

[&A &c.

See Supplement.]
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